REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Douglas, Tuesday, June 2, 1970.

Present: The Governor (Sir '.R.1..er
Stallard, K.C.M,G., C.V.O., M.B.E.) the
Lord Bishop (the Right Rev. George
Eric Gordon, M.A.)., De.emster G. E.
Moore, the Attorney-Genera :2 (Mr. D. D.
Lay, T.D.), Sir Ralph Stevenson.
G.C.IVI.G., Messrs. J. B. Bolton. .T. H.
Nicholls. 0.B.(E., C. C. MeFoe. J. C.
Nivison, H. H. Radcliffe, T. F. Corkhill,
with Mr. P. Hulme Acting Clerk to
the Council.

OIL IN MANX NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL—REPORT OF
COMMITTEE—ACCEPTED
The Governor: Now Item No. 1, Oil
in. Manx Navigable -Waters Bill. I call
upon the Attorney-General for the Re-nt of Committee.
The Attorney-General: Y(S, Your Exceleney. It is rather a lengthy report,
and what in fact happened—if I could
just telescope it a bit—was that originally the Local Government Board conceived a Bill and thot.vx.ht that it did not
make sufficient provision, strong
enough provision„ to force people, or
indeed to make local provision, to force
people who have discharged oil to clean
up our beaches.
The Governor: Now at this paint I
suggest we will sav:' a lot of time if we
agree to put this in the record, this
report.
The Attorney-General: Very good, sir.
yes.
The Coven-or: Take it as read and
put it in the record. Is that agreed?

Mr. McFee: You mean it wil:J be in
Hansard?
The Governor: It will be in Hansard
.for future reference, and therefore we
can turn to the last paragraph.
Sir Ralph SWvenson: And then we
continue with our own Bill as drafted?
The Attorney-General: Yes.
The Govomor: Well we have got to
decide that.
The Attorney-General: If the Council
accepts this. Ycis, welt I shall be pleased
if the report be adopted.
Mr. Nicholls: I 'beg to second that,
Your Excellency.
The Governor: Agreed?
Mr. .1VIcFee: Have they all read it?
Mr. Radcliffe: There is just one question, Your Excellency, The auestion has
arisen that this Bill itself deals mostly
with ships and line reservations and oil
being discharged from ships or in conne.ctlon with oil in ships. But thVre is
also industrial waste. Now I would like
an opinion on that, in that I have been
given to under sit and—and this .has ibeen
not with me but with others in consultation with the Public Health Inspector
and the Public Analyst — where there
are certain types of oils which they can
dispose of used in industry through the
oil companies, but there are other kinds
to which must be either burned, buried,
dumped at sea or discharged at a controlled rate into a sewer. Now I understand. I am given to understand that
there -are certain industries in the Isle of
-Man that do use oil in this respect mostly
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as a cooling fluid used on Machine tools. different from the oil which is disThis has been accepted apparently in charged from tankers, etc. The oil used
England —I do not -know who by and as a lubricant or as a cutting compound
that is why I aro asking now, Your Ex- really en machine tools is really more
cellency, the Board of Trade or who it of a detergent than, an oi=. It is a mixis—that this discharge if discharged at ture of oil, certain oils and other mata controlled rate, 7 think it is one part ters which make it almost a solution.
of ten million Or something
that. I The oil is miscible but does not actually
do not know the parts, but there is dissolve, but tt is very different in
a concentration of ten parts per nature from the oil which we are getmillion, ten parts per million. Now is ting out of this report,
there any provision in this Bill for that
Mr. McFee: It would be best conor does this Bill prohibit such a discharge?
trolled by the Local Government Board
Acts, too. "
The Attorney-General: Well, it is all
in—
Mr. tRadcliffe: Well, I am just, with
due respect. to th,-- -hon. member, Mr.
Mr. Radcliffe: No. it is not. It does NichoDs, sir, and am just wondering
not m.:-ntion it. It keeps on with "ships i.f this has been thought of, and does
and -sh-'p oil"—wel0 and nod. But if it this put difficulties there? I am only
does refe.r to such a discharge from the asking it 'because ,I have not prepared
factory in the Isle of Man', well then I an amendment because I do not know
think some provision should be made whethr it is necessary. I notice what
that the proper regulations can be the hon. member. Mr. Nivison, has said,
brought into effect, and such a dis- hurt I do know that reading it right
charge can
'permitted and controlled. through it is on oil as Mr. Nicholls
Because aotually it takes place, it mentioned. And in land installations—
takes place in England and is actually in other words, there is a boat in the
controlled. Now we have total prohibi- harbour discharging &I into the oil conVon. I am- only reading it now rather tainer on land, that- is the same oii,
than later. Because we have factories then it goes into this container and then
that do use these; oils as coolers. etc., leaks back into th,-) hanbour. That is
and they are at present dischanging what this is all dealing with. But what
them under control.
about this industrial . . . It has been
Mr Nivison: Your Excellency, surely raised' with Me on be-had of industrialon page 5 of the report it says. "-Where ists who do use a and I am asking—
any nuisance has been caused by the
The Governor: Well now, I am sugdischarge of oil or mixture containing
oil from a place on land or from any gesting then that if we accept this
apparatus used for transferring oil report, 'between now and October you
from a place on land or from any ap- get together with all the relevant
paratus used for transferring oil from authorities and when we tackle this Bill
or to any vessel
" but it ,goes first we will give it a first reading in
October and the Committee stage in
from "a place on land."
November. you will then be ready to
The Attorney-General: Your Exctl- move any amendment necessary.
lency. if I may interrupt. sir, that is a
Mr, Radcliffe: Could I hear a simple
clause which is not being adopted.
answer from the Attorney-General that
Mr. Nicholls: But this oil that Mr. if this is not applying to such disRadcliffe is referring to, sir, is very charges—
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The Governor: He has given that
answer.
The Attorney-G-enr.:ral: If the discharge is from a place on and and
goes into Manx navigable waters, then
it is an offence under this.
Mr. Radcliffe: Welt, that would
frighten and it has got to be controlled
because it is permitted elsewhere.
Mr. Bolton: I think under the provisions, sir, really that what Mr. Radcliffe, the hon. member. is talking about
is not really this Bill at all. This Bill
is oil in Manx Navigable Waters. Now
what he is discussing is the possibility
of oil being anywhere discharged either
on to land or into a stream.
The Governor: What I really want
the Council to decide is whether they
accept this renort, or not, because we
are not dealing with the Bill but with
this report.
Mr, Radcliffe: Yes. Six, well d am raising it, why—ibecause this Bi:1 . . . The
report says we cap deal with the Bill
as it is. What I am wanting to know
is if the Bill, as it does make proviSion !or these peoble, and Mr.. Bolton
has got the wrong idea:
The: Governor: Yes, well, what I say
is between now and October you should
able to speak privately with the
Attorney to find out whether it does or
not. Is it agreed?
It was agreed.
REPORT
OIL IN MANX NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.
Veer Excellency and hon. merrubersOn the 7th day of June, 1966 we were
appointed a committee of the Legislative Council to consider difficulties
which had arisen in respect of clause 3
of the Bill.

The need for the Bill had been
brought to notice by what was then
thought to be the imminent installation
of an oil refinery at the Point of Ayre.
The oil 'refinery has become considerably less imminent but the transfers of
oil and th:Jleakage and discharge of oil
from vessels off the coasts of the Island
and the increasingly frequent pollution
of neighbouring coasts render the Bill
a most desirable addition to the Manx
Statutes. The Bill is based on the
"domestic" sictions of the 1955 Aat, of
Parliament the international aspects of
which have already been applied to the
Isle of Man at our request by an. Order
in Council.
Before the Bill was drafted reprc'sentations were made to the AttorneyGeneral by the Isle of Man Local Government Board to the effect that that
Board did not consider that the remedies given by section 3 of the 1955 Act
(clause 3 of the Bill as printed) were
adequate. Accordingly the AttorneyGenera'i drafted a new clause 3 and it
was the nr_lw clause 3 which was incorporated in the Bill which went forward
to the Home Office and the Board of
Trade for observatiems. The new clause
3 reads as follows3. (1) A person guilty of an offence
under section one Of this Act shall, on
conviction on indictment, or on summary conviction, he liable to a fine not
exceeding one thousand nounds and the
court may, in every case where any
pol.lution has occurred, or damage has
been caused, which is attributable to
the off:Ince. order the offender to do all
or any of the following things, that is
to say—
(a) where any person has incurred, or
wi'l incur, any expenses in remcvirg such pollution or making good
such damage, to pay in addition to
any fine a reasonable sum as compensation for such expenses;
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(b) to remove or make) good any such
pollution or damage within such
time as may be specified in the
order:
(c) to take such steps, including the
execution of works, within such
time as may be specified in. the
order, as in the opinion• of the Court
is necessary to prevent or reduce
the likelihood of the re-occurrence
of similar pollution or damage.
(2) Where a fine has been imucised
n 1. ...5spect of an offence under section
one of this Act and' it appears to th:e
court that any person has incurred, .or
will incur, any of the expenses mentioned in paragraph (a) of that subsection, but the court does not see ,fit to
make an order under that paragraph,
the court may order the whale or part
of the fine to be paid to that person for
or towards defiraying those expenses.
The Home Office and the Board of
Trade made a number of criticisms to
the new clause. 3. They explained that
when their own Bill was in Committee
of the Ho-use of Commons a much similar -clause was sought to be introduced
into it but was successfully resisted.
They made the following points on the
new elJuse(:) :3(1) (a.) cnables
a
Magistrates'
Court to award an unlimited sum as compensation;
(2) 3(1)(b) are equivalent to mand.aand (c) tory injunctions which
Crim in a 1 Courts have
neither the machinery nor
expertise to enforce:
(3)

the award of dam2oes depends solely on the fact of
a conviction and resultant
damage .v,ohich is entirely
different: from the normal
reason for the reward of
damages, i.e. deliberate or

negligent breach of a duty
owed by the defendant to
the 'plaintiff;
(4)

the possibil'ity of a double
persecution in both criminal and civil courts;

(5)

the possible proliferation
of defendants;

(0)

the fact that the burden of
proof is much higher in a
criminal court than. in a
civil court which might
prejudice a plaintiff;

(7)

for technical reasons the
great difficulty in. proving
a claim .

The Attorney-General saw the force
of all these observations and consequently removed, the new clause 3 and
substituted, the original clause as it appears in. the print of the Bill.
When the Bill came before Legislative
Council complaints were made as fo the
alleged inadequacy of clause 3 as
printed' and accordingly the AttorneyGeneral in. conjunction with Deemster
Kneale drafted two new clauses to be
numbered 4 and 5 to be inserted immediately after clause 3. These new
clauses are set out below4. (1) Where any oil or mixture contaiMng oil is discharged in the manner
described' in section one of this Act into
waters to which that section
applies. the harbour authority or ownelr
of the harbour or foreshore which is or
is likely to be affected by the deposit
of such substance may take all reasonably practicable steps to prevent remove, eliminate or destroy the same,
either before or aster it pollutes such
harbour or such foreshores, and to
make good any damage caused thereby.
(2)Any expenses reasonably incurred
by any person under sub-section (I) of
this section shall, subject as hereinafter
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provided, be recoverable by him as a
civil debt in the Common Law Division,
Summary Jurisdiction., from the owner
or master of the vessel or the occupier
of the place on land or the owners of
the works or apparatus from which, as
the case may be, it is proved that the
cischarge occurred.
Provided also that where, under subsection (2) of section. 10 of this Act, a
count has ordered the whole or any part
of a .fin6 to ,be paid to a person., and
Mat person makes a claim under this
sub-section, the amount of the fine so
ordered to be paid to him shall be taken
into account by the 'Common Law division as being. in satisfaction or part
satisfaction of the exnens:.'s he has
reasonably incurred.
(3) On this Act the word "owner" in
relation to any apparatus includes a
hirer 'thereof.
.5.. (1) Where any nuisance has been
caus:d by the dIscharioe of oil or mixtare containing oil from a place on land
or from any apparatus used for transferring oil from or to any vessel:
(whether to or from a place on land
or to or from another vessel) the aporoptriate authority may by notice
addressed. to one or both of the persons
hereinafter mentioned in. this subsection require the occupier of the place
on land, or the owner of the apparatus.
as the case may be, within such reasoncble time, not being less than seven
day; from the date of service of the
notice. as may be specified in the notice.
to .takc such steps, including the execution of works, as the authority deems
practicable for abating or preventing ithe
recurrence of the nuisance and, subject
a.s hereinafter in this section .provided,
every person to whom such notice is addres-sed shall comply with the terms
thereof.
(2) In this section the expre'ssion
"the appropriate authority" means–.
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(a) in the case of the nuisance existing
in any of the waters to which section one of this Act applies, or on
any foreshore, or on any property
vested in the Isle of Man. Harbour
Board, the said Board;
(b) in the case of the nuisance existing
in any place other than one mentioned in paragraph (a) of this subsection. the Islc of Man Local Government Board;
(3) Any person who tai s to comply
with any of 'the requirements of a
notice given to him under this section
shall be liable on summary conviction
to a firir.5 not exceeding five .hundred
pounds with a further fine not exceeding one hundred pounds for each day
during which such failure to comply
continues after conviction therefor.
(4) Any notice under this section
may ,be signild by the secretary of the
appropriate authority and shall be
deemed to have been sufficiently served
if addressed to the person to whom it
is to 'be given and either served on him
personally, or 'by leaving it for him at
his last known place of 'residence or
business ins the Is:e of Man, or by sending it to him there by registered post or
pecord:'d 'delivery, or 'by fixing the same
in a conspicuous position on 'the place
on land or on the apparatus, as the case
may .be.
(5) (a.) Any person. aggrieved by any
requirement of a notice
served upon him under this
section may, within seven
days of such service, appeal
to a court of summary jurisdiction and. pending the determination of the appeal.
the effect of the notice shall
be suspended.
(h) Every anneal shall be commenced 'by the appelart
lodging with the elenk of the
count a petition addressed to
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out to the Attorney-General that the
minor amendments to the two draft
clauses did not cure the main criticisms
to the whole principle of the clauses.
For some years now, since the Torrey
Canyon affair, the whole question of
pollution by oil at sea has been under
(e) The court shall hear the ap- active consideration at international
peal as soon as practicable leve. and we agreed that it would he
and may allow or dismiss the most unwise for the Isle of Man to
appeal or may reverse or create a novel law on its own entirely
vary any requirement of the altering the accepted princ:ples of civil
notice against which it is liability when at any time an interbrought and the decision. of national convention may result from
the court shall be
the present deliberations.
We also take the view that since inThe Attorney-General submitted' these
clauses to the Home Office and the ternational conventions take many
Board of Trade but once again very years to come into general operation it
vould be wrong for the Isle of Men to
considerable difficulties became apparent. The main criticisms to clause 4 continue without any protection or
de- remedies until an international decision
are the possible multiplicity of
fendants, the unlimited extent of is reached. We accordingly recommend
liability and the absence of any defence that Council should accept clause 3 as
such as an act of God, etc. In the case printed and provide the Isle ot Man
of clause 5 the criticisms are that the with the same protection as is enjoyed
liability is absolute, provides no possi- by the United Kingdom ,penciins the
bility of a defence and that the decision eutcome of the convention.
is net that of a court of law but of a
We would add that the Home Office
local authority ('though there is an and the Board of Trade fully recognise
appeal to a Summary Court). A general the competence of the Isle of Man to
criticism is the fact that the law in enact the legislation which we sought
operation would be out of accord with to do, but that in their opinion it would
the law in adjacent territories which be unwise both from our own and the
would inevitably give 'rise to confusion international points of view for the
in maritime quarters and awkward re- Island to enact legislation in a form
percussions outside the Island. The' differing from that of the United. Kingliabilit=es imposed by the clause are not dom. pending the outcome of the .prein, line with the fundamental concepts sent international discussions as to the
of the operation of the law of civil terms for an international convention.
liability.
We have seen. the relevant correspondAccordingly some minor amendments ence and accept the advice given.
Mr. Nicholls was unable to attend our
were made to the new draft clauses 4
and. 5 which the Attorney-General did deliberations and accordingly has not
not consider would meet the clifficu'rties signed this report, but he has been conbut which were nevertheless submitted sulted and concurs in our conclusions.
to the Home Office. At this stage the
Since this Report was drafted it has
Torrey Canyon affair intervened and reach our notice that the International
the whole matter was left in abeyance Convention of Civ:l Liability for Oil
whilst the implications of the situation Pollution Damage was signed in. Bruswere analysed. The Home Office pointed se's ('by 19 states) in November last.
the court stating the general
grounds of appeal and signed
by him or his advocate on
his behalf and brought with
notice to the secretary of the
appropriate authority.
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The Convention is stated to provide
a considerable improvement in the legal
position, of a claimant in the event of
marine oil pollution damage.
Despite this :ate change in the position we adhere to our recommendation
that we should forthwith continue with
our own W11 as drafted. The passing of
this Bill will afford the lit.sland some
protection immediately and when the
United Kingdom Bii:1 is published we
may, if we see ,fit, produce parallel
leriris:ation to provide clamant& with
s1ronger civil remedies.
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Mr. Nivison: I would perhaps answer
that -and support this. The Tourist
vest applicants and it is
Board have
for the larger establishments who can
accommodate some 50 or more guests
who put on some form of ententainnient; and this is the operative word.
If ',hey put on some ;form of entertainment, they can get additional licensing
for an additional hour. We
have been in the Tourist Board-Mr. Corkhill: For an additional hour?

The Governor: Now item number 2.
The Licensing (No. 3) Bill. Mr. Nicholls.
Mr. Nicholls: Yes, sir. this is 'a very
short Bill, .a Bill of only one clause acWally, which seeks to cover what was
really a provision in the original Act.
The original Act provided tha,:. catering
restabilishincerts which provided full_
bor,,trd cia!ering for 50 or more guests,
staying guests., would have this extra
licensing 'hour for the convenience of
theirr guests. Burt it was not realised at
the same that it did inflict a penalty on
'very large establishments: and of
course, the obvious one was the -Douglas
'Holiday Centre, which I think in takes
800 or 91)0 guests or more than that,
r:ther ,about 1,000 guests and yei, they
are not able to avail themselves of this
additional hour. And the Bill is really
'introduced Ito cover such establishments
such as the Douglas Holiday Camp and
the Hotwstrake Holiday Camn, or any
future very large establish.mertts.

Mr. Nivison: An additional hour in
the summer months. We have been
somewhat concerned 'about the lack of
entertainment, Your Excellency, in the
Isle of. Man, hearing in mind that many
of our theatres and the like have closed
denvn. Bu.'. there are certain hotels who
:put on entertainment for the guests.
'There are only a few of these, and
so far only one or two have actually
been granted this -cathodal' facility.
When the Act was out through, it was
poin ed ou.t to the Tourist Board that
•a place like the Holiday Camp which
does provide entertainment, not particularly for their guests, but, for people
outside on addtiion, and this is the
operative part. it is for the people outside. The guests within, they can drink
all night if they wish in 'hotels provided
they are staying. Burt these are people
from without. And is was thought that
the Holiday Camp should quaiify provided they 'satisfied the other things associated with the Bil, the same as the
Fort Anne, the Castle Mona, the Majestic
or places of this kind. And it
is merely putting the Holiday Centre in
the same category as those places and
lit does not automatically give them a
icence. They would then have to satisfy
,th.e Tourist Board that they were in fact
putting on entertainment which does
Include variety entertainment, singers,
bands land things of this kind.

Mr. IVIeFee: In what way does it exclude them?

Mr. Bolton: They are excluded because they do not necessarily give full-

This 19th day of May, 1970.
' G. E. MOORE.
DAVID D. LAY.
C. C. McFEE.

LICENSING 1(No. 3) BILL—
FIRST READING APPROVED
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board and full-hoard was la condition in
the previous Bill, And so reality he only
.
difference is that
Your Excellency, the
?Mir.
worst thing li have to say about it is
that I think 'it breaks down uniformity.
Take for instance ordinary hotels, they
close at 11 o'clock, I sake it. Now this
can open for a tuather hour and it is
possible that people can leave hotels
and get into such plaices.
The Attorney-General: But that is
existing law. That: is the present law.
Mr. Corkihill: Whi:dh is the present
law?
The Attorney-General: What you
have just remarked about.
Mr. Cork hill: I Think we can well extend it to the extent that it does
[affect • •
Mr. Nivison: This ,principle is no at
stake, Your Ecellency, at the moment.
It is a case of doing what is right for
one is right or 'another, and that the
Holiday Centre because cf their particular type of catering was debarred. I
em not a :particular supporter of the
Holiday Centre, but I do say, sir, that
they have attempted to put on enterstainment for outsiders. It is not Ihe entertainment allot 'many of us would like.
/They put wrestling on from tine to
time; they put concer:a on from time to
time, of various kinds. lit was thought
that they should come into the same
category, as I say, of the Castle Mona
or the Fort Anne. Majes...i.c, and places
like this.
Mr. Corkhill: I noticed, Your Excellency, that darts, for instance, is a great
, . What a wanted to say was, do they
get extra hours?
Mr. Nivison: No sir, no sir.
The Governor: Now, the Lard Bishop.
The Lord Bishop: I was just going to
.say sir, do not think I am .against this
thing. but to me -the phrase in the Ex-

planatory Memorandum "Langer holiday establishments which do not provide full board" is not entirely clear in
his context. I expeot it is to those who
know more about it, but does 1..; mean
do not provide tuiPboard to anybody,
or do not provide full-board to the
people who are now going to have these
extra dninkting facilities? Could someone define that phrase.
The Governor: Mir. Nicholls, can you?
Mr. Nicholls: d do not quite under..
stand the Lord Bishop's point,sir. You
see, the Douglas Holiday Centre, one
that provides the living aocomantadation
and recreational ,facilities, and so on,
they do not feed their guests.
The Lord Bishop: Not at all?
The Attorney-General: There is a
restaurantDeemsier Moore: In ?which ::.lhey can
have all meals if they want. Normally
they take a chalet and they do their
own cooking in their own chalet, and
'they can buy the wholesale food from
'the ramp stores there, :but they are not
au arnatically, like being entertained at
the camp, provided by ?the camp authorities
their food.
Mr. Nicholls: The same as the Castle
Mona or the Fort Anne would.
The Governor: Do you wish to reply ?
Mr. McFee: I wish to make one
or two comments, sir. .1 feel that
camps are entirely different to hotels
because camps can cover many, many
acres of ground; the entertainment section and bars are entirely separate
from the accommodation. The accommodation is tourist furnished. accommodation for family and young people
accommodation, and as such I think
this is entirely different to the purposes
of the original intention of providing
this extra facility to the genuine wellrun establishment where everything is
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under the one roof. I think that this
would be a very dangerous step to
broaden this scope of this Bill and
extend it for this purpose. I am certainly voting against this Bill, sir, because I think it is another step towards
the broadening of the whole licensing
attitude that is taking place in the
Island. A camp is entirely different to
an hotel which has the proprietor on the
premises, he is under the same roof
and he can control effectively. The others
—melt you can have acres and acres of
land and about hundreds and hundreds
of chalets that are entirely separate
and independent one from another, and
as such there is a tremendous difference
between the two types of accommodation. I certainly think this would be a
very dangerous thing. Camps originally
in the Isle of Man were very, very
strictly controlled, and some of the most
successful years of camping in the Isle
of Man was when there was no licensing
at all and when they were strictly controlled in the old days, when there was
control such as was effected by the proprietors, such as Cunninghams and such
like, where they never thought of licensing. and in fact where if there was any
thought of licence or the consequences
of licensing they would be thrown out
neck and crop.

pare it to present day conditions. We
must realise that the way of life has
changed almost out of all recognition
since those early days, and there is no
doubt about it the late Mr. Cunningham
and his family made a tremendous
success of their business. But that was
in the pioneer days of holiday camps,
but today these are not camps at all.
To call them camps is quite wrong, they
are in no sense of the word a camp.
That is why the name was changed to
the Douglas Holiday Centre because
whereas Mr. Cunningham started with
tents and then gradually improved,
today it is a very different proposition
altogether.

Mr. Bolton: Your Excellency, I would
not like to encourage the hon. member
to make another speech but I would
just like to know what the difference is
between the Majestic Hotel with acres
and acres o•f land round it and the Douglas Holiday Centre with acres and
acres of land round it, The argument
is against licensing altogether and
whilst I might share his views to some
extent, if we are doing it for one we
must do it for them all. And that is the
only view that I am taking.

Mr. Nivison: They are covered under
the other Bill.

Mr. Nicholls: Yes, I think, sir, with
respect to Mr. McFee, it is quite wrong
to bring up the question of what happened in the early days of the late Mr
Joseph Cunningham's effort and corn-

Tile Lord Bishop: Are there a number
of different places or are we really only
talking about the Douglas Holiday
Centre ?
Mr. Nicholls: Well it would apply. sir.
The Douglas Holiday Centre, of course,
is the largest establishment and of
course the obvious one to quote, but
there are hotels — take for example
the Majestic which has been mentioned.
They can cater for very considerably
over 100, I think as many as 200 people,
and quite a number of establishments
on the Island already can benefit by
this legislation.

The Attorney-General: I think it is
fair to say that the only place that
springs to my mind that this Bill will
bring in is the Douglas Holiday Centre.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: What about
Howstrake ?
Mr. Nivison: No, sir, they provide
full board.
The Attorney-General: You see, I
understand that without this particular
carrot that the present legislation
brought forward, the Douglas Holiday
Centre has been doing just this thing
for a number of years and now they
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find themselves in a position where
some of the larger hotels can get this
extra hour for doing what the Holiday
Centre has been doing in the past and
the poor old Holiday Centre is excluded
from the benefit because of the requirement in the existing Act that they must
provide full board. Now the Douglas
Holiday Centre does not provide full
board.
Mr. McFee: Carrots always attract
donkeys !
The Attorney-General: Yes. And it is
a carrot that you can never resist.
(Laughter).
Mr. Nicholls: I beg to move the Bill.
Tne Governor: Is it agreed that we
give it a first reading ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thank you.
Mr. Bolton: How long are we going
to be getting it through, sir ?
The Governor: Well it all depends on
how much progress we make this morning and this afternoon.
Mr. Bolton: I take it the hon. member
will take the readings now ?
The Governor: Well I would oppose
putting that until we have got further
down the agenda somewhat.
Mr. Nicholls: Well the reason I did
not take it at the last sitting of the
Council was because I could not get
it through in time for this season.
The Governor: It all depends on the
filibustering that we have this morning.

CHURCH (SYNODICAL
GOVEIRNiVIENT MEASURE) BILL,
1--FIR•Sl READING AFFROVED
The Governor: Item number 2. Mr.
Radcliffe.
Mr. Radcliffe: I do not know abou.t
filibustering, Your Excellency. This
appears if you read it, very complicated. We have two Bills, item number

3 and number 4. One is related to the
other. But we are taking the first one,
the Church (Synodical 'Government
Measure) Bill, 1970. Very simply, Your
Excellency—
The Governor: Well is the Explanatory Memorandum comprehensive ?
Mr. lRladcliffe: That and the report of
the Ecclesiastical Committee of Tynwald which reported to Tynwald, take
the two together and they .are very fully
explantory. And this morning I did not
propose to go into detail, but I was in
the first instance saying this was the
actual purpose of this change. You can
say it is a matter of simplified administration. streamlining, if you like, but
more than that it does also give the
laity greater say in the Government
control of the Church and its functions.
And if you want me to stop there I can
stop. When I. say streamlined, looking
at the report, just this particular sentence. at present the Government of the
Church is embodied in two systems.
Well, it is not really two systems,
systems is perhaps a wrong word, but
two procedures. Convocation can meet,
they can discuss changes in Church
measures. Having agreed, they can then
take those for confirmation to the
Assembly. This is only a part, I am not
going into absolute detail. In future the
Convocations as such would disappear;
it will be one body. The Convocations
of Canterbury and York will meet with
the Bishops, or at least the Bishops
and members of the Convocations in
the General Synod. I am trying to be
brief. The Synod will ,perfom the functions of what was known as Church
Assembly and also of the Convocations,
except that the Convocations do retain
unto themselves certain duties. As a
matter of fact this has nothing to do
with doctrine; it is the administration
of the Church. So very briefly, Your
Excellency, I beg to move the first
reading of the Church (Synodical
Government Measure) Bill which reconstitutes the Church Assembly as a
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General Synod of the Church of England
and vests in it wider powers and renames, as far as we are concerned,
the Diocesan Conference, re-names it
the Diocesan Synod. For the most part
the functions will be the same in the
Isle of Man. We accept the greater portion of the English measure. The portions that are not accepted primarily
deal with the constitution of our diocesan Synod in its election to membership, etc., and in particular another
difference is the Deanery Synod. In
England the Deanery Synods are going
to take a part and have a far more
effective voice in elections than they
have in the past. We are not applying
that to the Isle of Man because with a
small place, and whilst in England they
have endeavoured and do by their
measure of 1969 reduce the representation on the General Synod, we in the
Isle of Man considered that our — what
has been known as a Diocesan Conference — is not too big and we are going
to propose we retain the same membership. In fact there is a measure for a
slight increase in certain cases. So the
basic differences as far as the Isle
of Man is concerned, are very few
indeed. I beg to move the first reading.
The Lord Bishop: There are just two
things I wanted to say very briefly,
Your Excellency. One was that the
general purport of these two Bills
is to .bring the Isle of Man and
its Church into line with the
Synodical Government which has now
come into being in all the rest of the
Church of England with suitable adaptations for our Isle of Man size. That
really is in a nutshell what this thing
is doing. It is bringing us into line with
the rest of the Church but adapting it
to the small size of this diocese. The
other thing — I would like to draw
attention to the amendment, one of the
amendments made in the Keys, so that
we can all 'be thinking about this and
I hope, take a different view from the
Keys. .
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Deemster Moore: This is in the next
one.
The Lord Bishop: Are we not_talking
about both at once ?
The Governor: No, the Synodical
Government first.
The Lord Bishop: Oh, I am sorry. Oh,
well, when I come — so they really are
tied up ?
The Governor: Yes.
Mr. McFee: It does not make any
difference between the Laity and the
Deanery representation. It is just
purely administrative.
Mr. Nivison: One body is going to
replace these two bodies.
Mr. McFee: So that it is not so democratic.
The Governor: A single chamber of
government.
Mr. McFee: But the laity will still
be there.
Mr. Nivison: Oh, yes.
The Lord Bishop: Well, actually the
laity will now be associated directly
with the 'bishop and clergy on all final
decisions and on all matters, not only
administrative and financial ones. In
the past they have only been fully empowered with the bishops and clergy
where there has been masses of money
or administration. But now they will
come in with the bishops and clergy at
the top level when you are discussing
doctrine or liturgy or re-union, every
aspect of Church life.
Deemster Moore: The Church England is modernising its procedure by
following the excellent example of the
Methodist Church really.
The Governor: Is the first dutifully
seconded ?
Mr. Nivison: Oh, yes, I second that,
sir.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: But I think it
is quite clear from the Report of the
Legislative Committee, in paragraph 16
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it says exactly what it does, brings the
administration of Anglican affairs up
to date in the Island.
The Governor: First reading agreed ?
It was agreed.
CHURCH MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS) BILL—FIRST
READING APPROVED
The Governor: Now item 4. The
Church (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill.
Mr. Radcliffe: The Church (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill; Your Exceliency, the Explanatory Memorandum.
nays t constitutes the .Sodor and Man
D ccesan Synod and dissolves the Sodor
:and Man Diocesan Conference, "The
Bill requii::es the Diocesan Synod to
discharge the same funclions as :the
Er oce.Dan Synods of the English Dioceses are required to discharge under
the provisions of the S,ynddicall Government Meta sure Act." in the first Bill we
'have just dealt with, we .accept, most of
the Synodical Government Measure of
lling";and, which was passed by the
INajoniail Assembly of ,:he Church of
/England. This Miscellaneous Provisions
Bili ib.iefly deals with the construction
of the Diocesan Synod resulting from
,the aoceptance of 'the first Bill. We are
closely related. and I have ,already explaned that an England they (have been
dcwn membership; in the Isle
of Man we have decided not ;Po cutdown, ,suit actually 'to increase -a• bit, so
in 'answer to the hon. member Mr. McFee, there has heen no loss of reprecentation whatsoever in the Isle of Man
'by liNs measure. In England they have
given more representation, more weight
to the Deanery Synod and -the Deanery
will elect their 'representatives -to go to
the General Synod. And if there is 40
churches in the Deanery, theTe will not
be 40 representatives going into the
General Synod. There may be only 10
— the Lord Bishop could explain that
Bid. in other words, there will be no

'threat representation of certain
chu_ches It would be their Deanery
-who will represent them. In the Isle of
Man we have not introduced that. That
is one of the ,basic differences. The
Parochial Church Councils will elect
;their representatives to -he Diocesan
Synod as they have done in the past.
And the Deanery Synod in fie isle of
Man will be more a discussion group.
The best example of that recently is
that we are changing the assessment
Ilc1r quota purposes. It is financial, it is
only finance, and she Diocesan Board
will finance it and will be ,sending representatives to The Deanery Synod to
explain what lilt is ;they have in mind.
But we have 'had no loss of representation as Mr. McFee ,had feared. I beg to
'move the First Reading of the Church
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill,
The Governor: Will somebody
second?
Mr. Nivison: I will second, Your Excellency.
The Governor: Now if the Lord
Bishop has any point to -make about
Chapelries, is L.?
The Lord Bishop: No, ;about Church
legislation, sir. if on this ,Church (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill we could
turn to page 9, part 1V, Church Legislation, clauses 15 to 20, those clauses set
out in a concise -form the method by
which church legislation is at the
;moment dealt with, and suggests 11. be
continued in that Vattern, Now, clause
20 has been deleted lny the House of
Keys, and clause 20 permits the church
to withdraw a Bill from Tynwald, from
the Legislature, from either House at
any time before -he third reading. The
Keys have deleted that clause I would
hope that we would not agree in due
course to this deletion. I G.1/1 mentioning
,ii`, now so that the matter can be talked
about 'by ourselves and by members of
the House of Keys as we mee'.; them,
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Because I would hope that there would
be no difficulty at this point. The provision in .clause 20 simply takes up a
provision which we always had. In the
Church Assembly Act orf 1925 of Tynwald, the words relevant are "Art any
time before +the third reading of any
such Bill the Legislative Cominvit'lee
may of its own motion, or by direction
toff the Diocesan 'Conference, +withdraw
+any measures ifrom further consideration by the Insular Legislature." We
have 'always 'had this Power for the last
45 years. It !has, .1 believe, never 'been
exercised at did by .the church, but it
I can explain the poiat:.? siiinpaY, it would
be possible during the passing of legislation, while it is going thirougih its
various readings in either branch. it
mould be 'possible for that legislation to
rbecome totally unacce,orbable 'to the
'church. And I do not +think, really, the
church is in that saint of relationship to
the Government. And so we 'have always hod the power to withdraw art any
time before the e..1hlirid reading. This
power is incorporated iin the new measure in viltually the same form, and I
'would hope that we 'could still retain
that power. I am prepared to answer
;questions if I em not very clear.
The Attorney-General: Is there similar provision in any Act of Parliament ?
The Lord Bishop: Yes, I 'believe there
is. I have several letters from Deemster
Johnson about this; I believe this is so.
Mr. Radcliffe One of the further
points, Your .Excellency, of course, well
it is just an elaboration really. is that
the procedure as set out as to where any
Bill relating to the Church is examined
by the. Diocesan Legislative Committee,
it is examined by the Legislative Ecclesiastical Committee, and all are agreed
or are not agreed, but they are discussed
at length. The Lord 'Bishop said an
amendment would dodge all the procedures which are set out in the Bill.
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and the amendment could he just as
important as the Bill, if not more important.
Mr. Nivison: May I ask, is it not the
intention of this Bill to abolish the
Legislative Committee of the Diocesan
Conference and replace it by the
Ecclesiastical Committee of Tynwald ?
The Lord Bishop: No. There will still
be the same--- Mr. Nivison: Oh, there will be ?
The Lord Bishop: One on our side,
and one on the other.
.1VIr. Nivison: Oh, I see, yes. So it is
measures that have been introduced by
the Ecclesiastical Committee of Tynwald that the Church would retain the
right to withdraw the third reading,
rather than anything that was introduced by the Legislative Committee of
the Diocesan Conference, or the new
Synod ?
The Lord Bishop: Well. I think no
measure, Your Excellency, would arrive
unless it had passed through two
sieves. One was our Legislative Committee, and the other would be the Tynwald Ecclesiastical Committee, and
when it had passed through both those
sieves and been passed 'by our Diocesan
Conference in the first place, only at
that point would it 'be presented to
Tynwald with the sort of Memorandum
which we had about these measures,
and would then proceed through the
normal readings. But the principles
would have been agreed by Church and
State.
Mr. Nivison: What I am trying to
arrive at, Your Excellency, is at what
period would you claim the right to
withdraw, and who would claim that
right ? You see, the new Synod would
be a democratic 'body and this could
hardly arise, could it, 'because it would
be their measures that would be
presented.
The Governor: I think that the Lord
Bishop's point was that the measure is
presented and in its second reading
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here in this Council we put in the
Bill extraneous stuff which is quite
unacceptable.

that is in a Pri'vate Bill coming before
us, if we change it out of recognition.
can its sponsors withdraw it ?

Mr. Nivison: The Church have the
right to--

The Attorney - General: Under the
earlier procedure, sir.

The Governor: I cannot think that it
Mr. McFee: Well, could I come in
would be changed, but supposing it
here, sir. I am supporting the Keys on
were changed. This is very much a
this because I think in general the
question
of a Private Bill of the Church.
control of the presentation or the withIt is nearer a Private Bill than a
drawal of any Bill should be the right
Public Bill.
of a member, no matter what branch
he is in, and that the mover and
Mr. McFee: If it is a Private Bill, sir,
seconder must have the authority of the
it will be moved by a private member,
particular branch before he is allowed
and every private member of any
even to withdraw the motion. Other- branch has a right either to withdraw
wise it has got to continue on the by p2rrnissicn of the branch. or he can
agenda. iNow i•f that is right for every
recommend to the branch that it
other section of the community, why
reject the Bill on the subsequent readshould the Synod have a special ruling : ing or the reading in which it is taking
over any branch of Tynwald in respect
place and this is what happens.
of this matter, because surely the
Mr. Radcliffe: Your Excellency. I
person who is in charge or responsible
for the Bill would be in constant con- will take note of what: you have said.
sultation with the Church and with But just one point-those who have sponsored it, and would
The Governor: And you might find
immediately ask for the withdrawal (but
out what happens in ,England.
they would certainly be subjected to
Mr. Radcliffe: Oh, yes. The hon.
the authority of the particular Branch.
Member, Mr. McFee, is speaking about
This is what happens in Tynwald. It
happens in all other legislation and I ordinary Bills. The whole way through
feel that the Church has got to con- there is legislative provision for dealform with what is general and with ing with 'Church Bills in a different way
to ordinary Bills. It is already in our
what is accepted. Tynwald is the
law. There is no other committee,
Government of the country and so
long as the Church is subject to the permanent committee of Tynwald set
up to deal with Bills introduced by
Government of the country and is a
private members or anything of that
State Church, then it has got to conform
to the unpleasant side of it as well as nature. Under the Church Bills we have
got an Ecclesiastical Committee set up
those things that may be of advantage
and I think that the Keys are right. with a purpose in view. It is dealt with
in a different way to any other Bill,
The Branches ought to have the right
therefore you cannot consider applyto control their own ,thisiness.
ing the drill exactly to this Bill as to
Mr. Radcliffe; Your Excellency, I am
any other Bill.
afraid-Mr. McFee: All the more in which
The Governor: Well, do not let us
it can be related to the mover of the
. . . the point of raising it at this stage Bill.
as the Lord Bishop said was that we
The Governor: Is it agreed we give
could discuss it between now and the
second reading and not have a whole this a first reading ?
It was agreed.
debate. But I have one question and
Church (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill—First Reading Approved.
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The Governor: Thank you.
The Attorney-General: I wonder if
the Lord Bishop could tell me, sir, what
is the--The Governor: Well, later. Thank you.

MERCHANT SHIPPING BILL—
FIRST READING—APPROVED
The Governor: Item 5. The Merchant
Shipping Bill. The Attorney-General
The Attorney-General: Yes, Your
Excellency. This Merchant Shipping
Bill merely transfers back to the Board
of Trade the powers that it used to
exercise in the past, but which some
years ago were transferred to the
Ministry of Transport. We did. in fact,
do a Bill transferring to the Board of
Trade the Ministry's powers in respect
of wreck and salvage; that was two
or three years ago, we did that and it
has now been pointed out to us that we
have omitted to do the transfer in
respect of the Merchant Shipping Acts,
and the Board of Trade is in some
doubt as to who is supposed to do what.
It is a perfectly simple straight-forward
Bill, sir, and I beg to move the first
reading.
Mr. Nivison: I second that.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.

DANGEROUS DRUGS BILL—
FIRST READING—APPROVED
The Governor: Item No. 6, Dangerous
Drugs Bill. The Attorney-General.
The Attorney - General: Yes, Your
Excellency. The Dangerous Drugs Act
of 1966 empowers you, sir, to make
regulations controlling the production
and sale of drugs to which the Act
applies. Now the present Bill
enlarges your regulation-making powers
to enable you to make regulations
" requiring medical practitioners to give
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notification of persons who are drug
addicts, and to prohibit medical practitioners from providing drugs to
addicts except under licence. In the
case of a contravention of the regulations a medical practitioner may be
prohibited from providing patients with
certain specified drugs. Provisions are
included to enable the medical practitioner in respect of where a prohibition has been made, to appear. The Bill
for that enables His Excellency to make
regulations for the safe custody. etc., of
drugs and increases the powers of
search to detect contravention within
the provisions of this Bill and also the
provisions of existing enactments relating to dangerous drugs ", 1 beg to move
the first reading. Your Excellency.
Mr. MeFee: I will second it at this
stage, sir, but I want to suggest that
when we come to the question of
regulations, sir, or perhaps at .a second
stage of reading, that the Attorney
might consider an amendment whereby
delegation of a G.P.'s powers could be
subject to any drug addict being treated
in the Isle of Man at one or two
specific clinics, so that they cannot go
all round the Isle of Man to every G.P.
and be treated and receive drugs.
Whereas if they were subject to the
control of the visit to a clinic, and the
clinic could be at the hospital, then one
hospital in a small Island like this could
deal with the situation. I think it would
be in the interests of the Manx community and our visiting community if
this could take place. It could happen,
perhaps. either by delegation through
regulations, or it may be necessary for
an amendment.
The Attorney-General: It may be
necessary for the complete re-casting of
the Bill,
Mr. McFee: It would he.
The Attorney-General: I should think
so. It sounds a very good idea to me,
but whether it is feasible or not, I do
not know.
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Mr. McFee: It could be feasible
because I have enquired of Consultants
and they consider that it would be a
very wise thing really that it could be
controlled at one centre in this Island.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: Could that not
be done by regulation ?
The Attorney-General: No, I could not
-tell you at this stage. I mean, I have
not gone deeply into this particular
Bill.
The Governor: Well, now, on the first
reading. Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Lord Bishop: Will this question
be looked into before the second reading ?
The Attorney-General: Yes.

REPRESENTATION OF THE
PEOPLE (FRANCHISE) BILL—
CONSIDERATION OF CLAUSES
—DEFERRED
The Governor: Now, number 7. We
must wait until we have seen the Keys
this afternoon.

TOURIST PREMISES
(COMPENSATION FOR TENANTS'
IMPROVEMENTS) SILL—SECOND
AND THIRD READINGS
APPROVED
The Governor: Number S. Tourist
Premises (Compensation Tenants' Improvements) Bill. The learned AttorneyGeneral.
The Attorney-General: Yes, Your Excellency. I went quite fully into the
generalities of the Bill at the first reading and would like, sir. just formally •to
move the second reading and then go
into committee to consider the clauses.
I beg to move the second reading, Your
Excellency..
Mr. Nivison: I second.

The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Now, in committee.
Clause 1.
The Attorney-General: Now, clause 1,
Your Excellency, provides for compensation to be payable to tenants in respect of improvements made by the
tenants to the premises with the written consent of the landlord. By subclause (2) of clause 1, Your Excellency,
the landlord may make his consent
either unconditionally or upon written
agreed terms. I beg to move clause 1
stand part of the Bill.
Mr. Nicholls: I beg to second.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Two.
The Attorney-General: Clause 2 relates to places where the landlord refuses his consent or imposes terms
which the tenant finds unacceptable. In
such case the tenant may apply to the
Common Law Division, Summary Jurisdiction of the High Court. By sub-clause
(2) the court may grant approval
either unconditionally or upon terms or
may withhold its approval. Where the
court does grant approval, then by subclause (3) the landlord may by notice
apt to carry out the improvements himself. By sub-clause (4) where the landlord serves no notice that he is going to
carry out the improvement himself or
having served the notice, fails to carry
out the improvement within a reasonable time, the tenant may proceed forthwith. I 'beg to move clause•2 stand part
of the Bill.
Mr. Bolton: Could I ask, sir, I have
got a note here and I am not quite sure
where it is from, but I put it in myself,
but it does not appear to be an amendment that has already been made. The
note I have is at the end of sub-clause
(2) to add, " in giving consideration to
an application, the court shall have regard to the unexpired term of any
lease."
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The Attorney-General: They are
bound to.

The Attorney-General: The court
would do justice.

Mr. Bolton: Well, are they bound to
if their attention is not called to by the
section ? This is the point. " The court
may approve the carrying out of the
improvement either unconditionally or
upon such terms whether as to the reduction of the compensation which
would be payable if the court approved
unconditionally, or as to other matters.
as appear to the court to be just
or may withhold its approval."
Now, it does not specifically mention any particular matter, and it is
usual I think in many cases if a matter is of sufficient importance, to make
a condition that that must be considered. I believe that if a lease has
been going for a very considerable time
and it perhaps is approaching its end,
there are say three or four years of a
20-year lease, let us say, that some note
should be taken of the unexpired term
of the lease.
The Attorney-General: Well, it would
be automatically. The whole thing
would come into consideration.
Mr. Radcliffe: Well, I support Mr.
Bolton, the hon. member. Mr. Bolton

Mr. Bolton: Page 6. " improvements "
means structural alterations or additions and demolitions by reason of such
alterations or additions." It could be
possible that the lease has run for a
certain period and then these demolitions, alterations, additions are proposed. and I felt that it was desirable
that the attention of the court should be
directed particularly to that matter.

The Attorney-General: Well I oppose
it. I do not believe in writing these
things in when there is no need to.
Mr. Radcliffe: Yes, but the landlord
may have some really advanced ideas of
what he is going to do when he gets the
hotel back.
The Governor: But he is . . . can tell
the Court.
The Lord Bishop: He would say so,
would not he ?
The Governor: He would say so. He
would not refuse to be represented,
surely.
Mr. Radcliffe: The court might say if
there are only five years left to run that
the present tenant should have the
benefit of scree alterations and direct
they should be done.

The Attorney-General: The attention
of the court will be drawn to all matters which have any relevance at all.
Mr. Radcliffe: Sir. with no disrespect
to the courts, but they abide by what
is-The Governor: It is.
Mr. Radcliffe: No-The Governor: Do not say it is riot.
because it is.
Mr. Radcliffe: His Honour Deemster
Kneale told us once that we abide by
what the book says, the court does.
They do not listen to the debate. It used
to be, and they do not any more. We
have just had experience—
The Attorney-General: No, it is a
policy — (interruption).
Mr. Radcliffe: I am not criticising. it
is a policy that has been accepted here
and elsewhere. (Interruption.)
The Governor: They do listen to what
the lawyers say in court.
Mr. Radcliffe: Oh yes. But they do not
read the intent of what Mr. Bolton has
just said. We have just had a recent
example of where a matter went to the
courts which .I think is a matter of
opinion. where the court has acted according to the book which was not according to what was said in Tynwald or
the intention of Tynwald, and where
there is actually a conflict. We follow
the English legislation and there was a
conflict. I am not going to go into detail
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but we have had knowledge, if you want
me to go into details I will, if there is
not a sound made I will ibe quite happy,
but the court dealt with the matter in a
certain way and Tynwald when it
passed the particular legislation meant
it to be dealt with in another way. But
what they intended was not in the Bill,
and the courts upheld what was in the
Bill, and if Mr. Bolton moves an amendment that this matter shall be borne in
mind, well why in the world say no
when it will be borne in mind ?
Mr. Bolton: I think, sir. that what I
would like to say is that I intended to
move this amendment, 'but the learned
Attorney-General suggests that there is
no need to put these things into Bills
because the Court would look at everything. And yet, over and over and over
again in my experience of putting these
Bills through we have read " and the
court shall have regard to so-and-so
and so-and-so and so-and-so." Special
matters which the court should have regard to. Now there is no reason at all
why this one should not be in along
with all the others that have come into
legislation.
The Attorney-General: Hon. members, that there should be such legislation—
The Governor: Will you move your
amendment, then ?
'Mr. Bolton: Yes, sir. I move the
amendment, sir, but I do want to say
this, that-The Governor: The amendment being
what ?
Mr. Bolton: The amendment being
that we add at the end of sub-clause (2)
" in giving consideration to an application the court shall have regard to
the unexpired term of any lease."
Mr. Corkhill: I beg to second that,
Your Excellency.
The Governor: Does any member wish
to speak on that amendment ?

The Attorney-General: Well, I ani
totally opposed to it, sir. It is entirely
unnecessary, it is untidy as it happens,
but we need not bother about that, and
there just is not any point in it at all.
The Governor: Does any other member wish to speak on it ?
Mr. Corkhill: Your Excellency. in support of the amendment I think that
some consideration should be given to
the owner, because it can be detrimental from the other angle. It can take the
interest of the owner completely away.
Deemster Moore: Your Excellency,
may I just say that I think the amendment is helpful.
Mr. Nivison: All you are doing is
spelling out what-The Attorney-General: Then the
court can say to itself or people can
argue, that is what we have got to consider, never mind whether the landlord
is 90 or the tenants are drunk, or something like that.
Mr. Nivison: This does put the emphasis on one particular item.
Mr. Bolton: It has been done before.
Mr. Nivison: Unless we spell all the
other things out . . does not it tend to
distort the main purpose ?
The Attorney-General: Yes, I think
so.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: It does seem to
me to single out one particular matter
to the disadvantage of other particular
matters.
•
Mr. Bolton: Put " inter alia " in,
The Attorney-General: It does not
even say, having gii.ren regard to the
length of term that is still to run. what
conclusion he is to draw from it.
Mr. Bolton: No, I agree that he must
have regard to it in his judgment. I believe that it is essential that these
things should be stated in order that the
courts know one of the points, at any
rate.
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The Governor: I shall now put the
amendment. The amendment to paragraph 2 as Mr. Bolton has read out.
Those in favour of the amendment,
please say aye, those against please say
no,
,A division was called for and voting
resulted as follows:—
For: Deemster Moore and Messrs.
Corkhill, Radcliffe. Bolton and
Nicholls —5,
Against: The Lord Bishop, the Attorney General, Sir Ralph Stevenson
and Messrs. McFee and Nivison-5.
The Governor: The amendment fails
to carry. Now the clause 2 then. Is that
agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 3.
Your Excellency, sets out the measure
of compensation to which a tenant will
be entitled for the various improvements which he may make. The measure is set out in the schedule and it
will be seen that the compensation
dirniniShes over the years according to
the type of improvement made. The
Structural alterations and central heating. etc., it takes 20 years to wipe out
the value of the improvement, where
for lifts and kitchen equipment it takes
only 10. years. These figures. sir, were
supplied by the Local Government
Board and were obtained by them from
their counterparts in the United Kingdom. By sub-clause (2) it is made clear
that the landlord and tenant may. if
they so desire. agree in writing on a different structure of compensation. I beg
to move clause 3 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: And the schedule.
The Attorney-General: Yes, indeed,
and the schedule. sir.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Four.
The Attorney-General; Now, clause 4,
sir, provides that if any compensation,
costs, etc., due by the landlord and not
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paid within 14 days they shall be recoverable by the tenant as a civil debt.
I beg to move clause 4 stand part of
the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Five.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 5.
sir, .provides that if the landlord fails to
discharge his liability within one
month, the tenant may apply to the
court for an Order charging the
premises with the ,payment of the
amount due. Much the same as is done
over the making-up of unadopted roads;
if a frontager cannot afford to pay, well
his property is charged with the
amount. I beg to move clause 5 stand
part of the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Six.
The Attorney-General: Clause 6, sir,
deals with a case where a landlord is
in fact a trustee, and provides that he
shall not personally be liable for the
payment of any compensation, but that
the premises may 'be charged if the
compensation is not paid within one
month.
The. Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Seven.
The Attorney-General: Clause 7, sir,
deals with the completion of any improvement. Sub-clause (1) provides
that " a tenant shall not be entitled to
compensation unless he shall have
complied with any conditions which
may have been imposed by the Court or
by agreement with a landlord," and by
sub-clause (2) " a tenant is entitled to
require a landlord to give him a certificate that an improvement has been
duly executed." I beg to move clause 7
stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
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It was agreed.
The Governor: Eight.
The Attorney-General: Clause 8, sir,
empowers the landlord to enter on the
premises and execute improvements
which he has undertaken to carry out.
and to make inspections for the purposes of this Act. I beg to move clause
8 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Nine.
The Attorney-General: Now this
clause 9, sir. deals with cases where the
landlord owes the tenant compensation,
but the the tenant owes the landlord
rent, or some other payment under his
tenancy agreement. In such cases the
landlord is entitled to set off the
tenant's debt against his own. I .beg to
move clause 9 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Ten.
The Attorney-General: Now under
clause 10 where a landlord has himself
carried out the improvements under the
Act, he may apply to the Court for an
increase in the rent. I beg to move
clause 10 stand part of the Bill.
Mr. Nivison: Is there any provision for
the interest rates that sometimes is contained. " At an interest rate not exceeding . . ."
The Attorney-General: An interest
rate ?
I11r Nivison: He is able to charge an
increased rent.
The Attorney-General: Oh, I see, yes.
Mr. Nivison: What L am ... in relation
to the improvements that have been
carried out — supposing a landlord
carries out improvements to the extent
of £1.000 on the place and he puts on
an increased rent of £250 ?

The Attorney-General: He does not do
it. He may go to the court and say. look,
Your Honour, I have spent £1.000 on
this and the rent I am getting—
Mr. Nivison: He is laib!e to put £100
on the rent —10 per cent.
The Attorney-General: Yes.

•

Deemster Moore: Your Excellency, 1
am not sure that I can suport clause 10
(1) at all. I think it would have been
better if the clause had been drafted in
such a manner as to provide that " in
default of agreement between the landlord and the tenant as to establish the
rent, then there should be an aplication
to the Court ". This is the second Bill
which I have seen within the last year
of this type of thing where it almost
insists you have got. to go to the Court.
Well it should not be so. The first thing
should be if they have agreed that the
alterations should be carried out, they
ought also to be able to agree without
the aid of the Court as to what additional rent should be paid and it is in
default of agreement that an application
to the Court should be made.
The Attorney-General: I entirely
agree with His Honour.
The Governor: Well in line 3 after
" by him " perhaps you could put " in
default of agreement ". •
Deemster Moore: Between the landlord and the tenant.
The Attorney-General: " The landlord
may, in default of agreement between
the landlord and the tenant . . ."
The Lord Bishop: To my simple mind.
the thing that the Deemster is objecting
to is not here. It says " may apply.", it
apply ". I assume
does not say. "
the words "may apply " means may if
there is a-The Attorney-General: No, but if he
has entered into an agreement with the
tenant he can still say. I waS an ass to
do that.
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Deemster Moore: Well, may I move
that amendment ?
The Attorney-General: Yes. I accept
it.
Mr. McFee: The only point I would
raise. Your Excellency, is — I think that
the court should be limited really to the
extent of the maximum amount of extra
interest charged.
Mr. Bolton: How do yOu know how
much it is going to be ?
Mr. McFee: Well, say for instance the
normal rate is 7 per cent. today--Mr. Bolton: There is not any normal
rate!
Mr. McFee: There is a normal rate.
Mr. Bolton: There never was a normal
rate.
The Attorney-General: But this is not
interest, this is rent.
Mr.. McFee: Rent. Yes. Well you have
got the same arising in one of the other
Improvement Acts.
Mr. Nicholls: The Prices and Incomes
Board.
Mr. McFee: There is a ratio of say
perhaps 2 per cent. allowed because of
the outstanding moneys and depreciation over the years which would be
reasonable. But to make it ad lib—
Mr. Bolton: The court will look after
that the same as it will look after the
length of the lease that you voted
against.
Mr. McFee: Oh, as long as I am quite
happy that the court have this power. I
do not mind.
The Governor: Now, just let us recapitulate the amendment, which is
" The landlord may .
Deemster Moore: "In default of agreement between the landlord and the '
tenant apply to the Court."
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
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The Governor: Eleven: I have one
question here before you proceed, and
that is. why do we suddenly drop our
Deemsters and talk about Judges in the
High Court?
The Attorney-General: Because. sir.
I think I am right in saying this. that
that is the expression used in the
Judicature Acts. I think that is so. sir.
That is just a rule-making power, sir.
The Governor: So the Term Judge in
the High Court shows it is not going to
be breast lawDeemster Moore: Well. sir. actually
"Deemster": is more appropriate because
I do not think the Judge of Appeal
whose duties are strictly limited and is
a Judge of the High Court would be a
Judge of the High Court for the purposes of this section. But I am pfetty
certain that the Attorney-General is
quite right when he says that in the
Judicature Act. at which time there was
not a Judge of Appeal. the .fudge of the
High Court at that time included the
Governor, and it would be the correct
word to use. "Deemster" is probably
more appropriate in these days.
The Governor: Is that one agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twelve.
The Attorney-General: This clause,
sir, clause 12 is quite distinct from the
rest of the Bill. It arises out of an averment that many leases of boardinghouses and similar establishments contain options to the tenant to purchase.
but leave the manner in which the purchase price is to be ascertained unspecified, thus greatly diminishing the value
of the option. J may give my tenant an
option to purchase and he decides to
exercise it. and I ask him some ridiculous price which puts it completely out
of his reach. Now this clause remedies
this by providing that the purchas'e
price under such an opition contained in
a lease entered into after the Bill be-
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comes law shall be the value of the
property at the time of the exercise of
the option, to be ascertained by an
agreed valuer or in default of an agreement. by arbitration.
Mr. MeFee: But why not the public
value at the time on the public market?
The Attorney-General: How do you
know what it is?
Mr. McFee: Well you put it to auction.
Mr. Nivison: You cannot do that.
The Attorney-General: What is the
good of that? He might be out-bid.
Mr. McFee: Well, say for instance, I
come along and say I will give you EX
for this house, and he goes along to his
landlord or whoever is there, and says,
well I have been offered this money.
And he says, this is ridiculous, I will go
to the High Court and have it cut down.
Mr. Nicholls: But then the value of
it-Mr. McFee: But the value is what you
are offered.
Mr. Nivison: We are referring to an
option to purchase which—
Mr. M.cFee: I know, the option. yes,
but there is no fixed price.
Mr. Nivision: Oh yes, on an option.
An option to purchase for £10,000.
Deemster Moore: No, the point which
this Bill deals with, there is not £10,000
mentioned. It is common enough and it
is a very serious defect in the law. If I
am granting a tenancy o•f a house to the
hon. member, Mr. Nivison, and I say in
the lease if at any time during the lease
you shall have the option to purchase
that house at £10,000, that is firm and
certain. But if I say in the lease, I grant
you an option to purchase the house—
full stop— that is really of no value.
Because you might write and say to me.
I would like to exercise my option and
I know the house is worth E10,000, and
I do not want you to exercise the option,
and I say. yes, well the option that

applies to you is £25,000. Now that is
what this is meant to remedy. If the
option is being given in terms of merely
saying, you shall have an option to purchase, then if no price is mentioned in
the document the purchaser when he
applies to exercise his option will have
the right under this clause to have the
property valued — the landlord and the
purchaser together will have it valued
— and the basis will be as if it is an
arbitration and it will be the value of
the premises as ascertained by arbitration at the time ,when the option is
exercised, which seems to me to be
reasonable.
Mr Radcliffe: And only when no
amount has been put in.
Deemster Moore: When no amount
has been put in. That is the end of it.
Mr Radcliffe: That is the end of it.
Mr. Bolton: The position really boils
down to this, that the man who took
the lease in the first case should have
known very weal that his option was of
no value, and now we are trying to
protect him.
The Attorney-General: That is right.
Mr. Bolton: It looks to me, sir, as
though we are everlastingly running
round trying to be nursemaids to all
kinds of people who should know or
should find out, and this to my mind, sir,
is becoming rather ridiculous in a lot of
our legislation. People should at some
point be expected to look after themselves, or to get the proper advice when
they are doing a transaction. Instead of
this, we are all the time —let us make
sure that this fellow who has made a
fool of himself does not
Mr Nicholls; Of course it might be—
The Governor: Yes, but there again.
many of these provisions are most useful. I mean, we have just been using
one what you might call " nursery rule "
that if you do not send in your income
tax return you will be prosecuted.
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Mr. Bolton: It is a very different
matter from a man taking a lease and
he has got an option, which everyone
knows and the landlord knows is quite
valueless. Instead of that he is able
now to go along and say, ah, under
Lhe Tourist Premises (Compensation for
Tenants' Improvement) Bill, Act, 1970,
or whatever it is, I can get this house,
I can fool my landlord, he does not know
about this. This is the kind of thing we
are doing all the time, and I have got
a rooted objection to this kind of protection — (interruption).

Deemster Moore: I am afraid Your
Lordship should not say that because it
is quite wrong, it is quite wrong. It is
not a question of being rooked. If a person is given an option to purchase, and
if they take such an option without
ascertaining the precise terms they
have only themselves to blame. There is
no question of being rooked, no question at all, and what the hon. member
Mr. Bolton says is perfectly right, it is
protecting the " mugs ''.

Mr. McFee: Your Excellency, I know
a case at the present time where a.
country farmer, country farming in- •
nocently, decent chap, owns a little
farm, and he entered into an option
with one of these chaps; he did not know
he belonged to a Development Company,
and the option stands. Through ill-health
he has get to sell that farm now. This
option took place a year or two ago. He
has got to sell the farm, and a man
comes along and says, I will give you
LX for that farm, but unfortunately I
gave an option quite unconsciously_ to a
friend of mine. Well that. friend represents a big development company with
no price, but there is no date either, that
is the unfortunate part.

Deemster Moore: No, I was taking it
from his own example.

Mr. Corkhill: It is not worth anything.
Mr. McFee: Well, according to the
advice given by the legal profession he
is in a corner and he cannot get out of
it.
The Lord Bishop: Your Excellency, as
far as I can see in answer to the hon.
member, Mr. Bolton, all we are trying
to do is to clarify the existing situation.
Well this is my simple mind to it which
I think is right, that there always has
been this possibility of having an option
to purchase. We are now saving the
people who have this option from being
rooked by someone charging something
quite unreasonable.

Mr. Nivison: Was not your example
a question of rooking, Deemster ?

The Governor: If a tenant agrees to a
lease with just a simple option to purchase on the advice of his lawyer-The Attorney-General: He would not,
sir.
The Governor: No, I said if he does.
has he any case against his lawyers ?
The Attorney-General: He might
have.
The Governor: Because I think quite
a lot of so-called " mugs " merely sign a
very intricate document trusting their
Legal advisers.
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Mr. Bolton: I think in 9.999 cases out
of 111,000 they would be perfectly safe in
signing it, and perhaps even a greater
proportion than that. But over and over
again I have run across this particular
item, and I have said to people, you say
you have got an option promising the
house. They talk a-bout an option, 4 have
got the first opportunity to buy, and
what they mean really is this, that I can
turn it down as well. I can say, "No.
I am sorry, I do not want it." This is,
as the Deemster said, protecting the
" mugs ". and I am afraid that we go on
doing it over and over and over again
to the detriment of many perfectly
honest people.
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Mr. Nivison: They should arrive at a
fair price for both parties though,
should not they ?
Mr. Bolton: But then the point is
this. That if you get an option, there is
no shadow of doubt that if anybody
said to me, I will give you an option
to buy that property the first question I
would say is yes, how much ?
Mr. Radcliffe: Obviously.
'Mr. Bolton: Obviously. But there are
a number of people who just walk off
and say, good, I have got an option.
Mr. Radcliffe: Ridiculous.
Mr. Bolton: Well, that is just ridiculous. Now you are going to protect those
people.
The Attorney-General: It is the duty
of Government to protect. Look at the
hire purchase. They have 'been getting
away with murder on the hire purchase
all these firms. Now they have got to
disclose what the true situation is. I
mean, in all these matters—what about
share-pushing ? You are protecting the
• " mugs ".
Mr. Bolton: There are very different
matters, sir, between share-pushing and
actual criminal activity and this would
be normal business which is being done.
and people should learn how to do their
business properly and protect themselves.
The Governor: I take it you will oppose the next Bill ?
Mr. Bolton: Which is the next one ?
The Governor: Trade Descriptions.
Mr. Bolton: No, I am not particularly
worried about that one, but I would be
on price control.
The Governor: Well, clause 12. Those
in favour please say aye, and those
against say no.
A division was called for and voting
resulted as follows:—
For: Deernster Moore, The Lord
Bishop, the Attorney-General, Sir

Ralph Stevenson and Messrs. Radcliffe, Nicholls, McFee and Nivison
— 8.
Against: Messrs. Corkhill and Bolton
—2.
The Governor: The clause passes.
Thirteen.
The Attorney-General: Yes. That relates to interpretation, Your Excellency,
and it should be noted that the definition of " tourist premises has been
amended.
The Governor: Is that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Fourteen.
The Attorney-General: That is the
citation and commencement and the
date of the Act should of course be
changed to 1970, from 1969. The
schedule we have already dealt with.
Your Excellency, I move that the Council do now resume.
The Governor: Is that agreed
It was agreed,
The Governor: Now do you want to
try to cast your arm ?
The Attorney-General: Well. I think
it best to get it out of the way. Your
Excellency.
The Governor: While we are concentrating on this.
The Attorney-General: Yes, well I
presume to move the suspension of
Standing Orders, Your Excellency, to
enable the Bill to be read a third time.
Mr. Radcliffe: J second.
The Governor: as that agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: 3 beg to move
the third reading, sir• of the Bill and
that the Bill do pass.
It was agreed.
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CONSUMER PROTIDCTION (TRADE
DESCRIPTIONS) BILL—SECOND
AND THIRD READINGS—
APPROVED
The Governor: Item number 9. Consumer Protection (Trade Descriptions)
Bill. The Attorney-General.
The Attorney-General: Yes. Your Excellency. As I told Council on the first
reading, sir, the Bill replaces the existing general law of Criminal Misdescriplion which is contained in the Merchandisc Marks Acl-s, and contains far more
searching stipulations than do those
Acts. Generally, sir, the Bill strikes at
three main abuses, the misdescription
of goods, false indication as to price,
and false statement as to services, administration and facilities. I think the
best way of dealing with the Bill, sir, is
to go straight into the clauses. and accordingly I move the second reading.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 1.
The Attorney-General:We will go into
committee, Your Excellency. Clause 3,
prohibits false trade descriptions in relation to goods, and makes anybody
who does give false trade descriptions
guilty of an offence. The penalty for
offences for which no special penalty is
specified is contained in clause 78 of the
Bill. It amounts to, on summary conviction, a fine not exceeding £400 and on
conviction cn information. that is before
the Court of General Gaol Delivery, to a
fine of an unlimited amount. or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years, or both. I beg to move, sir.
that clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Two.
The Attorney-General: Now. clause 2
describes what is meant by a trade description. You see them all there in
sub-clause (1) all set out even includ-
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ing previous ownership or use, you will
see in paragraph (j). Sub-clause (4)
sets out certain exceptions which relate
to special descriptions which are permitted under certain agricultural and
horticultural Acts. Everybody knows
what they mean. at least everybody who
deals in these matters knows what
they mean, but they might possibly
come, fall, within a false trade description unless they were exempted. And
sub-clause (5) makes similar exemptions in the case of the Food and Drugs
Acts of Tynwald and of Parliament. I
beg to move clause 2 stand part of the
Bill, Your Excellency.
The Governor: Agreed ?
The Lord Bishop: Under 2(j). Your
Excellency. "other history ", as a matter of information does that include
turning the speedometer of a car back
thousands of miles ?
The Attorney-General: I do not know.
Yes, it would include . . . " other
history " would include that unless it
is specifically mentioned . . No, it is
not included.
The Governor: Does it come under
(e) " Physical Characteristics " ?
The Attorney-General: Oh, I should
not think so, no, sir. .But it does. it
covers certainly covers the turning
'back of speedometers, and I do not
know whether it catches the man who
sold a car as only having one owner
and it turned out it was a hire-anddrive car and indeed only had had one
owner 1
The Governor: Is clauSe 2 agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Three.
The Attorney-General: Clause 3, sir.
defines what is meant lby a false trade
description. It will be seen that it
includes misleading trade descriptions.
I beg to move, sir, that clause 3 stand
part of the Bill.
It was agreed.
The Governor: Four.
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The Attorney-General: Clause 4. sets
out the manner in which a person is
to be deemed to have applied a trade
description to goods. It includes not
only the fixing of a label on the goods.
but deals with cases of the proximity
of goods to other goods which have a
description attached and to oral
statements, etc. For example. a man
could have on a can of creamed rice or
something, he could have a false trade
description-' Mr. McFee: Or grade 1 coal.
The Attorney-General: And standing
all around it he could have a dozen
identical tins of this creamed rice
which had not got a label on it. but then
he would plead, "Ah, but then I did
not sell him that one. I sold him this."
Well, he would not get away with that.
I beg to move, sir, that clause 4 stand
part of the Bill.
It was agreed.
The Governor: Five.
The Attorney-General: Clause 5, Your
Excellency, relates to advertisements
applying trade descriptions to goods,
and is to be taken as referring to
goods of any class whether they are or
not in existence at the time the
advertisement is published. I beg to
move that clause 5 stand part of the
Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Six.
The Attorney-General: Clause 6 is the
usual provision for legislation of this
nature where persons exposing goods
for supply or having goods in their
possession—exposing goods for sale.
rather, no, for supply, I beg your
pardon, or having goods in their
possession for supply are deemed to
supply them. I beg to move clause 6
stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.

The Governor: Seven.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 7
enables His Excellency in certain circumstances to make Orders relating to
expressions used in relation to goods as
being legal although they would otherwise be in contravention of the Act.
" His Excellency must be satisfied that
to make such Orders would be in the
interests of persons to whom the goods
are supplied or that it would be in the
interests of exporters, and not contrary
to the interest of persons in the
Isle of ;Man, to whom the goods
are supplied. This clause relates to
expressions which have been used in
relation to certain goods for a great
many years and the discontinuance of
which would tend to confuse ". It might,
for example, possibly apply to a giltedged security which turned out not to
have any gilt on its edges. I beg to
move, sir, that clause 7 stand part of
the Bill.
Mr. McFee: I will be looking sideways. sir.
The Governor: Could you give us an
example which is rather more realistic.
Sir Italph Stevenson: Beecham's Pills.
worth a guinea a box !
The Attorney - General: Well, that
might well be so.
The Governor: Well, it all depends
whether it is a guinea, whose guinea it
is.
The Attorney - General: There are
certain things, sir, particularly I think
deemed general to other countries.
The Governor: Five pounds. sort of
thing.
The Attorney-General: I do not think
this is so much the " Bath bun " of it.
sir. Perhaps it is. Yes, this does include
the ibath bun, sir, but it also includes I
think-Mr Nicholls: Manx kipper.
The Attorney-General: You might
trade with an African country. They
want a particular thing, It always had
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a yellow label or it always had a chap
with a top-hat on and they have always
called it the finest curry powder or the
finest English curry powder or something like that, but that is the only
thing they would !buy and if you
change the label they will not have it.
Mr. Nivison: It will not be deceptive
in any way. I wonder what would he
the Manx rock . . we have talked of
this before you see.
The Attorney-General: That comes in
later.
Mr. iNivison: Oh. it does ?
The Attorney-General: Yes.
The Lord Bishop: Seven (a) means
what it says, does it ? That it would be
in the interests of the people, befit to
whom they supplied as well as b these
who are exporting ?
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Mr. Radcliffe: It does not say to those
who are sold.
The Lord Bishop: Oh, no, it does not
does it ? No, that is what is worrying
me. Setting up a sort of licensed
deception scheme for the things for
export.
The Attorney-General: Well, this of
course, is precisely the same as the
United Kingdom legislation and I would
be very chary in trying to make any
alteration to it whatsoever unless we
really did know what we were doing.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I think it is
safe enough.
Mr. Nivison: Yes.
Mr. Radcliffe: I support that. I am
trying to think—I was just thinking cf
Heinz 57 varieties—that expression is
known all over the world. Heinz no
longer has 57 varieties, they may have
257—but the expression
-
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The Attorney-General: The expression reversed.
Mr. Radcliffe: Pardon.
The Attorney-General: That is in
reverse.
Mr. Radcliffe: The expression "Heinz
57 varieties" is known everywhere, it
is world-wide but to say they have got
57 varieties would be. strictly speaking,
incorrect now.
The Attorney-General: Like the best
car in the world.
Mr. Radcliffe: Yes. I mean I am just
arguing that.
The Governor: Can we accept ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 8.
The Attorney-General: Clause 8, sir,
enables you to make similar provision
by Order with regard to the marking
of certain goods. That is really coming
back to my yellow label. The man with
the top-hat on it, and I beg to move,
sir, that clause 8 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 9.
The Attorney-General: Now similar
provision is made by clause 9 with
regard to the contents of advertisements
in relation to certain goods and if you
look at clause 9. Your Excellency may
impose requirements as to the inclusion
of certain information in advertisements of particular goods. so that the
public will not 'be misled or will be
warned. You might, I suppose, insist
that on every packet of cigarettes there
be put a notice saying " cigarette
smoking is highly dangerous ". I beg to
to move, sir, that clause 9 stand part of
the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Clause 10, sir.
relates back to clauses 8 and 9 and
provides that except in certain circum-
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stances Orders made under those two
clauses, shall not be confined to goods
manufactured or produced in any one
country. In other words you will not.
sir, be able to conduct a -private vendetta against the Republic of Eire or
some other country. I beg to move
clause lf) stand part of the Bill.
The Lord Bishop: Could I just ask a
question ? Has His Excellency, already
got a department in being with all the
necessary officials to do all this ?
The Attorney-General: There will be
very little to be done, sir. Very little to
.'-:e done. I have got a . . I was going to
bring it along today because I looked it
up, but 1 have got a text-book on this
Trades Description Act of the United
Kingdom, only just published and there
does not seem to be more than three or
four Orders made. I think a lot of this
is more guarding against possibilities
when some fearful difficulty might
arise.
The Governor: Clause 11.
The Attorney-General: Yes, sir. This
clause and the following four clauses
they relate to misstatements rather than
trade descriptions. Clause 11 itself
relates to false or misleading indications
as to the price of goods and covers
statements made with regard to prices
in relation to supposed recommended
prices or prices at which goods have
been previously offered. In respect of
the latter polnt the goods must, in
fact. have been offered at a higher
price at some time during the preceding six months for a continuous period
of not less than 28 days, so you cannot
ray, 5d: off, unless in fact you have
been selling that article during the
previous six months for a continuous
period of 28 days, at the " 5d. on "
price. I beg to move, sir, clause 11 stand
stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twelve_

The Attorney-General: Clause 12, sir.
deals with false representations as to
royal approval or award and, of
course, statement to that effect amounts
to an offence. I beg to move, sir, clause
1.2 stand part of the Bill.
Mr. Nivison: We have many establishments in the Isle of Man who used to
boast that they had Royal patronage.
Rooth the butchers. by patronage.
Mr. Nicholls: Skinner's traps.
Mr. Nivison: It makes it an offence
unless they actually have it.
Mr. Corkhill: George Skinner did
have royal approval.
The Governor: Are we all agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thirteen.
The Attorney-General: Clause 13, sir.
is really a wider-Mr. McFee: The royal brew, too .sir.
The Attorney-General: Clause 13 is
really a wider edition of clause 12 and
would make it an offence to state or to
suggest that any goods or services were
supplied to—for example, Government
House, unless these were, in fact. the
goods. I tbeg to move, sir, clause 13
stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was a&eed.
The Governor: fourteen.
The Attorney - General: Now this
relates to false or misleading statements
as to services. Under this clause it
would, for example, be an offence to
state that a 24-hour service was
supplied if this was, in fact, not the
case. I beg to move, sir. that clause 14
stand part of the Bill.
Mr. Bolton: It is rather a strange one
is not it surely? is it not possible to fall
down on that—a guarantee that when
a 24-hour service and, through sickness
or otherwise, it does not operate---
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The Governor: But if it is organised
for 24-hour service and then if it
becomes impossible to — that is an
Act of God surely ?
The Attorney-General: Yes. of course,
it is. You might get a chat) who is a
taxi-driver—he has only one taxi and
he is the only driver of it and he may
advertise a 24-hour service, being fully
determined to get up at all hours of the
day or night and-The Governor: Have a mechanical
defect.
The Attorney-General: And then be
had a mechanical defect, yes. Clause 15,
sir. enables Your Excellency by Order
to assign definitive meanings to descriptions of services in much the same
manner as he may do under clauses 7
and 8 in relation to goods. It is always
difficult to think of examples of these
things—but I really cannot think of an
example on that.
Mr. McFee: Well, there was one time
there was a Prince George's Brew and
it was the biggest brew that was ever
made in the Isle of Man and lasted for
five years—would that come under
that—
The Attorney-General: No, that is not
a service.
Mr. McFee: What is it then ?
The Attorney-General: No, a service
is where you supply—well indeed an
estate agent is a service, a legal office
is a service, anything of that nature.
Transport undertaking is a service, The
supply of gas is a service.
Mr. Radcliffe: Twenty-four-hour service means day and night. That is what
it means.
The Attorney-General: I beg to move
clause 15 stand part of the Bill, sir.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 16,
Your Excellency, applies to cases--
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The Governor: Now we have had an
amendment to that -'rhe Attorney-General: Applies to
cases where a false trade description is
applied to goods outside the Isle of Man,
being an indication of the place of
manufacture, etc.. of the goods, such
goods may not be imported into the Isle
of Man. An amendment has been made
to this clause by the addition of two new
sub-clauses which are intended to cover
such cases as Isle of Man rock—manufactured in Blackpool. Whether it is
necessary that, or not, I do not know.
The Board of Trade could not say
whether in their opinion it was. All they
could say was that such a case had
never come to their notice, but it is I
think a wise precaution and will stop
any nonsense. I beg to move clause 16.
The Governor: This covers the Parker
fountain pens which are sold at Las
Palmas and Mayfair.
The Attorney-General: Yes.
The Governor: They are replicas.
Mr. 'Nicholls: Let us hope they are.
The Attorney-General: Clause 17, sir,
prohibits the importation of goods
bearing infringing trade marks in cases
where the owner of the trade marks
gives notice to Custom and Excise in
the required form. He does, you will
see, it is really inserting a new section
into an Act of • Parliament which
extends to the Isle of Man and if the
proprietor of a trade mark gives notice
to the Commissioners that he is the
proprietor of it, that the goods are
expected to arrive in the Isle of Man,
that the use within the Island of the
trade mark would infringe the trade
mark owners exclusive right to the use
of it, then the Commissioners will
prohibit the entry into the Isle of Man
of a trade mark.
Deernster Moore: Can we do this?
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Deemster Moore: We can put a
section into an English Act ?
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The Attorney-General: Yes, if its
appli.7ation to the Is:e of Man were
accepted. I beg to move clause 17 stand
part of the Bill, sir.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
Mr. Nivison: Actually. Your Excellency, we did agree to 16 as amended.
The Attorney-General: Oh yes, it is
as it has come to us, you see. Clause
1.8, sir. This is the clause dealing with
offences. Provides that a person guilty
of an offence for which no other
penalty is specified shall be liable on
summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding £400 and on conviction on
information to a fine of an unlimited
amount or imprisonment for a term not
exceeding two years or both.
Deemster Moore: Summary offence
then there is no power of imprisonment ?
The Attorney-General: No,
Deemster Moore: Fine only.
The Attorney-General: Fine only. If
you want to think it merits imprisonment you would have to go over the
information. I beg to move clause 18
stand part of the Bill, sir.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause
ID makes the time limit for bringing a
prosecution three years from the commission of the offence or one year after
its discovery, whichever is the earlier
and sub-clause (2) modifies the normal
six months restrictions in Courts of
Summary Jurisdiction but this modification is not to apply when the offence is
committed by oral means. Now then in a
Court of Summary Jurisdiction there is a
six months limitation. If I commit an
offence which is a summary offence
have got to be brought to hook within
six months otherwise it is out of time.
Now here they are saying in sub-

clause one, they are saying this has not
got to hang over a man's head for ever
so you have got to bring your prosecution within three years from the commission of the offence or within dne
year from when you discover the
offence has been committed. So, if it
goes back for three years then you are
in the clear but if the police. let us say,
discover that an offence has been committed they must take the prosecution
within one year. I beg to move, sir, that
clause 10 stand part of the Bill.
Mr. Nivison: Your Excellency, I
wonder why they have given so long as
three years. It does seem hard that if
a person, perhaps unwittingly has been
doing something and then, three years
later it has been discovered that he can
be prosecuted and he might have gone
out of that kind of business by this
time. It is a three year period.
The Governor: Normally it would be
six years would not it ?
The Attorney-General: That is for the
recovery of a civil debt, sir.
The Governor: But each criminal
off e.nce has got-The Attorney-General: No. sir —
generally for a criminal offence there
is absolutely no limitation of time at all.
Deemster Moore: Only the prosecution in the Courts of Summary Jurisdiction which is a limited time.
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Deemster Moore: Now, am I right
then, in this particular clause dealing
with sub-clauses (1) and (2). If the
matter is to be dealt with by a prosecution at any time after one year it would
have to go to genera_ gaol ?
The Attorney-General: No, I do not
think so.
Deemster Moore: You cannot take it
under sub-clause (2) in the Court of
Summary Jurisdiction. Is that intended
and why is it one year in sub-section
(1), 12 months in sub-section (2) ?
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Mr. Radcliffe: I noticed what His
Honour is speaking of. Your Excellency,
and d take it that the Summary Jurisdiction will be for a smaller offence,
some minor matter. and the maximum
penalty is a £490 fine when you take it
with summary conviction and these
smaller matters have got to te taken
within 12 months but the more serious
matter which would be taken by indictment could be taken within three
years.
The Governor: The difference between
one year and 12 months is that it has
the expression of three years and then
one year in (1) and 12 months in (2).
I think that is logical.
Mr. Radcliffe: One year is for the
smaller stuff and three years for the
bigger stuff.
The Attorney-General: I move that
clause 19 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Is that agreed
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twenty.
The Attorney-General: Clause 20, sir,
is the usual provision in relation of
offences by corperati-ins.
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twenty-one.
The Attorney-General: Twenty-one,
sir, is designed to enable a person to be
prosecuted if he in the Isle of Man acts
as an accessory to an offence committed
abroad. This can only be invoked if the
false trade description concerned is an
indication that the goods were manufactured in the Isle of Man, or if it consists of or comprises an expression to
which a meaning is assigned by an
order made by the Governor under
clause 7(b). It is to stop the chap
really organising a crime in the (Isle of
Man but the crime being for the offence
being actually committed by somebody
outside the Isle of Man. I beg to move,
sir, that clause 21 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
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It was agreed.
The Governor: Twenty-two.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 2.2,
sir, provides where any Act constitutes
both an offence under this Bill and an
offence under the Food and Drugs Act
for evidence on behalf of the prosecution concerned any sample procured
for analysis shall not be admissible in
proceedings under this Act unless the
sample has been taken in accordance
with the requirements of the Food and
Drugs Act. Now then under the Food
and Drugs Act there were special pro-.
visions which say how a sample is to
be taken —one of the things is that it
has got to be divided into three and one
has got to be produced in court and one
has to be analysed and the third given
to the chap from whom the sample has
been taken, and so on. Now this says
that if an offence under this Act would
also amount to an offence under the
Food and Drugs Act, any sample that
you have taken must be taken in accordance with the provisions of the
Food and Drugs Act, and by subsection
(2) the Governor is empowered to make
Orders stipulating how the samples are
to be taken in respect of certain specified goods. I beg to move, sir, that
clause ,22 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Clause 23, sir.
provides that where an offence is committed by a person due to the act or
default of some other person that
other person might be prosecuted
for him and convicted of the
offence as though he had, himself
committed it. If that other person assures, let us say, a supplier of goods,
assured a shopkeeper that they are of
the very highest quality or the chocolates contained a real liqueur and that
kind of thing, the shopkeeper has got to
take somebody's word for something
sometime; and if he can point to the
other fellow and the other fellow can be
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charged. I 'beg to move, sir, that clause
23 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It .was agreed.
The Governor: Twenty-four.
The Attorney-General: Now 24 is
really which I have just been talking
about — provides a defence for persons
charged, if they can prove that the
commission of the offence was due to a
mistake or to reliance on information
supplied or to the act or default of other
persons or due to some accident and all
reasonable precautions were taken and
due diligence exercised by the person
charged. Sub-clause (2) provides that
such offence may not .be relied on without leave of the Court unless the
prosecutor has been given seven clear
days' notice identifying or assisting in
the identification of the true offender.
A defence is also provided by subclause (3) if the person charged proves
that he did not and could not know that
a false trade description was applied to
the goods in question. I beg to move
that clause 24 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: Does this
cover oral assurances.
The Attorney-General: Oh yes.
Mr. Nivison; On this question, how
far along the line do we go ? You can
take a retail shop — now the offence
may well have been committed by the
employee who sold on behalf of the employer, retail trader. The retail trader in
turn may not have known that this
false description — may have taken it
in all faith
from the wholesaler and
it may be the manufacturer in turn that
may be the true offender.
The Attorney-General: Oh, there
could I}e a chain. I think.

Mr. Nivison; It could be the manufacturer but would it be an offence for a
retailer who sells the goods with the
knowledge that—
The Attorney-General: If he knew
there was a false trade description attached to them.
Mr. Nivison: So you not only catch
the retailer, you catch the — perhaps
the wholesaler and the manufacturer
and perhaps them all.
The Attorney-General: Oh yes, whichever of them knew.
Mr. Nivison: Yes, it could go right
down the line.
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Mr. Nivison: Even the employee if
they had the knowledge.
The Attorney-General: If they had
the knowledge. yes.
Mr. Nivison: This would relieve an
employee or a retail trader, who had
been deceived by somebody else.
The Attorney-General: Exactly.
The Lord Bishop: Is it really the case
that an employee would be . . it is
seriously meant ? Because he is under
authority in what he is doing, is not he?
The Attorney-General: He is under
what, sir ?
The Lord Bishop: He is under
authority in what he is doing.
The Attorney-General: Yes, and I
thought that principle had been very
clearly quashed long ago. It does not
matter if it is unlawful just because
your employer told you to do it, you
cannot plead higher authority.
The Lord Bishop: Well, of course it
is high-powered concentration.
The Attorney-General: You cannot
murder millions of Jews just because
you are told to. Clause 25, Your Excellency, provides a defence for a person
to prove that the publication of an offending advertisement was done innocently, in the ordinary course of busi-
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ness and he had no reason to suspect
that the publication would be an
offence. I ibeg to move clause 25 stand
part of the Bill,
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twenty-six.
The Attorney-General: Twenty-six,
sir, provides for the enforcement of the
Act by the Inspector or Inspectors of
Weights and Measures who will report
to the Governor when the Governor so
requires. di is not envisaged that there
will be an army of people going around.
the complaints will come into them. I
beg to move, sir, that clause 26 stand
part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Clause 27, sir,
authorises inspectors to make such purchases of goods as are expedient for
test purposes. I move clause 27 stand
part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
Mr. Bolton: .When did we appoint the
inspectors?
The Attorney-Genetal: Under the
Weights and Measures Act.
M. Bolton: Where is this referred
to ?
The Governor: Section 39.
The Attorney-General:
Inspector •
means Inspector of Weights and Measures. Clause 28, sir. consists of the
usual powers of entry for inspectors
and enables them to seize and obtain
business books, goods, etc., which may
be required as evidence and, if necessary, to break open containers or vending machines. Sub-clause (3) empowers
Justices of the Peace to issue search
warrants, and sub-cause (5) prohibits
the disclosure of information obtained
under this section unless the disclosure
is made in or for the performance of
duties under the Act. That is the usual
kind of power which is given and the
usual restrictions of the disclosure of
information, I beg to move clause 28
stand part of the Bill.
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The Governor: Under sub-clause (6) a
fellow is guilty of an offence if he pretends that he is Mr. Kermeen, but what
is the punishment ?
The Attorney-General: There is a
standard provision, sir, it is clause 18,
I think, the punishment clause. Yes,
clause 18. That is ,E400.
The Governor: I see, yes.
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Twenty-nine,
sir, that is again (what one might term
the usual provisions clause relating to
the obstruction of inspectors, making
false statements, etc. I beg to move
clause 29 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Thirty.
The Attorney-General: Now 30 requires that where goods have been
seized or purchased under the Bill and
are submitted to testing then the person
from whom they have been seized or
purchased must be informed of the result of the test and be given an opportunity to carry out his own tests. By
subsection (2) proceedings for offences
under the Bill other than those which
consist of disclosing information, or
obstruction or false statement may not
be instituted by an inspector unless the
Attorney-General has been notified, and
either a period of 2,8 days has elapsed
since the giving of the notice or the
Attorney-General has given a certificate
that notice has been given to him. I am
not quite sure of the point of that clause
because there does not appear to be any
power by the Attorney-General to prohibit a prosecution. You see. quite often
it says no prosecutions will be taken
under this Act except by or with the
consent of the Attorney-G-eneraI which
is to stop them—persecution as opposed to prosecution in certain cases. I
mean some offences are not worth prosecuting unless they are done deliberately whereas if they are done deliberately it is very important they
should he prosecuted and they bring in
a sort of fear that the -Attorney-General
will stop that — will stop ridiculous
prosecutions.
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'Mr. Nivison: This is reasonable it
allows the person to carry out the tests
the same as the prosecutor would do.
The Governor: If we may go back to
item 1. I see that on page 3 of your report half-way down, item 4. you talk
about the possibility of a double persecution.
The Attorney-General: Yes. That is
the unacceptable, sir. That is not in the
Bill as we are going to pass it. That
was the objections to certain clauses
that we proposed to-The Governor: .But you meant persecution.
The Attorney-General: It meant persecution. You see in
for a Civil offence you take proceedings. For a
criminal offence you prosecute, and the
expression which the Home Office in
fact have used here is persecution to
cover both.
The Governor: Fair enough.
The Attorney-General: The taking of
Civil proceedings. Clause 31.
The Governor: Clause 30 agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Clause 31 empowers Your Excellency to make regulations for the giving of evidence on
specified matters by certificate. But
such certificates shall not be received in
evidence unless the party against whom
it is to be given has been served with
a copy at least seven days before the
hearing. or if that party has, not less
than three days before the hearing,
served a notice on the other party requiring the attendance of the person
issuing the certificate. This I can well
see is meant . . you' see offences in
relation to certain goods, information
must come from the manufacturer who
might be in Birmingham and all that
kind of thing, and this will provide for
the acceptance of certificates, but if the
defendant . . . but the defendant must
be served a copy of the statement that
is going to be made, or the certificate
that is going to be given in evidence, at

least seven days before the date of hearing and he may object to it, in which
case the witness will have to be 'brought
to Court. It is merely an attempt to cut
out a lot of unnecessary toing and froing all over the place by the witnesses.
I beg to move, sir, clause 31 stand part
of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thirty-two.
The Attorney-General: Thirty-two,
sir, relates to goods intended, first of
all for despatch to a destination outside
the United Kingdom and any designated
country within the meaning of section
21(5)(b) of the Weights and Measures
Act, 1963 of Parliament, or for use of
stores for ships or aircraft whose
eventual destination is outside the
United Kingdom or for use of Her
Majesty's Forces or visiting Forces.
Designated country, in fact, comes down
only to the Channel Islands as far as we
are concerned and will only apply if the
Board of Trade makes an order that the
Channel Islands shall be designated.
Such an Order has not been made as
yet. Now in relation to such goods an
indication as to quantity, size or gauge
shall not be considered to be a trade
description. His Excellency is also empowered by order in relation to any
goods to which this clause applies to
make similar provisions with regard to
other trades 'descriptions. These are
matters when it comes to ships' stores
and to armaments, and they are excluded. I beg to move, sir, that clause
32 stand part of the Bill:
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Thirty-three,
sir, provides where inspectors seize
goods and the owners suffer loss by the
seizure thereof then unless the owner
is convicted of an offence in relation to
those goods the Treasurer shall pay in
compensation the amount whereof is
deemed payable and determined by
arbitration. I beg to move clause 33
stand part of the Bill.
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The Governor: Agreed ?
it was agreed.
The Governor: Thirty-four.
The Attorney-General: Thirty-four,
that deals with trade marks which contain trade descriptions. The fact that
the description is incorporated in a
trade mark does not prevent it from
being a false trade description, unless
it could have been lawfully applied to
the goods if this Act had not been
passed, as this Bill, that on the day the
Bill comes into operation as an Act the
trade mark is registered under the
Trade Marks Act or is in use to indicate
a connection in the course of trade between such goods and the proprietor of
the trade marks and also certain other
requirements. I 'beg to move clause 34
stand part of the Bill.
The GoVernor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thirty-five.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 35,
sir, is a saving for civil rights and provides a contract in relation to goods
shall not be void by reason only of contravention of thio Act. I beg to move.
sir, clause 35 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 36
defines how the country of origin of
goods is to be ascertained and enables
the Governor to make orders .to clarify
how this is to be ascertained. You can
see that generally speaking it is where
the last major treatment, or substantial
treatment took place. I move that clause
36 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thirty-seven.
The Attorney-General; Thirty-seven
covers market research experiments
conducted for the purpose of ascertaining the opinion of persons as to any
goods, etc. If participants to whom
goods are supplied are informed of the
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experiment and are not called to pay
for the goods then the Act will not be
infringed .by the experiment. a beg to
move clause 37 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Thirty-eight.
The Attorney-General: Now 38, sir.
relates to Orders under the Act which
will require the approval of Tynwald.
and in certain eases requires His Excellency to consult with organisations substantially affected, and also requires
notice of your intention to make an
Order to be published and not so to
make an Order until 28 days after publication. There is an amendment, sir, in
sub-clause (3). I do not know whether
hon. members have got it in — subclause (3) cn line 30 of page 22 — where
the number 16 has been inserted after
the number 15, that you will remember
was 'because of the amendment made by
the addition of two new sub-clauses.
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 40
provides that the enactments mentioned
in Schedule 1
Deemster Moore: Have we done 39 ?
The Attorney-General: I am sorry.
Thirty-nine, which covers interpretation. I move that clause 39 stand part
of the Bill, sir.
It was agreed.
The Governor: Forty.
The Attorney-General: New 40, sir,
provides that the enactments mentioned
in Schedule 1 shall be amended as specified therein and that the enactments
specified in Schedule 2 shall be repealed to the extent specified therein.
There is a mistake, sir, in sub-clause
(2). At the end cf line 30, the word
" third " should read " second ". Line 30.
page 33.
The Governor: Yes. That does not
mean it has to go back to the Keys, does
it ?
The Attorney-General: No. Clause 41,
sir, continues in force for a period of
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three — of three years, Orders in Council applying to the Isle of Man and
made under section 2 of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1926, or any Order
made by Your Excellency under section 4 of the Merchandise Marks Act.
1929. These Orders require the origin of
certain imported goods to be marked
on them. The clause also continues for
the same period the power of persons
authorised by the Governor, inspectors under the Adulteration Act, to
enter premises and make purchases for
the purpose of enforcing such Orders.
They want to keen these Orders alive
despite the existence of this Act. These
Orders need to be kept alive for a further period of three years. I beg to
move. sir, that clause 41 stand part of
the Bill,
it was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Now clause 42.
sir, is the short title and commencement and provides that the Bill shall
not come into force as an Act of Tynwald until three months after the announcement of the Royal Assent. This
is to enable people, sir, to put their
houses in order.
Mr. Nivison: To get rid of the-The Attorney-General: To get rid of
it, yes. Sell it off cheap, I am afraid.
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Schedule 1,
sir, contains consequential amendments
to the Agricultural Produce (Grading
and Marking) Act. 1931 and the Road
Traffic Act. 1967. The amendments
arise out of the provisions of the Bill
and that in paragraph 1 of the Schedule
relates to imported eggs. In paragraph
2 the Road Traffic Act is amended so as
to provide that marking applied to
motor vehicles parts to indicate conformity of the title proved by any country shall ihe deemed to be " trade descriptions" for the purposes of this Bill
and paragraph 2, subparagraph (2) substitutes a reference to this Bill for a
reference to the Merchandise Marks
Act, 1898, which is repealed by the

Second Schedule. ,I move that Schedule
1 stand part of the Bill. Your Excellency.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: Schedule 2 repeals those provisions of the Merchandise Marks Act which are rendered
obsolete by this Bill. I move that
Schedule 2 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I move the
Council will now resume, Your Excellency.
The Governor: Now if you want to
take the third reading ?
The Attorney-General: I would like
to get rid of it but I will not press the
point too strongly. If anybody feels—
The Governor: Well, we have got it
on our plates and there is a certain
urgency to get it signed.
The Attorney-General: .1 beg to move
the suspension of Standing Orders, sir,
to enable the third reading to be taken.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I beg to move.
Your Excellency, the third reading of
The Consumer Protection (Trade Descriptions) Bill, 1970, and that the Bill
be passed.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Now we shall sign this
on 7th July. It will not be ready in time
—which is the one we amended slightly
— Tourist Premises, that will have to go
back to the Keys,
The Attorney-General: I think so,
sir.
The Governor: I wonder if there is
any chance of getting it to them this
afternoon. They are meeting next Tuesday, are they ?
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The Attorney-General: It was an
amendment to the shops-The Governor: Put in—not really. It
was Mr. Bolton's amendment.
The Attorney-General: No, it was the
Deemster's amendment. sir. On page
four. in clause ten.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: The, altered
agreement,
The Attorney-General: Yes. IL would
have to no back 10 them. It might be
possible.
The Governor: Well we might try to.
Now the Famdly Provision Bill, sE.Cond
reading.
The Attorney-General: I wonder,
Your Exce,lency, it it would be convenient if I might be given a rest for
a while. My voice is not so good and I
have got a cold.
The Governor: Well, while the Bishop
is with us, because he might not be
with us for the first part of this afternoon's meeting. Perhaps we could take
the Shop Hours Bill—Mr Bolton's Bill.

till

Order or Regulations made under this
Act and it is possible under the existing
legislaton, section 14 of the 1953, for
an alteration of the standard closing
hours in ...he summer time to be made
by resolution of Tynwald. Realty I cannot see that it does much good, but it
cannot do much harm to accept this
clause and leave the word resolution
there, so that I would suggest, sir, that
despri.re the lac!, that there was a discussion at the last meeting that this was
considered I would move that. clause 8
stand part of the ;Bill.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Now, while we are in
Committee, I think the Lord Bishop
wishes to go back to clause 4, do not
you?
The Lord Bishop: I would, with your
clause 6,
pwraission like i!o go back
subsection (2) (in) I think where my
point. arises.
The Governor: Oh, that is it, the
"in".

The Lord Bishop: Yes—may I refer to
that .again and I am not entirely sure
of the text of the principal Act, so I
SHOP HOURS BILL—
stand subject to correcAion on that but
CONSIDERATION OF CLAUSES
if, in fact, 2 (m) opens the way to barMr. :Bolton: I think we were dealing hening or hairdressingservices being
with clause 8 and I have been look- open on Sundays where they are not
ing at it again since the discussion. I now. Then I understand by close queshave been 'looking .at the debate and tioning of my own hairdresser that there
I believe it could well stay in and it
is, in fact, no demand except from poswould cover any resolutions under sec- sibly one hairdresser and the source
tion 14 of the 1953 Act and would prob- of information is in that manner
ably prevent any defences purely on and I must emphasise that but I
legalistic grounds. The idea of section have repeated thris reauest for infor8, of course, was to add the word mation on mane than one occasion, Now
"iresolutfen." Now the Act itself, 16, if if, in fact, there is no general demand
any ,poison contravenes or fails to com- from the hairdressina- industry to open
ply with any of the provisions of this their premises on Sun.day, I see no
Act or any of the provisions of any reason why we should anow them lo be
Order or .regulation made under this• open because iwtha.:, will happen is that
Act. he shall be guilty, etc.. etc. This one man who wants it, or two would
merely proposed to putt
The word
open and then all the others would feel
resoluition so that lid would :read any
they had to and all those Tarrnities would
the provisions of any resolution, any be disrupted and
ttlhose employees
Shop Hours Bill—Consideration of Clauses.
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Would have a certain pressure brought
on them to work on Sundays where
they do not now. So I would have
thought that, unless there is a real demand from the industry for any real
public need and I cannot see it for the
Sunday opening of these establishments,
that we should not alter the present law,
as we agreed last time, though rather
hurriedly.
The A!.)lonney-General: I wonder if
Your Excellency would accept the Lord
Bishop's suggestion I am neither for nor
against it and delete suibsection (2) of
clause 6, whether 'we will then have to
do .sornebbing ab:out clause 4.
The Governor: Well that 'is attending
to somebody in his own residence, i- is
very different from opening a shop.
The Attorney-General: I know, sir,
but 1 wonder if the wording of the clause
is hinged' on the inclusion of clause 6,
I just do not know.
MT Bolton: You see, the point there,
sir, with
4, is that 'we are omit ing
the proviso to dlause 5 :which said "provided that nothing in 'this section stall
be construed as preventing 'a barber or
hairdresser from 'attending .a customer
in the cu.s:.otmer's residence or the holding of an auction sale of primate effects
in a private dwelling house so that there
was noth:ng preventing the barber or
hairdresser attending a customer in his
own house—
The Governor: We wouldtzive to leave
the proviso -in.
Mr. Bolton: You would have leave
the proviso in so that if you delete 2
(m) you have also got to delete 4, otherwise, he could not go out Personally I
do not see much difference between him
clipping your hair or shaving your
whiskers in your own house or shaving
in his own shop.
Mr. McFee: Certain ill people have to
be visited.
Mr. Bolton: Certain well people too.
The Governor: Yes, but they can decline 'to go to a person's residence.

Mr. Bolton: Oh, yes.
The Governor: With greater ease.
Mr. Bolton: I must say, sir, that I have
no idea :why 'this Special emphasis was
placed on barbering and 'hairdressing
services. It is in the Bill and as the Bill
stood i. did not seem to me to be unreasonable. In answer to the Lord Bishop
as to the effect of this little (m) in
clause 6 — it adds the barber and the
hairdressing services to the list of those
that are completely exempt from the
operation of this particular statute.
The Lord Bishop: I was I-lett 'in my
assumption.
Mr. Balton: If you delete 6 (2) then
you leave it subject and there you would
have to delete clause 4.
The Attorney-General: I wonder, Your
Excellency, I had an understanding it
was the ladies' hairdressers who were
desirous of being open on Sundays,
whether ,--th:s be right Or wrong OT
whether it be a good thing or a bad
thing I do not know but that was my
understanding.
Mr. Bolton: But we have already passed this.
Deemster Moore: What are we doing
now?
The Governor: Well before the committee stage is ended as a result of information wihtdh the Lord Bishop had
acquired and I may say I confirmed Ji.
rather, we ,felt. Council might have another look at it because you might say,
we have been anisinformed, that Aerie
was a demand, there is. but- there isn't.
We think Council is entitled to all the
inforrnation available.
Deemgter Moore : Your Excellency,
surely the Keys 'Committee went into
This with some care before they made
this proposal. Presumably they made
wider enquiries, with great respect, sir,
than the Lord Bishop and yourself.
The Governor: Well they tend to say
it was .advertised and nobody objected.
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Mr. McFee: If they had taken notice
of the memorandum probably we would
not have the Bill.

likely to object to advantage being
taken of any situation as strongly as we
are.

Mr. Nivison: This presumption which
the flearned Deemster refers :,to tis not
exactly correct because there was very
little interest shown to rtlhe committee —
ihardly any interest .ait. ra12. In fact the
only interest was a protes4 more or less
by 1:11-ie union concerned on the working,
The majority of people did: not take any
notijoe art all, they had very little evidence. I think as a guide, the Lord
Bishop was asking questions regarding
'barbering and so forth and it does seem
'that this is in Jhe Bill. k does seen-i, if
I might humbly suggest, Your Excellency, that there is only one way to make
absolutely and abundantly clear es to
what should 'h lot ifor the future, that
would be to leave it In the
and ito
voie enrttirely against the whole of the
Bill. This is what would aopear to be,

The Lord Bishop: We have already
amended ..he Bill very considerably have
we not?

Mr. Bolton: I wonder, sir, just exactly
what action should be taken with one
tia her saying there is only one other
bather who says he is interested, I am
not. I sometimes hear these stories myself which may or may not be exiactly
correct. But is it altogether a matter for
the 'barber, the idea of this suggestion
that has been made, and after all it has
been made by the House of Keys, if
the barbers should not be subject to
spelaial, let us say, legislation or special
conditions wheither they stay ex-en-Lot
from the Bill altogether: which is somewhat different .roan the action they have
taken in regard to other traders. They
s'mply said take the barbers out altogether. Now 'they 'have not done that
with anybody else or :with 'canned meat
or canned vegetables.
Mr. MuFee: Do you s-uppoirt the :third
reading or are you against it ?
Mr. Bolton: I feel that 'along 'with His
Honour the First Deemster that the
Keys have given this pretty careful
thought and I think that they are as

iMr. Bolton: Not so much amended it
S cu t parts out.
Mr. Radciffe: There is nothing left.
Mr. Bolt-on: Oh there is a lot left.
The Lord Bishop: We have cut out 3
and 5 I bel i e v e, in tato, so we
have not been very courteous to the
Keys 'if that ;is the right word to use.
The Governor: Well 'I think we might,
Say that the initenr4fon 'has been raised
and that Mr. Nivison has given the advice. So let us now take clause D.
Mr, Bolton.: Clause 9, s'r. (lc:fines
standard closing hours. Now the hour's
according to the statute were—Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday. 6 o'clock:
Thursday, 1 o'clock: Friday, 7 o'clock.
Saturday, 8 o'clock. Under this proposal
they will be Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 6 o'clock, Friday 8
o'clock and Saturday 9 o'clock. Now
that is the full (.;xtent of that clause,
beg to move, sir,
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I second.
The Governor: Agreed?
Mr. Radcliffe: No, I am not too happy
over it.
Mr. Bolton: Why.
Mr. :Radcliffe: I am opposing it, Your
Excellency. I don't see why they .sliculd
go to 8 o'clock and 9 o'clock on a
Saturday. I am azainst most of tit(
thir.gs in this Bill.
The Governor: Well now those in
favour of clause 9 io7ease say ave Thos.?
against say no. .1 think the ayes have
they were noisier.
Mr. Nicholls: Sir Ralph has got a
goad voice.
The Governor: Claus(' 10,
Mr. Bolton: Clause 10, sir, repeals.
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The kttorney-Genera'J:. Clause 10, sir.
if I might interrupt, has to go out now.
Mr. Bolton: Yes. it repeals 13 of 1953,
which is now unnecessary in viclw of
the powers given to Tynwald so that we
have not given .the powers to Tynwald
and consequently the 1953 Act should
remain as at is.
The Governor: Ten comes out. does
it?
Mr. Bolton: Tc'n comes out with consequential amendments. Eleven merely
states that the principal Act means the
Shop Hours Act of 1953 as amended.
The Governor: Now that is straightforward. Agreed..
It was agreed.
The Governor: Twelve.
Mr. Bolton: Twelve is the duration
and revivication clause. I beg to move
clause 12, sir.
The Governor: WCII we will have to
put 1970 will not we?
Mr. Nivison: I would like to raise a
question on the sub-section (3) of clause
12 which relates to a kind of period of
the tenure of the Bill. It says unless
Tynwald by resolution shall otherwise
dcclare this Act sha-1 expire on the expirat'on of one year from the date of its
commencement and so forth, Now I
raise this because we have had similar
things happening before where we wers
given the impression. that something
was happening for one year and years
have gone by and these things have still
been in operation, and I raise the question of such things as the licence or the
order under which say the Lido might
operate. Th.:. Kursaat. When this was
passed in the Tynwald Court many of
us thought that this was a one-year
only basis and it is still operating and
we--Mr. Nicholls: Subject to the Gaming
Board giving approval. Your Excellency.

Mr. Nivison: Oh, weld many of us did
think in the Leeislature and 1 cooked up
some of the debates, that this was for
a year on the exercise. Now I am raising this because this looks to be a year
on the exercise and I think this year
on the exercise is quite a dangerous
thing because we do find that if we give
something approval for a year we do
find that it has a happy knack of continuing.
Mr. Bolton: Make a note ln your
diary and mention it, that is all.
Mr. Nivison: Ah no! This is firm and
this is my warning, if you have things
like this in a Bill do not pass any Bill
that has such wording in because you
will find yourself, you will have it for
ever.
The Lord Bishop: This one, sir, is a
Vttle 'better from Mr. Nivison's point of
view because this thing wi.1 lapse after
one year unless they say it is to go on.
The Attorn y--General: Well it will do
unless positive action to the contrary
is taken to Tynwald.
Mr. Nivison: Now, how easy it is by
resolution of Tynwald to extend someth -ng at the end of a heavy session and
I would hope that if we do pass this
Bill, and I would' like to move in case
this Bill should, pass, that all the words
that are contained' in the unless part
sticu.:d be deleted and the words—"this
Act shall expire an the expiration of
one year from the date of its commencement." I would like the deletion
of those words unless Tynwald 'by resolut'on shall otherwise ,dyclare. It would
ba easy enough if we thought this was
a success to introduce a similar Bill in
the year's time,
Mr. Bolton: Some members of the
Legislature would nev.-_'r think it had
been a success, and in. any case you will
have the 'battle all over again and eventually we will not know where we are.
The Attorney-General: Taking out sea!mad or putting in- rite cherries or something if you are going to re-enact it.
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Mr. Nivison: Well all I would say,
Your Excellency, that those people who
are supporting this Bill on the assumption that it is for one year—make your
minds up and. if you pass it to-day you
pass it for good,
Mr. RadclAt.:: I do not think antibody
is supporting the Bill are they?
The Governor: Well, clause 12 as
amended, ki put in 1970.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-Gen:ral: There is a
point, here, sir, .1 am not quite sure of
the position. In sub-clause (3) there is
reference to section 9 of the interpretation. Act. ]949. Now iby the lime this
becomes law, and if indeed it does become law, we will have the Interpretation Act, 1970.
The Governor: Well we can have a
third, readinq amendment if you will
bring this up in. the meantime.
The Attorney-General: Right, sir.
The) Governor: The Council will now
sit :n private.
REP1R.ESENTAT1ON OF THE PEOPLE
(FRANCHISE) BILL — CONSIDERATION OF CLAUSES AND THIRD
READING APPROVED.
The Governor: Item 7. Representation
of the People (Franchise) Bill. Mr,
Nivison.
Mr. Nivison: Yes. In the light of what
we have heard and the clarification we
have received from the other place,
Your Excellency, I would like to propose that we adopt the amended Bill as
drafted by the learned Attorney on
the— Yes. I move it en bloc, because
the only difference between was the
splitting up of that one particular
clause which did clarify the 'position as
far as local authority electors were concerned; in other words that they be
. . The House of Keys and the Education Authortity .haviing already been
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taken care of under other Acts. So 1
move it en bloc. There is only one
principle involved in it.
Deemster Moore: 1 do think you
should just say in public while it is
being recorded what the Keys, what
we discussed at the conference.
Mr. Nivison: Yes.
Deemster Moore: Because there is no
record, you see.
Mr. Nivison: Oh, yes. That is having
discussed with the deputation from the
Keys there .appeared, Your Excellency,
to be some misunderstanding as to what
the Keys' intention was. We have now
learned from the Keys that their intention was to allow the voting in all
elections to be done at 18 years, but
this Sill as re-drafted by the AttorneyGeneral and as seen by the House of
Keys, they agree that the candidates
for local authority elections should
still have to reach the age of 21. And I
move that.
The Governor: The thing is to substitute the re-draft, paragraphs I to 5
instead of 1 to 2.
Mr. Nivison: That is it. Yes, "2" being
sorted out into-The Governor: And we retain 3 and
4?
Deemster Moore: Can we put it on
the record again. sir ? I hope I am not
putting it in correctly — for House
of Keys elections. Board of Education
elections and for local authority elec.tions the age to be a voter is 1.8. But
the age to be a candidate—
Mr. Nivison: Is 21 in all cases.
Deemste-r Moore: In all three cases
would be 21.
The Governor: And we will be keeping in step with England.
Deemster Moore: I was going to say,
that, we are told, is the same as in
England but is no good reason for us
to do the same. That will create in
effect two classes of voters, those who
have the full right to vote and be can-
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didates. and those who have the right
to vote but not to be candidates„ which
seems to me to be quite wrong, and I
am not the slightest .bit concerned about
what England does. I should like to
move an appropriate amendment so
that a person if they are entitled to
vote at 18 may also be a candidate in
all three places at 18.1 beg to move.
Mr. McFee: I am going to second
that, sir, for this reason. In these days
y,urg people are criticised as being very
irresponsible and unless we are going
to give them responsibility they are
going to remain irresponsible. I think
that the time has come that if you or
if the country says you can vote at 18,
then particularly in local authority and
Education Authority elections, which
are considered training grounds. This
has been a common expression that
local government is a training ground
for those who have the ability and the
acumen for greater service or service
in the Government at a later stage,
that they should be given the opportunity. I know a lot of young people
who are anxious to do something and
to work :Or the neighbourhood in which
they live. In fact when you find them
on regatta committees and other agricultural organisations and the numerous organisations that exist, you will
find that among them are young people
who are anxious to work, and yet
elderly people still retain their position
the e and do not give an opportunity
to the young people. 1 think this here,
this amendment, will give an opportunity to the country to say that these
young people now can be given responsibilities and responsibility in Government, whether it is local or otherwise.
I am going to support the amendment.
The Governor: That would be to
amend clauses 3 and 4 of the suggested
:cr. -draft and putting "18" for "21".
The Attorney-General; No, sir, there
is no need to put that in at all because
at the moment the qualification is
purely that they must be on the Elec-

toral Roll, Voters' Lists, or whatever it
may be.
The Governor: Well shall we put-The Attorney-General: And they will
go on at the age of 18.
The Governor: So delete then—
The Attorney-General: Sir, you would
delete those, but you would, sir, have
to put in another clause or two clauses
amending the Representation of the
People Act, 1951, sections 53 to 54, substituting for the words "of full age"
some such words as 'has attained the
age of 18 years " so as to bring Keys
candidates and elected members of the
Board of Education candidates into the
18-year sphere as well.
Mr. Nivison: Your Excellency—
The Attorney-General: It would need
five minutes' drafting.
Mr. Nivison: I would hope in view of
the time factor. and hearing in mind
that there is to be an election for representatives for the House of Keys, and
time will go over very quickly, and if
we are to introduce an amendment of
this kind and then have it submitted
to the ol.her place and then come back
to us, it is pushing it a little bit for the
preparation of lists and a whole host
of things. I would hope that I too
would join with members who support
this principle that if a man or woman
is entitled to vote they may equally be
entitled to became a candidate_ Not that
many would. Because very few become
candidates now at the age of 21; I have
not known any. I would hope that they
would allow the Bill to go through as
agreed• by the House of Keys in order
that we might make a bit of progress
in this direction. Although on thought
IL do agree that if we do pass this it
has got to go back to the House in any
case, because they passed this
The Attorney-General: I will allay
hon. member's fears there because it has
got to go back to the House, and as long
as it becomes law, preferably before the
1st January next, but in any event be-
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fore the 12th May next, it will be as
quickly as ever will be.
Mr. Bolton: I am afraid, sir, that
when the matter was considered earlier
I was enzaged with the House of Keys
on the Budget and was not pre'sent at
toe Council meetings, and 1 do want
to express my view that i am against
the Bill entirely. l am not prepared to
enter into any argument as to whether
they shotadi vote and not sit, or whether
they should sit and not vote. I believe
that in any case, despite what everybody says about maturing earlier these
days, a boy of 18 is no more mature
today than he was when I was 18. Of
that I am certain.
Mr. Nicholls: Not as much!
Mr. Bolton: And probably may be
less responsible in many, many ways.
believe that this move to reduce this
age, that these recent arguments about
development and maturity at an earlier
age are just in my view complete rub-1
bish. I 'believe that the ag-e of 21 should
be retained and I can see no merit
whatever in reducing it. I may say that
on the question of the amendment to
:educe the age of candidature to 18, I
should certainly oppose that. It should
be retained and I can see no merit
The Governor: Unfortunately the
Lord Bishop will not be here until later
this afternoon, because I know he
wanted to speak in favour of the reduction, and the fact that I am putting his
views shows that I a:so favour any
amendment of the learned Deenaster.
My exPer.ence is that at 18 Deopie can
he quite sensible, and I am a great
believer in the old. proverb, "There is
no fool like an old fool!" (Laughter.)
Mr. Nivison: There is no need to look
at him at the same time, sir,
Mr. Radcliffe: did not feet it would
be nacessary to speak on this ata 1 this
afternoon. 'but after what the hen. member. Mr. Bolton, hat said, it opens the
whole thing up. Because to say the
things that he says is extraordinary in
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my opinion. You have got 18-year-olds
taking on responsibilities in all sorts of
things, particularly the Army, Military
Service-Mr. Bolton: Anyone there who did.
Mr. Radcliffe: And they have made a
mess of it too? Now please do not interrupt. They marry in England.
Whether we like it or not 1h _y have
accepted the fact that boys and girls
are maturing older, they are marrying
younger. I mean maturing younger,
they are marrying younger, they are' entering into activities youbaler; there is
no getting away from the tact that the
modern freedom, if you like. or thinking, tendencies; trainings, they are
maturing younger than they used to do.
For us to sit here and say and condemn young people who when they are
pushed to it
the bast have shown
that they are not irrysponsible—it is
adversity that proves people's worth and
that has been proved over and over
again. I am not preaching, I am not
very good at it. But Mr Bolton has said
things that have sort of shocked: ma in
that young people as ha condemned
them—
Mr. Bolton: I am condemning nobody.
Mr. Radcliffe: You were. you said
"irresponsible." I foraet the word you
said.
Mr. Bolton: F have slooken to a lot of
them and they express the views that I
have expressed.
Mr. Radcliffe: You really did shock
me. I hc,:e. to goodness that the hon.
Deems!er's amendment, I am c'uit: easy
On that matter. I wculd aurbort Mr.
Nivison's aoint cf view that let us set
this throu,rh, If we are going to start
amend- rag and further discasslonsit will
be heaven knows when we will get it
through. The othar branch can deal with
matters exneditious
as it did this
morning with a couple of Bills, one.
two, three business, and if we can get
'his ,through this session, I think it, w:11
be to everybody's advantage so tha!t they
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know where they are in this respect. If
subsequently anybody wants to move an
.amendment: that candidates may be 18,
tut them do so. But as Mr Nivison. again,
has sad, there have been very few candidates ail, 21 for any of these jobs. Mc.
McFee has a point about helpi,ng. I regret that in the sports' committees and
one thing and .another you have .a devil's
job to get the young people to pull their
weight at :times. We have ,a pre'ty good
bunch round Andreas. I am sorry, but
I could not sit withou. saying something, I could not sit down under Mr.
Baton's condemnation of the young
where we have got them in the Isle of
Man and elsewhere, and they can pull
theft weight when the occasion is there
and they are called upon to do A..
Mr. Nicholls.: Your Excellency. I do not
•bin& it is correct
describe Mr. Bolton's views as a condemnation of the
young. In contrast to that from the ex•pressions we have heard today, there
seemed to be an dinni.ession amongst
most mernhe s that the young people of
18 today are infinitely better Shan they
were say when 'I was 18. Well I refute
that entirely. The young ceople of today
are not one hit better than they were.
To talk about them developing younger,
!they have been given a lot more liberty
rico allow them to develop than we were
when II was 18 years of 'age. But I think
it is quite wiong to suggest or .o hold
the view that the young reople of 'today
are any better than they were in our
young days. Now reference has 'been
made to milital-y service, Well I do not
e good argument fat ell. It
Oink than
's true that young people of 18 can be
cocrib:J.Iied to serve in Her Majesty's
Achted Fo ees, :but their life there is
vary: y d:Cferent to their life ln ordinary
life. In the Armed Forces everything is
regu:ae,ed for .hem. they have not even
go'. to thnk for themselves, they are
ruled from .staut to finish,, they have to
obey rigid leguiletions, so that it is not
a lair comparison to say that because
they ore liable ';'0 serve
the .Farces at

the age at 18 that :hey are fit 'to take
a full man's pant in everyday life. Now,
..t a young man, a youth, goes to serve
an apprenticeship to ,a trade, Gay engineering as I did, he still has to serve
until ne is 21 years of age, He is not
oonsidere.d to be .a journeyman, a competent craftsman., until he is 21 years
of age. But we are 'suggesting now shat
he -should be competent to 'bake e full
pant in the vitally important matter of
running our community, our Island and
our lows. I do not agree with that at all.
Although I may he called an old fuddyduddy I agree wi=h Mr. Bolton that this
proposal to reduce the .age to 18, even in
the matter of voting, is wrong. I therefore will vote against the Bill.
Sir Ralph S':evenson: I suppont the
suggested re-dratti by the AttorneyGeneral, Your Excellency. I think d.. is
a good idea. 'Children of 18 should have
'three years in which ito study politics
'before they propose 'to become candidates themselves. The tact that you are
allowed to vote does no,:- mean that you
are go Ing to malice 'a good candidate, or
tha. you ought 'to be a candidate. I donut mind having two classes of voter.
I would seriously think that we should
'gent this Bill through, as Mr. Nivison who
moved the Bill, suggests by accepting
t his re-draft{ and send'ing it back 'to the
Keys.
The Governor: Does any other member wish to speak ?
Deemster Moore: May I say a short
word in reply to the amendment, sir ?
Twenty-one is of age, an artificial
fixing in a person's life just the same as
18 is and for that reason, if for rio other,
I think it creates .a most peculiar anomaly if you are saying that persons are
fit .t'o do this, that, and the other, at 18,
and the Lord Bishop and a Commission
at the ,resent time are engaged in drafting, completing the drafting of a Bill
wth oh is going to give /8-year-olds very
much further rights as individuals in the
community. I think it is too illogical to
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say that you may enter into contracts, I feel, Your Excellency, there is one
you may vote, but you are not fit to be thing in this world that you cannot buy
a oand:d.ate. I think that is illogical. — and that is experience. They do not
That .is the only reason I am bringing put a man captain of his ship the
minute he joins his ship. He has to gain
:his forward.
experience. I still think that it would be
Mr. Corkhill: Your Excellency, is the very wrong for us to open this to our
First Deemster replying now? I did, young people at the age of 18, becoming
hear you say that you are waiting for eligible as members of the Legislature.
the Lord Bishop.
Mr. Nivison: Your Excellency, in
The Governor: Oh no, we are not view—
going to wait for him. He will not be
The Governor: Being a candidate and
here, and that is why I put his view.
getting elected are two different things.
mr.Co.rkill: a was ,hoping to say someMr. Corkhill: Oh, yes !
thing.
Mr.
Nivison: The public have a say
The Governor: Well you say somein it. But I would say, Your Excellency,
thing.
that in view of what has been said this
Mr. Corkhill: I do not want to break afternoon and in view of what was
in now.
said by the deputation from the other
The Governor: Oh no, as you know in place congratulations as to our wisdom
the Council we all speak several times in amending it in this way, I believe
and in fact, 'before you speak I would we may lose all if we do not go and
p:ini, out that When Mr. Nicholls was accept this re-draft. I share the views
18 no woman 'at all !had a vote, and that of those who state that as the age of
shows how we have progressed in the majority is going to be altered to 18,
and it Is altered. in the United! Kingway of democracy.
dom, and as the age for voting has been
Deemstcr Moore: In the Isle of Man, altered I share the view that eatially
sir, we 'have. Women property owners they could be eligible to be a candidate.
have hod the vote for a hundred years So is a person of 99. But nobody would
dream of nominating, but they would
In the Isle of %Man.
The Governer, But there was no adult be eligible. I would hope, nevertheless,
that rather than try to get at this stage
suffrage.
that we do accept the re-draft of the
Deemster Moore: Oh no, no.
Bill as re-drafted by the learned AttorThe Governor: Universal adult suf- ney, which would in fact give the vote
frage which has now been adopted by to all at 18, but would in respect of the
candidates only allow candidates at the
every civilised country—
Mr. McFee: Was led by the Isle of age of 21. I fear that if we go for the
lot we may lose the lot. I fear that that
Man.
is so. I am absolutely sure about that.
The Governor: Was led 'by the Isle
The Governor: And after all, if we do
of Man. Good.
take the suggested re-draft and the
Mr. Corkhill: Your Excellency, per- Keys wish to amend it they will still
haps we could come this way in this. have the chance to do so, won't they ?
I rather feel that there is not a lot of
harm giving 18-year-olds the vote as
Deemster Moore: That is why I
far as education and the various things. thought they had better read it and
but I am dead against them being then they can cross it out if they do
eligible for candidature for the House not like it. If it did carry here, that
of Keys. I am right against it, because is the only way in which they could
Representation of the People (Franchise) Bill—Consideration of Clauses and
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consider it. They are going to get it
back as an altered Bill, you see.
Mr. McFee: I wonder do they consider
it in public ?
Deemster Moore: No, I think they said
their committee had considered it. They
did not say the Keys had considered
it.
The Governor: I understood that the
majority favoured the re-draft.
Mr. Niviso 1: Yes. they did indicate.
I think, that—
Mr. McFee: I would certainly like to
know was it discussed in public or
private.
The Attorney-General: By the Keys ?
Mr. McFee: Yes, by the Keys.
The Attorney-General: Well I can
definitely give you the answer to that.
It has been discussed in private by the
committee,
Mr. McFee: Well I think that is
entirely wrong. Your Excellency. that
we should be led by a deputation of the
Keys, a minority-The Governor: You are now going off
the deep-end on hearsay and inference
only. Before you condemn the House of
Keys you should be sure of your facts.
Mr. Nivison: But we must know that
they did pass this other Bill. They have
passed this other one.
Mr. Radcliffe. It is only one small
point we have met them over.
Mr. McFee: The Attorney-General,
who is our legal adviser, has advised in
Council — that you can take it from
me, sir — that it was in private by a
committee.
The Governor: Yes, but that was not
a question of law. That was a question
of fact he was so informed. He would
be the first to agree with me that he
has no more right to claim infallibility
than you have.
Mr. McFee: Well I am showing you,
sir, that anticipating another Bill how
I appreciate his advice on occasions.

Mr. Nivison: But this is the normal
procedure as far as the House is concerned. Whereas the Council invariably
treat themselves as the whole committee, in the Keys they appoint committees to deal as far as deputations with
us is concerned.
Mr. McFee: Oh, they report back.
Mr. Nivison: I think really that it is
quite probable that some discussion has
taken place in the Keys in order to ask
this committee to come and visit us.
Surely they must do this on their own.
The Governor: The committee from
the Keys was quite clear that they
wanted this ?
Mr. Nivison: It was clear.
Mr. Radcliffe: And then the committee was elected by the Keys. They must
have discussed it.
Mr. Nivison: You see, this is an ad hoc
committee.
Deemster Moore: Is it not the
procedure that the committee appointel
by the Keys to meet the Council
represents a majority view ?
McFee: No, not necessarily, sir.
Deemster Moore: I think so, I think
so. But What I am most concerned about
I .do not know, I am st.11 not sure that
I know this, Whether .'he committee of
the 'Keys who came up here or the Keys
as ,a Whale body, have considered the
question of this candidature ape. That is
what I am concerned about. Unless we
Put it in the Bill and send it down to
them, that !'s 'the only way we can be
.suirei hat the whole of the House of Keys
consider that point. If they do not like
it reject dt. This is the wiay I was looking at it.
The Actorney-General: Your Excellency. it 1s perfectly plain ito me that the
House of Keys never even centermptared
that by altering the age of entitlement
to vote at 18. that they are altering the
.whioh a lourso.n might stand for
age
the House of Keys, the Board of Educai'don or any lo.oal authority. I have made
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The Governor: Well as we go through
the Paper, 'ken il. will be up to the learned Deernster to .pronose ayn cmeridment,
Mr. Nivison: Yes sir.
The Governor: The Question is, did
they talk about it th's Inc:ming in public
The Governor: Well is it aereed thator private?
we take the re-draft as the basis of our
The Attorney-Genenal: Well I have al- comm.; tee stage?,
ready expressed my views on that, sir.
It was agreed, •
I have said they did not •talk about it
Mr. McFee: I am against even disin pub Le into any degree at all, and the cussing it unless 1 know from the
committee of the ki'C',JSe of Keys met Secretary or Clerk of the House that
at 'about either two or two-Mleen
it was discussed in public, sir. I am
afternoon ita diseu.s the thing.
registering my protest. He is in the
Mr. Nivison: Mr, •Ca.Mister conveyed a building and available to give us—
massage to us. •
The Attorney-General: The hon.
member is trying to go behind the
The Attorney-General: That is . - .
procedure that has existed for over a
.Mr. Nivison: From somebody.
hundred vears.
The Governor: The hon. member is
The Attorney-General: No.
Mr. Nivison: Was fit from themselves? as usual trying to have the best of all
possible worlds.
The Attorney-General: I, was from
Mr. Bolton: May I suggest, sir, that
Mr. Callisler. (Laughter).
he is trying to deal with the business
11/1-. 'MeFee: It is unconstitutional. sir. of the House of Keys that they are
entitled to do for themselves. We have
Mr. Radcliffe: Mr. Kerru•ish speaking got to do our own business which is
on behalf of the Keys that he sent to to deal with this Bill.
meet us, 'and Mr. Kerruish made it very
The Governor: Now, the suggested
dear and distinct las to wha.:. their mes- re-draft.
sage oras.
Mr. Nivison: I move clause 1, that is
Mr. Nivison: Can 1 have one thing the Entitlement to Vote at Age 18. "The
clarified, Your Excellency. Is the learned age at which a person shall be entitled
A Corney absolutely certain that this to vote at any election to which this
position would be the same as the Act applies shall as at the commenceUnited K"mgdcan?
ment of this Act be 18 years." I move
that stand part of the Bill.
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Mr. Radcliffe: I second.
Mr. Nivison: It is, sir?
It was agreed (Mr, Bolton registered
The Atiorney-General: Irl the United dissent).
Kingdom you can vote for Parliament,
The Governor: Two.
you can vote for a local 'authority at the
Mr. Nivison: I move now that in subage of 18. To be a candidate for either,
you rnusi',. have attained the age of 21 section (1) of section 1, sub-section (1)
of section 2, and sub-section (1) of
years.
section 3 of the Representation of the
Mr. N:vison; In order to make pro- People (Registration of Electors) Act,
gres.s, sir. I as the mernlber
cha-rge of 1961, which relates to entitlement to
!he Bill would propose clause by dause vote at elections, the words "are of full
on this paper.
age" are hereby repealed, and there be
•
enquiries, I am satisfied they never even
thought of it. It is patent on the face
of the BiLl they passed.
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substituted the words " having attained
the age of 18 years." This will in
effect—
Sir Ralph Stevenson: We have already
had one.
Mr. Nivison: We have not passed the
Bill as they have in England, but the
full age is 18, and until such time as
we have the Act of the United Kingdom
. . We have not got such an Act. but
we have got to put it down as 18.
Mr. Radcliffe: I second.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Three:
Deemster Moore: Now an amendment
at this stage. I beg to move that an
amendment is inserted to be numbered
clause 3, which the learned Attorney
has been good enough to nearly complete.
The Attorney-General: Well, what
you want to do is to delete clauses 2 and
3_
The Governor: Not 2 and 3 surely ?
Mr. Nivison: 3 and 4.
The Attorney-General: "2" is a
giving—
The Governor: The vote.
Mr. Radcliffe: This is the Registration of the People Act ?
Sir Ralph Stevenson: Been carried
out long ago.
Mr. Radcliffe: The marginal note refers the Registration of Electors Act
and presumably this is put high in the
lists.
The Attorney-General: Just let me
finish this amendment.
Mr. Nivison: You want sub-section
(I) of section 1.
The Governor: Well in the meantime
I think you could be moving clause 3
which is the one the learned Deemster
wants to amend.
Deemster Moore: Well, it isn't, sir.
You see, section 53 of the 1951 Repre-

sentation of the People Act is the
section at present which specifies the
age at which you can be a candidate
for the House of Keys. and the words
there used are "is of full age." For the
reasons which the hon. member, Mr.
Nivison, has mentioned, full age being
still in the Isle of Man 21, that would
need amending to of 18 years." That
is what the learned Attorney has proceeded to draft out here, and in my
view, quite correctly. That is what I
want to move. May I move it.
The Governor: It is perfectly all right.
Deemster Moore: Your Excellency " If any person shall be capable of
standfng as a candidate for and being
elected as a member of the House of
Keys, who is a British subject and is of
full age other than . . " and so on.
Now then instead of the words " and
is of full age" this is the amendment.
In sub-section (I) of section 53 of the
Representation of the People Act, 1951,
which relates to the qualification of
members of the House of Keys, the
words " and is of full age" are hereby
repealed and there shall be substituted
therefor the words " and has attained
the age of 18 years."
Mr. Nivison: That is a new clause ?
Deemster Moore: A new clause, and
the same provision will come in with
regard to members of the Board of
Education which is a sub-section and is
section 54 of the same Act the principle
is exactly the same, with the same
alteration.
Ma-. Nivison: Yes. Now this will not
replace my clause 2 ?
Deemster Moore: No, no. Insert a new
clause 3.
The Governor: New clause 3.
Mr. Nicholls: Does not this mean, sir,
that we would be going back on our
previous decision that a person shall
not be a candidate until they have
reached the age of 21 ?
Deemster Moore: We have not
reached such a decision.
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Mr. Nivison: No, we have not reached
that yet.
Mr. Nicholls: That was the point of
view, I remember. A person can be a
candidate at 18.
Deemster Moore: That is right.
Mr. Bolton: What I would like to ask
is this. This one says "At the end of
sub-section (2) of section 13 of the
"
Douglas Municipal Corporation. .
Deemster Moore: We are not up to
that yet.
Mr. Balton: No, no. Oh, you are
coming to that again ?
The Governor: In clause 4.
Deemster Moore: This is dealing with
purely .the House of Keys. the Representation of the People Act which deals
with House of Keys elections and Board
of Education elections. We have made
the age of 18 by passing clause 2 of the
amended draft. Now my amendment is
to make them have the right to be candidatet at the same age, that is 18.
That is what I move. If they vote on
that this settles the issue once and for
all. I mean, If you pass it then with its
teinseqUential amendments; if you turn
it down• I do not suppose Mr. McFee and
I will bother with the other ones.
Mr. NivisOn: Well, I would like that
to be put now, sir, without any further
ado.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: Put number ...?
Mr. Nivison: No, this is a new clause.
The Governor: Those in favour of an
additional new clause 3, as read by the
learned Deemster, please say aye, Those
against say no.
A division was called for and voting
resulted as follows:—
For--- Deemster Moore and Messrs.
McFee and Nivison-3.
Against: The Attorney-General, Sir
Ralph Stevenson and Messrs. Corkhill, Radcliffe, Bolton and Nicholls
—6.
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The Governor: Well it fails. So now
we take clause 3 of the re-draft.
Mr. Nivison: Now clause 3. This deals
with candidates. No, it deals with prospective candidates 5or the Douglas
Corporation. At the end of sub-section
(2) of section 13 of the Douglas Municipal Corporation Act, 1895 , which
relates to the qualification of a Councillor of the Borough of Douglas, there
shall be added the words "and must be
of not less than 21 years of age." And
I move that stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed,
The Governor: Four.
Mr. Nivison: And 4. At the end of
paragraph 4 of the Second Schedule of
the Local Government (Registration of
Voters and Election by Ballot) Act,
1904, which relates to the qualification
of a member of the local authority, that
is other kcal authorities other than
Douglas, there shall be added the words
and must be of not less age than 21."
So it puts Douglas Corporation and
local authoriites including the Onchan
Commissioners and these kind 01
people, all in the same status.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Five.
Mr. Nivison: This is just what the
Act applies to, House of Keys . . .
Deemster Moore: There is a word
"in " to be inserted.
Mr. Nivison: Oh, " in any local
authority." That is in (b). 5 (b) " in any
local authority 'or as a Councillor." I
move that stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Now new clause 6
which was 3 in printed version.
Mr. Nivison: Yes. That is the Short
Title and Commencement. "The Act is
to be cited as the Representation of the
People (Franchise) Act, 1970, and shall
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be construed as one with the Reprerientation of the People Acts of 19511970. I move that stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Now if you would like
to take the wishes of the Council they
might allow you to take the third reading.
Mr. Nivison: I would hope that you
would agree the suspension of Standing
Orders in order that we might dispose
of this Bill and in order that the Keys
may have another look at it, and well, I
hope you will allow us to take the third
reading.
It was agreed.
The Governor: We have a majority; I
think we have got a big enough majority.
Mr. Nivison: I now move the third
reading of the Representation of the
People (Franchise) Bill, 1970, and that
the Bill do pass.
The Governor: Agreed ?
it was agreed.

FAMILY PROVISIONS BILL—
SECOND AND THIRD READING
APPROVED
The Governor: Has your voice recovered sufficiently, learned Attorney?
The Attorney-General: Yes, I think so
sir.
The Governor: You can tackle the
Family Provisions Bill? It is not frightfully urgent. If you would rather we
wen on to others?
The Attorney-General: Oh, no, I am
sure we can lake itlhis. I think.
The Governor: Item 10. The Family
Provisions Bal.
The Attorney-General: This is the
Second Reading. Well I will just formally move the Second Reading, Your
Excellency, if I may.

The Governor: Agreed?
Lt was agreed.
The Governor: Good.
The Attorney-General: I move that
Council resolve into committee, sir.
It was'agreed.
The Governor: Clause I.
The Ar.itorrie y-Gene r al : Clause 1„ sir,
repeals sub-section (3) of Section 1 of
our Inhenii.ance (Florally Provision) Act,
1959. This sub-section relates to periodical payments ordered by the Court to
be paid out of a deceased's estate to
dependants of [his who are inadequately
provided for under his will or the law
relating to intestacy. This limited the
pa-yments in any year to an amount not
exceeding the income, Now the effect of
the repeal is .:hat where it is thought
desirable by the Court they can order
payments in any year which will in feet
exceed the annual income. And I mean,
the Court will naturally weigh- the
position up very, very carefully. This
Clause, sir, also Provides by sub-section
(2) ;That maintenance may be paid in
such way as the Cour; thinks fit. I beg
to move, sir, that Clause 1 stand part
of the
Deems'ter Moore: 'beg to second.
The Governor: Agreed?
Itt Akias agreed.
The Governor: Two.
The Attorney-General: Now this provides, sir, that maintenance out of a
deceased's estate for spouse or child or
for a former spouse who has been divorced, may be made wholly or par.ily in a
lump sum; in other words, they give
them so much a week, so much a month
or so nabeh a year — give the girl
,C10,000 to ibe Shut of her! (Laughter).
E move, sir, that clause 2 stand part of
the Bill.
Demister Moore: Your Excellency, this
clause deals with cases of any size of
the es ate. At the present time under the
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present Act it is only in cases where the
estate is £5,000 or under that La lump
sum can be provided for the wife
who has not been provided tor. And this
enables 'the Court 4o deal with it in any
ease regardless of the size of the estate.
In my v:ew lit is a very desirable improvement, but I certainly commend it
to the Council. I think I said last time
there is an error in the print here. Sec&lion 28 of the Judicature (Matrimoni.all
Causes) Aio., should be seotion 38 on
Page 1.
The Attorney-General: Mt yes, that is
quite right.
Deemster Moore: It should be 38.
The Attorney-General: It is all right
:n th2 clause of the Bill, but in the Explanatory 1Vremorandum, three lines
from the bottom, "28" should read "U."
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
Mr. Bolton: I would only like to commend the Attorney-General's optimism,
sir. — (Laughter),
The Governor: Clause 2.
The AtternF:if-,:etieral: This clause,
sir, clause 3 amends the Inheritance
(Family Provision) Act, 1959, the Maintenance Agreements Act, 1964 and the
Judicature (Matrimonial Causes) Act.
1965, so as to make the period dui'ing
which applications for maintenance
made under those Acts, becomes uniform at six months after representation
of the estate has been obtained. At the
moment I am afraid I cannot tell you
offhand what the periods are but they
are all different. One of them is six
months, another is perhaps three, and
another perhaps nine. This levels them
all up. I mean:, one neriod must be right
and this decides that the six-month
period is right.
Deemster Moore: Can I second this
first ? I second on this clause. It does
more than the Attorney has said really
because one must remember that these
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periods are so the person may get on
with the winding-up of the estate. In
other words, if a widow is going to
complain that she is not properly provided for under the Will, then under the
present law, she has to apply to the
Court within six months. Now it is
quite true that the clause does say that
in respect of all these types of applications, not merely under the Inheritance
(Family Provisions) Act, in all these
cases now the uniform period of six
months is provided, but the important
thing is that it also by the clause provides that the Court may if there is justification, extend the period of six
months. But it has got to have the perm:rssion of the Court to make an application after six months from the relevant date. I support the clause, sir.
Mr. McFee: Can I ask, Your Excellency, where a Will is made and where
the deceased person's Will, leaves certain estate and because of certain
reasons if the estate cannot be re:lolved. are there many estates at the
moment unresolved ? Deceased persons ? For instance, say a person was
left £20 a week for life, and you do not
know whether the estate is going to find
that, and therefore you can not wind up
and give other benficiaries---Could
you explain that one ?
Deemster Moore: If I may answer
that, s':r. In general the law is that the
executors have a year in which to wind
up the estate. That is supposed to be a
reasonable time for them to nay the
debts and other liabilities and see what
there
Now suppose that during that
period thy find for certain that there
is not going to be enough to pay somebody £20 per week, then of course they
will in about a year's time be able to
tell the person concerned that the estate
just has not got that amount of money
and then the benefit would have to be reduced to £15, or something ]Ike that. I
do not come'across many cases in which
any real difficulty of that type arises.
These types of case under this section,
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ar•e cases where for one reason: or
another or for no good reason—a husband has not provided for his wife
adequately and those are the cases that
create difficulty and obviously when a
claim is made by a widow saying that I
have not been left enough, there is an
inevitable delay while the Court considers the matter and the Estate cannot be wound up until the Court has
made an order under the Inheritance
(Family Provision) Act.
Mr, McFee: Could vou cut others
out ?
Deemster Moore: Yes, it does. It
holds them back. It can cut them out.
Under the clauses we have just passed,
the lump sum could be such as to exhaust ouite a ibig part of the estate and
that would obviously affect the question
of the children.
Mr. Corkhill: That would ibe cu•t down
accordingly,
Mr. McFee: They would be cut right
out.
Deemster Moore: They would be cut
out if it exhausted the whole of the
estate. They would ibe cut down, in
most cases as you say, accordingly.
Mr. Bolton: Would the AttorneyGeneral tell us what the reason is for
this type of drafting ?
The Attorney-General: Which is this ?
Mr. Bolton.: Subsection (1) of clause
3 says with a view to extending and
making uniform etc., etc. and then at
(2) you go ahead as you would in almost any other statute. In section 2 of
the Inheritance so and so. there shall
be substituted. What is the object or
purpose of that clause ?
The Attorney-General: Explaining to
people why we are doing it.
Mr Bolton: You very rarely do that ?
The Attorney-General: No, no, quite
often one does it. When I say quite
oft:n, it is probably a couple of Bills a
Year. You will get a thing wh'kh says

that from and after the commencement
of this Act, such and such a thing shall
be permitted — something that has
'been prohibited. before — they say, it
will be permitted, and accordingly, in
section 15 and so on, the words will be
deleted or something of that sort. The
opening words are merely for making
clear what you are setting about and
this is making it clear that with a view
to extending and making it uniform.
The Governor: Clause 3 agreed ?
It was agreed,
The Governor: Four.
The Attorney-General: Four, sir, inserts now sections in the Iniheritance
(Family Provision) Act 1959 and the
Judicature (Matrimonial Causes) Act of
1965 empowering the Court on an application for maintenance to make an
Interim Order for support of spouse or
child, pending the making of some final
order. I beg to move, sir, that Clause 4
stand part of the Bill.
Deemster Moore: I second, sir.
The Governor: We will now take
Schedule 1.
The Attorney-General: Well Schedule
1, sir, is simply the new clause which
you will see by sub-section (2), is very
slightly varied in respect of the
Judicature (Matrimonial Causes) Act,
1965. I move that Schedule 1 stand
part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Five.
The Attorney-General: Five, sir,
makes amendments for the same two
Acts, to ensure that the expression
"son" and "daughter" and "dependant".
cover children adopted in the United
Kingdom, the Isile of Man and the
Channel Islands. I beg to move, sir,
that Clause 5 stand part of the Bill.
Deemster Moore: I beg to second this.
It is a most important clause. A conference was held a few years ago at
which it was agreed that various parts
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of the United Kingdom — the Channel
Islands and the isle of Man would
recognise the adoptions of each other.
This is consequent upon that most important conference.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
Mr. Ni,vison: An illegitimate son.
:Deernster Moore: Adopted. Adopted
children, Recognising the adoption
orders of each part.
Mr. Nivison,: There are provisions
somewhere else for recognising—
The Attorney-General: There are provis:ons which at the moment, wallowing in the slough of the vast floor.
Mr. Nivison,: That is simply,
The Attorney-General: You will be
given your chance at it.
The Governor: Agreed.?
Il was agreed.
The Governor: Six.
The Attorney-General: Six is simply
the repeals, the repeals clause and
schedule 2 is simply the details of the
repeals, so I move, sir, clause 6 and
schedule 2 stand part of the Bill.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Seven.
The Attorney-General: Seven, sir, the
short title and the date of coming into
operation. I 'beg to move.
The Governor: The only question I
have on that is you have "Short title.
etc." and in every other one we have
short title and commencement." It
seems rather slipshod to put "etcetera"
if I may may so.
The Attorney-General: Well oni2 does
it occasionally, sir.
The Governor: Could you quote
another?
The Attorney-Genera:: I cannot quote
one off-hand. sir.
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The Governor: A. is a very minor
thing which need not go to the Keys.
but we ought to pia "and commencement." It is slipshod,
The Attorney-General: I can quote,
sir, the Marine etc.. Broadcasting
Offences Bill.
The Governor: That never reached,
the Statute Book.
The Attorney-General: It did, sir, in
the United Kingdom and the—
The Governor: You object, to putting
"and cornmencefrnezni" do you?
The Attorney-Genesial: No, .nor, at all,
guarriamtee those were ithe
Sir. I
words used in the Act of 'Westminster.
The Governor: Agreed?
It .was ,agreed.
The 'Governor: Now would you like as this is possibly our last meeting this
session..
The Attorney-General: Could I just
mentiion ,schedule 3, Your Excellency.
The Governor: Well I thought we had
dune those.
The Attorney-General: No sir, we
have not done Schedule 3 sir. Sehedule
3 is simply
re-priot of the Inheritance (Family Provision) Act 1959, as
.amended by this Act. Occasionally this
procedure ds .adopted. — It has been
adopted in this one. I beg to move, sir,
that Schedule 3, stand pant of the Bill.
The 'Governor: Agreed?
fft was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I would move
the Council now resume, sir.
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I beg ,lo move
the suspention of Standing Orders in
order to take the third reading of the
Family Provision Bill.
The Governor: Agreed?
It Pgas ,agreed,.
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The Attorney-General: 'I 'be.g to move
Your Excellency, the third reading of the
Family Provision Bill 1970, and that the
Bill do pass.
It was agreed.

ISLE OF MAN
CONSTITUTION BILL—
SECOND READING—REJECTED
The Governor: Now number 12. The
Ise of .1113n Consi:iitution Bill. Mr. IVIeFee,
for the second reading.
Mr. McFee: Your Excellency, I move
the ,Isle of Man Constitutional Bill to
t he Assembly anid the Bill provides that
the Attorney-JGeneral whilst reinafning
a member of Tynwald and the Council
and retaining his ,r ight to speak therein
shall be deprived of Ibis night to vote in
either of those bodies. Since then of
course we have seen a comment In one
of the newspapers "The Courier," think
the heading iwas — "The Writing is on
the Wall—How far can we go regarding Constitutional Reform." Well I do
not consider the "Courier" the mouthP iece of the Isle of .Man and also to set
themselves up as a genuine Galicia) Pon
such as is recognised in its genuineness
in the United Kingdom for the "Courier"
I think the natter stretching the case.
There are 40 odd thousand people at
least who can read in the Isle of Man and
I just wonder what the circulation of
"The Courier" and how many of them
would be of that opinion. However, and
how many even were asked to give an
o pinion, Sometimes there are very nasty
words wnitten on walls so I will leave
wt at that. With regard to the question
of Mandate, this Bill is Reform BUl
and it 'has been suiggested 'by some that
we have no Mandate, but I think that
when you consider Committees and
Coranissio-ns and also that the matter.
firoan +time to time, has been raised at
election forums and on +public platforms
I think that there is Mandate enough

for -the Cbunci,l and Keys together to go
forward 1,elth this kind of recommendat on, You will have noticed when you
have read the Bill that the words are
exactly, without one deviation, I think,
the same and I consider that by design
and not by accident similar to the 1969
ConstNuton
— this particular
clause. The design naturally, as far as I
can see is, that the Keys are determined
and may exercise their right to dh'allenge if necessary the Council on this
matter by a third introduction of the
clause. Now during the debate an the
first reading, Mr, Niehells I think, said
it was a question of masculating the
Council.
Me Nicholls: I was only quoting that iwas Mr. Canister's words,
Mr. MeFee: Well one is glad you take
notice of Mr, Callister at times but after
the first reading I read the Keys debate
and I am satisfied that this really is
not .an attempt 'to dispense with a two
.Chamber Government at all. I think that
an exp:essicn even this ,atternoon has
Dhown the Keys 'themselves recognise
the necessary for ...the Second Chamber
and I do not ihink that because this
particular Bill has 'been. introduced that
it is for the purpose of ,ann:ihilating the
other Chamber end making it a oneChamber Government and neither will
it deprive -Jhe Attorney-General of giving his legal advice to the Council or to
anyone else who requires it. I an-n
quite satisfied there are a number of
persons, members that do really require
it and not only in this Chamber either.
When Constitutional conflicts have
arisen the Attorney-General — being a
Crown ,appointment — must, I would
assume, speak on behalf of Her
Majesty's Government. ,:T) the Isle of Man
but, seeing the problem through the eyes
of the Home Office or Whitehall, rather
than through the eyes of the appointed
and elected representation of the Manx
people and lt is in thee sense, perhaps,
he is in the rather unfortunate position
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in being a member who has voting
strength as well as the power of
speech in either of the Branches. In my
opinion we should appoint our own
Attorney-General and that I would
consider then that he would have a
right to vote if apoointed to Tynwald.
to guide the Chamber that needs
guidance — whether it is the Keys or
whether _it is the CounciI. when. Government Bills are introduced in the other
Chamber. It would be a jolly good
idea, again and I refer La what has
would.
happened this afternoon —
never have happened had the AttorneyGeneral been advising the House of
Keys when this matter was debated.
I think that the whole auestion probably—I do not like ad hoc constitutional
amendments. I would feel it would have
been much better had the Keys and the
Council come to an agreement a year
or two ago when. we appointed a cornmitte:. to meet them on this mattes- or
Zet them together to remould or_amend_
the constution and see its development.
However, the Keys did not see it wise
at that time to agree to this. They might
today, I do not know, but I do not Iike
this ad hoc method, but, in the circumstances, when there is no alternative, I
mowe that. this second reading be passed
by the Council.
The Governor: Did I hear you evoke
that when a new Attorney-General is
appointed then you will change this Bill
back to give him a vote because you
said, if you could elect, or if you could
have a say in appointing the AttorneyGeneral, as far as I remember the
Working Party achieved, just that, so
I a.m not clear — this is merely against
the present holder ?
Mr. McFee: No, not at all, sir. I am
not talking of a personality. I—
The Governor: But you said that if
you had a say in the appointment this was exactly what the Working
Party got for you.
Mr. Bolton: It has got mixed up somehow. •
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Mr. McFee: Your Excellency, what 1
meant was we appoint instead of the
Home Office appoint.
Mr. Corkhill; Your Excellency, • I
thought that Sir Ralph—
The Governor: But this is exactly
what the Working Party is doing.
Mc. McFee: It hasn't gone that far.
has it ?
Mr. Bolton: This is a stratagem;
would not make a hair's—diTference if
we did.
Mr. Nivison: This is not in the Bill
anyway.
Mr. McFee: I was just letting you
know my own opinions.
Mr. Bolton: How is the "Ramsey
Courier" in the place ?
Mr. McFee: No, but you could influenca the simple minds of individuals
by anything-Mr. Nivison: Don't think the Bill
would get—
The Governor: Has anybody seconded
the Bill ?
The Attorney-General: That is the
quickest way out.

The Governor: Well it dies.
Mr. McFee: What a terrible death.
Mr. Nicholls: I feel very sorry for the
mover of the Bill. He is doing something which he doesn't believe in himself.
The Governor: Well, that is that.
Mr. McFee: I would point out, Your
Excellency, on .a very important matter
such as this on which the Press has
made a great deal of comment and
brought a lot of pressure to bear on the
reading public that I am very sorry,
to say the least. they are not rep -esented here at a public meeting.
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LICENSING BILL — SECOND AND
THIRD READINGS APPROVED.
The Governor: Now then the Licensing Bill. Incidentally has the learned
Attorney considered whether it is possible to put all these three into one ?
The Attorney-General: I do not see
how you can do it, sir, unless you take
each of the three Bills up to its final
stage.
The Governor: But in committee we
could.
Deemster Moore: I do not think you
can, sir. You see every member has the
right to sign the Bills that they approve
of in Tynwald and it may very well be
that I might approve of Bill No. 1 and
No. 3, but not of No. 2. Mr. McFee
might agree with No. 2 and not No. 1.
I think there is a difficulty. I do not
think we can avoid it, awkward though
it may seem.
Mr. Nicholls: That is my objective
at the moment, sir. There are three
Bills of which I have taken charge of
two and I am against the other one.
The Governor: Well, will you take
yours first then.
Mr. Nicholls: Yes, sir. 1 must say
that I found myself rather confused,
having three licensing Bills on the one
agenda. I am inclined to get mixed up
one with the other but this one is a very
simple Bill, Your Excellency. It simply
proposes to grant an increase of one
hour, one hour's opening for public
houses on Fridays and Saturdays during
the winter period. As hon. members
know the licensing hours extend to the
whale week during the summer period
but this is asking for the same hours
on a Friday and Saturday during the
winter as is at preSent in the summer.
Now, sir, my view is that the pattern
of adult people's life has changed very
considerably in recent years. People
are tending to extend their period of
entertainment later and later in the
evening. We have evidence of that here
on the Island already and on Friday and

Saturday of course they take the view,
well we do not need to go to bed quite
so early tonight as we have not got to
get up so early in the morning.
Mr. McFee: the over-18s or the under18s ?
Mr. Nicholls: A very high percentage
of working people today have a five-day
week so they can have a lie-in on Saturday morning in addition to Sunday
morning, so that those are some of the
feelings that'people have about wishing
to extend their entertainment hours
later in the evening at the week-ends.
Now we have, I noticed reading the
Hansard of the debate in another place,
they seem to make very heavy weather
of it and of course it degenerated, I
would put it. into a general debate on
the use of drink. Well I do not think
that should enter into it at all. It is
simply a matter of giving a little more
liberty to people who like to go to the
local and spend their Friday and Saturday evenings in- particular, it is generally known that the other nights, week
nights, are very quiet in public houses.
Friday and Saturday are the two evenings in the week in which people do
look forward to enjoying themselves in
the company of others. Not so much for
consuming an enormous amount of
drink, as seems to be represented by
the anti-drink faction, but to enjoy the
social entertainment: meeting their
friends and so on, So I do not intend to
say much on this, Your Excellency, 1
simply move the second reading and
move that the Bill be read a second
time.
The Governor: Any seconder?
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I will second
that, sir.
Mr. Nivison:. Could I ask, Your Exce!lency, if this would bring a 45-minute
extra on Friday and Saturday, would
this bring the public house into line
with the club Friday and Saturday?
The Attorney-General: I think so, ycs.
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Mr. Nivison: In view of that 1 am
going to struport this Bi because I
would hope that we would have some
measure that would tend to regularise
these uniform hours. This trafficking
between pub and club or club and pub
is causing more trouble than anything
else I know. Even if it means extending
—I, personally,, would prefer. I am not
a drinker myself, but I would prefer it
to be a regular time of thc'rn
pub and the club.
Mr. Bolton: There is not any compulsion to leave a public house if you
are not drinking, is there? ,2 mean. you
could stay until 11 provided you are not
drinking.
Mr. Nicholls: The last quarter-of-anhour is what is commonly known as
drinking uro time, "no orders after ten."
The Attorney-General: It is a case of •
if the proprietor wants you to go, you
have got to go, There is no need to ask
him.
Mr. Balton: If they were enjoying the
company so much if th,i'y did not want
the drink, as Mr. Nicholls said., they
could stay.
Mr. Nicholls: .As far as I am concerned he can.
Mr. Bolton: So .rea:ly there is not
much need for the extra licensing hours.
Mr. M.d.ree:. I think the same argument was used when the last amendment of hours was made—it said oh we
must have an extra quarter-of-an-hour.
Now they want the extra hours and
that is the way it goes on until the
whole lot.
Mr. Corkhili: I like Mr. Nivison's
idea—uniformity in all places. That is
what suits me'.
Mr. McFee: it is making' a mockery
of the licensing altogether.
The Governor: Is that agreed? The
second reading?
Mr. McFee: I am against.
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The Governor: How many against?
The Attorney-General: Two.
The Governor: Three. Well then the
second reading is carried, Now in committee, clause 1.
Mr. Nicholls: Now this is the meat of
Your Excellency, that
the whole
during the winter periods the hours will
be from, from what we proposed. inclusive between 12 o'clock noon and
I0 o'clock in the evening and on Fridays
and Saturday's between 12 o'clock noon
and 45 minutts past 10 o'clock in. the
evening. Quarter to 11 and the idea has
always been of course — last August
quarter -to 11 and the other quarter-a-fan-I:our for drinking-uD and emptying
your glasses. I beg to move clause one
stand part of the Bill.
The Gov:I-nor:. Will anybody -second?
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I second.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Citation next, sir.
Mr. Nicholls: I beg to move that, sir.
The Governor: Agreed ?
:t was agreed.
The. Governor: Now we resume.
Mr. Nicholls': I would like to net this
one off the agenda, sir.
The Governor: I want to clear whc
w.c can• today, agreed.?
It was agreed.
Mr. NichoLls: It is a very short one.
I beg to move that Council resume,
to take the third. readin2. of the Licensing Bill, 19711, and that the Bill do
pass.
• The Governor: Agreed? There arc,
only two opposi.n,g th's time.
Mr. McFee: May I record rmy vole,
sir?
The Governor: Yes, certainly.
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II:EINSIING (No. 3) BILL — SDCOND
AND THIRD READINGS APPROVED
The Governor: Now while we.' have
got Mr. Nicholls in the hot seat I
suggest we take Licensing Bill (No. 3).
Mr. Nicholls: For the third reading,
sir,
The Governor: Second reading.
Mr. Nicholls: Oh, second reading.
The Governor: About the bringing in
the Holiday Camp.
Mr:. Nicholls: Yes. I move the
second reading of the Licensing Bill
(No. 3), sir.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
T'he Governor: In committe(.. Clause
I which is the operative one.
Mr. Nicho'.:s: I beg, to move clause 1,
sir, As you say, it is the operative
clause for dur:na the period covered, by
the application those premises provide
(1) accommodation for not lass than
200 resident guests, or, (2) full
board for not less than 50 resident
guests.
Mr. McFee: I still think this one is
very dangerous indeed, More dangerous
than th:.• others that we have passed
and as such +1 will certainly record my
vc..e. against.
The Governor: Otherwise agreed?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Good, clause 2.
Mr. Nicholls.: Clause 2, str, is the:short
t:tle and commencement and I bt'g to
move. that.
The Governor: Agreed?
It was agreed.
Mr. N:choTls.: Could I ask for a continuation, sir?
The Governor: Yes.
Mr. Nicholls: I 'berg to move that the
Council will resume and I ask for the

suspension of Standing Orders in order
to take the third reading.
The Governor: A2Teed?
It was agreed,
The Governor: Will you formally
move`
Mr. Nicholls: I formally move the
third reading of the Licensing (No. 3)
Bill 1970 and that the Bill be passed.
Thu Governor: Agreed?
Mr. McFee: 1 will record my vote, sir,
The Governor: Yes, certainly.
Mr. Corkhill: I would like to do the
same, sir.
The Governor; Good.- You record
yours' in favour,
Mr. Corkhill: Against, sir.
The Governor: Against.
Mr. Corkhill: Yes. I did not—uiorlunately I did not vote, I am right
does not make' any difagainst it.
ference.
The Governor: Well you balance out
MT, Corkhill.: Yes. I .understand that.
Your Excel:ency.
It was agreed.

LICENSING (No. 2) BILL—
SECOND READING REJECTED.
The Governor: Right. Now item 14.
Licensing (No. 2) Bill, the AttorneyGtneral,
The Attorney-General: Yes, Your Excellency. We are on the second reading,
are we not ? As l explained before, sir,
before this is to enable registered clubs
to be open on Sundays during the
winter for the same hours as they permitted to be open on Sundays during
the summer. They are, in fact, only
entitled to be oven on Sundays during
the summer if Tynwald passes a resolution saying let us have the registered
clubs open on Sunday: Now Tynwald
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did pass such a resolution on the 22nd
November, 19fil. It is still in force and
consequently those registered clubs who
wish to be open on Sundays during the
summer have been able to be open
between the hours .12 noon and
1.30 p.m. and 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., but
there was nothing to enable registered
clubs to be open on Sundays during the
winter and which, I would have thought,
was the time when they, I would have
thought that clubs would require to be
open on Sundays during the winter
rather than Sundays during the
summer, That is 'by the way and
this Bill which is the second bite
of the cherry has come forward.
It has passed the Keys before; it
was rejected from this Council. It has
now passed the Keys again and, comes
forward to the Council once more and
a it does is to provide that if a registered club is nermitt-,,c1 to be open during a Sunday in any summer, then
Ft may 'ha 'permitted to be opened in the
following winter on 'precisely the same
how's. I ,be. to move, Your Excellency,
the second readng of the Licensing
(No. 21 Bill.
the Governor Will somebody
second?
Mr. Radalitte: I will second.
The Attorney-General: I move the
Council resolve into committee, Your
Excellency.
Mr. Nivison: There are some that feel,
Your Excllency—the comparison between summer hours. Clubs were given
Permission to open, on Sunday, fallowing upon a resolution of Tynwald, but
it must be borne in mind that the hotel
is. open on. a Sunday. Now in the winter
tame, if we bass this Bill, the clubs will
have the exclusive opening apart from
the Casino. of onenin,q on Sunday, and
altheueh sume may not wish to open
those that do open will have a bonanza
and they w:31 eventually attract the
clientele, the customers, from the normal
pub. I am not speaking on behalf of
the normal club, but I do know the pat-
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tern has been in certain towns in England where they have been a little bit
against issuing too many .public house
licences, They somehow found it
cult to restrict the number of chub
licences and clubs grew u.p ,Llke mushrooms, and
took over where public
houses normally should have operated.
It is thought that the control in the club
is not as stringent. It is thought, I
am saying. I do not know, but it is
thought as to what it is in the public
house. I, myself, would say that if 'the
people of the Isle of Man want these
facilities on a Sunday let them have
them in the pub, and as soon as it is
given to them in the foub I will vote
for the club, but I will not vole for the
club whilst the uubs have to remain. I
am not advocating that pubs should be
open on Sunday, but I think that whilst
the pubs have to close, I think thc' clubs
also should close.
Mr. Bolton: I thick, too, sir, that the
argument Mr. Nivison used earlier that
we should extend the three-quarters of
an hour to the pubs because the clubs
had it, Now as soon as wt' give this to
the clubs then the ou.bs wil? want it.
mean this is a zradual thin', that has
been. aoing on for a lon,i lime. Take a
little, get a little more. take a little, he
has got it and eventually the whole thing
is wide open. I am c'n.tirely opposed to
this proposal.
The Lord Bishop: It is this piecemeal
legislation that I have been worried
about a great deal in the whole licensing question.
The Governor: As I expoalnyd at an
earlier meeting we are hoping that the
learned Attorney will nroduce a consolidated Bill. d know that he is relying
on. his learned colleagui's to a certain
extent. He cannot advance on a single
man front.
Thin Attorney-General: Yes
rot
think it was going to be a consolidated
Bill, sir, with .creat respect. I thou.-hi.
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we werc soing to make recommendations as to what should be done to iron
out difficulties that exist in the licensing legislation.
The Governor: Well I hoped we
would have one Bill showing exactly
what it is the moment—
Mr. Nicholls: I think the trouble is
sir, that these are. I think, all three of
them are private members Bills, are
not they?
The Attorney-General: Yes.
Mr. Nicholls: So there is nothing to
stop privaty members at every meeting
of the House of Keys bringing forward
a Licanslne:,Bill of some kind so that it
wcu1 h. almost impossible to keep a
consolietated Bill up to date.
Mr. Rael3line: Consolidated could
start afresh.
The Governor: Well. I think if we had
a consolidated one in front of us .then
it .should avoid the necessity for all
these 1:ttle piecemeal bites of the
cheiry going on.
'IV:I-. McFee: We had a consolidated
Bill only a few years ago. It was that
thio': ar..-; I think
late Bert Stephens
had it.
Deeraster Moors: :1 thought the effect
of that Bill, Your Excellency,' was to
make the hours in public houses and
cubs the same at all times and I would
I aye bet that that was the effect of that,
but the Attorney-General told us in the
last Bill we were considering that that
is not so.
The Attorney-General: I am not absolutely eertair; of the exact deta'ls of
this. but the pwrmitted hours, and one
laughs heartily at that expression, the
cornipo'sory hours of raibilic houses are
:aid down in the Statute. What one
nil-ht term the oermitted hours in clubs
are so many a day, not earlier than
some time in the morning or not later
than sometime in the afternoon, or the
evening, 'but Dont ur) as the club rules

provide. For example. and which are', I
understand, approved by the Licensing
Bench. One club might be, let us say,
eight hours that it is 'permitted to be
open. One club might be opened' from
12 noon to two and thin from six until
11 and, another club, 'because of the
peculiarity of the clientele, or something,
might be open from one until two and
Four in the afternoon 'til some later
time.
Deernster Moore: Is this done by
resolution or by Act ?
The Attorney-General: It is done by
Statute.
Mr Nicholls: As far as the Bills before
us are concerned, Your Excellency, I
am opposed to it. I understand that at
least two of the old-established clubs
in the Island have no wish to open on
a Sunday. The desire is confined really
to a few clubs — two or three clubs
which are of fairly recent date but I
do think that in the winter time particularly anyone who cannot spend his
Sunday at home with his family is a
pretty poor specimen that he must go
out and spend a period during the midday and the whole of the evening in a
club when he has all six nights in the
week to patronise the public house, well
I think it is a very poor business.
The Attorney-General: Your Excellency, I was not quite right in the information I gave — it was half-right —
I gave to the Council just now. The
permitted hours on the premises of a
registered club on weekdays shall be,
during the summer, between 10.30 a.m.
and 11 p.m. During the winter — this is
all weekdays of course, during the
winter, such hours not exceeding 10
hours between 10.30 a.m. and it p.m. as
the rules of the club, with the approval
of the registration authorities — which
is the Licensing Court — prescribe and
those are varied also on certain special
— on Christmas Day, Good Friday and
things like that, there is a variation and
then on Sundays, the permitted hours
are such as may be authorised under a
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different Act — the 1900 Act which is,
well I have told you what that is.
Deemster Moore: Could you give us
it again ?
The Attorney-General: Yes. Registered clubs to be closed on Sundays for
. the sale or supply and consumption of
intoxicating liquor, except for consumption on the premises only between 12
noon and 1.30 in the afternoon and 3
p.m. to•10 p.m. in the evening. It only
applies on Sundays in the summer.
Deemster Moore: That is the same as
pubs. Exactly the same as pubs.
The Governor: Well now. Do you wish
to reply ?
The Attorney-General: I only wish to
say in reply that I think the hon member, Mr. Nivison, has perhaps a false
impression of clubs. He 3s looking I
think, sir, at clubs in the United Kingdom which are in no sense clubs at
all. Really they are not the kind of
clubs that we have here and I think
that to say the control in the clubs
here is below the standard of control
in a public house. I would not myself
have thought that was right but I
cannot speak with any authority on
that. I do not know what goes on in the
Beach. and that kind of thing, but as I
say—
Mr. Nivison: You would have some
idea of the clubs though.
The Attorney-General: I know what
goes on in the Ellen Vannin Club. I
know what goes on in the Automobile
Club-Mr. Nivison: But they do not wish
to open at all.
The Attorney-General: They do not
wish to open at all, No, because I suspect, because of staff difficulties and
that kind of thing.
The Governor: Well, now, I will put
the question of a second reading. Those
in favour please say aye. Those against
say no.
A division was called for and voting
resulted as follows:—
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For—Messrs. Radcliffe. the AttorneyGeneral and Sir Ralph Stevenson
—3.
Against—Messrs. Cork hill, Bolton,
Nicholls, McFee, Nivison. the First
Deemster and the Lord Bishop — 7.
The Governor: So that is an unhappy
death and the--..efore the Licensing (No.
(3) Bill becomes (No. 2) «hen it comes
for signature.

BEER (iRIEPAYMENT OF DUTY) BILL
— SECOND AND THIRD READINGS
APPROVED
The Governor: While on the subject
o: drink l call on the learned Attorney
to take the Beer (Repayment of Duty)
Bill.
The Attorney-General: Your Excellency, as I explained on the first reading this Bill was introduced — it was
introduced an the suggestion of Customs
and Excise. It was pointed out that our
]933 Act was deficient in that it dealt
only with Manx brewed beer to the
exclusion of imported beer and also
failed to provide for beer that had been
spoiled as opposed to beer which had
been totally destroyed, or, it also has
failed to provide for beer which was
destroyed an the premises of the
brewer. I beg, Your Excellency, to move
the second reading of the Peer (.Rerayment of Duty) Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I move the
Council resolve into Committee, Your
Excellency.
The Governor: Agreed. Clause 1.
The Attorney-General: Yes, Your
Excellency, I move clause 1. By subclause (V it provides where any imported or Manx bre-aced 'beer, upon which
duty has been paid. and which has been
destroyed or rendered unfit for sale,
whilst on the premises of the brewer
or the importer, Custom and Excise
may refund the duty.
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The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: By sub-clause
(2), sir, duty may be refunded where
beer has been removed from the premises of the brewer or importer but
has been returned to him as spoiled or
unfit. Refunds in this case are subject
to regulations made by His Excellency
obviously because that does lend itself
to a possibility of a fiddle.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 2.
The Attorney-General: Clause 2. sir,
is the interpretation clause. There is no
mystery in any of the definitions therein contained. 1 move clause 2 stand part
of the
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 3.
The Attorney-General: Clause 3, sir.
is the repeal of the existing legislation
of 1933. I move that it stand part of the
Bill.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Governor: Clause 4.
The Attorney-General: Clause 4, sir.
'I's the short tit'e and nerve centre and
you see that in fact it is backdated to
the 1st January, 1969, to deal with more
than cne incident I believe where duty
ha; not been able to be refunded, but in
all conscience should be refunded.
Mr. Corkh:11: There is no auestion of
it being adulterated, Your Excellency.
It may have been sent back,
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I move that
the Council do now resume, Your Excelency.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.

The Attorney-General: I would ask
for the suspension of Standing Orders,
to enable the third reading to be taken.
The Governor: Agreed ?
It was agreed.
The Attorney-General: I beg to move,
Y.cur Excellency., the third reading of
the Baer (Repayment of Duty) Bill,
1970 and that the Bill do pass.
The Governor: Agreed ?
Mr. Nivison: On, the auestion of the
retrospective nart of the legislation we
do accept the learned Attorney's word
for it that there is a very good reason
for it, but we hope that this will
not be a practice, retrospective, because
it can be a dangerous weapon used.
The Attorney-General: Oh, yes. I entirely agree. I would like you please to
accept my assurances on this that the
inifiative for the Bill and the initiative
for the retrospective effect came from
the Customs and Excise.
Mr. Bolton.: There was a case in which
they were rather anxious and felt it
was only just. that a refund should be
made and they found themselves entirely unab:e to make the refund and
came forward with the suggestion we
should come into line in this way.
It was agreed.
REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE
(MEMBERS OF TYNWALD AND
LOCAL AUTHORITIES) BILL—
:SECOND READING REJECTED
Tthe Governor: Now we have No. 16,
Representation of the People (Members
of Tynwald and Local Authorities) Rill.
Sr
1.. Ralph.
Sir .R:ilph Stevenson: Yes, Your Excellency. We went into ithis BM at some
length on the first reading and I do not
ProPcrse oto reheat 211 the ,arguments the _.
I ii!-.ed then. I would l'Ice to emphasise
tinat no member of Council as liar as I
know really dealt to my satisfaction at
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any rate with the fact that the arguments that there is at the moment an
almost intolerable double burden on
members of the Legislature who are also
members of local au tharites ; that this
double burden is inevitably increasing
end Wild ,increase 'in the :future. I agree
that the thaw appears to prevent electors
from pu.Iting into Panliament men of
their cho'i'ce. It does not really, because
it -nrevents them 'rom lay.na -a double
burden on the men of their choice, but
the man who is a rcandidate has the
choice himself lin what -capacity -to offer
his services to the country. If. is he who
chooses whether he shall give his services to ...he 'ratepayers or ,`o the taxpayer. Whenever there 'has been, sir, I
think, pointed out on the first reading
rof this Bitl, 'nowadays no local authority
can really carry out its statutory obligations without appealing to the
Central Government for aid. This must
lncrease the likelihood of a clash of interests. if 'a member of Tynwald is also
a -member of a local authority. I do not
say 'that this will prevent him from camring to the rnigh, dacision, from the
Island's point of view, but I do think
add to the burden of
thnt it is -unfair
responsibility he already has 10 bear
as a legislator. Times certainly have
changed since lit was nossible fora man
in this Island to do properly the work
Local Govenn.ment end Central Governmen.; and even the mandate to remove
from Tynwald local .authority representritives of the people elected lby the
people, it is not really a sound
argument. The question of mandate I think was dealt with by His
Honour the First Deemster at the first
reading. I agree with him; it is a minor
point but on the other hand, I think
that there .is 'a feeling in 'a good many of
the local authorities despite what the
Onchan Commissioners had to say. that
there is a great difficulty 'being felt already by members of -the local authorities who are also members of Council
and of the local authorities themselves.
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in not having the undivided attention
of their own Councillors. I cannot bet eve ..,hat if there were — as the Onchan
.0ornmissi
oilers rnainta m — such ove r_
yonelaning apposition to this Bill -among
s Island I_
Elie 'mcajorit oLnecit
Trir;kiha. the large rnajoril.yople
who voted for in the Keys would not
have oast .heir votes according-IT-7would not like to think that the letter
of the Onchan Carnmissioners had been
ignored by this Council. I ram sure they
corns:der that the value of the serv. ces
which they have received from members
of the Legislature as Councillors arc
iouts.iancnng and outweigh everyrhing
else. They have. .1 believe, had a communication from Ramsey Commiss'oners ragre'eiing to it. But I do not know
of any other local rauthari'les, Certainly
Douglas Corporation have said, I
knorw there are certain doubts there
Anyway, Your Excellency. I would like
to move the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. Bolton: I would like to second
this, Your Excellency. I may say that I
have always been of opinion that mem-.
hers should not serve on local authorities and in Tynwald. I believe that it is
rs unbiased
right that tlielr,3 be ci cite
in their decisions in Tynwa ,
of the fact that so many decisions that
they have to make, do override and
affect to a great extent local authority
matters. This has been debated on a
number of occasions. I know that the
representatives of the Douglas Corporation who do not like the idea of being
deprived of one or the other of their
offices and went to the Town Hall and
got no support at all for their point of
view. I understand that the Municipal
Association decided that they had no
comments to make and was it Port St.
ary omrnissio ers oo,
ere were
sew, at any rate, svho had no comment whatever to make. There is no
doubt that aoart altogether from the
desirability of this move, I believe that
it is desirable in any case. I believe that
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the inconvenience which is caused in
Legislature and in many cases that
the loss of the services of some of the
people who must be of the greatest
value to the community through service
in local authorities at the same time as
they serve in Tynwald. is something
that is a great loss to the community.
neoole who have served on local
author_ties are undoubtedly the most
suitable people to serve on the
Local Government Board, taking
account of their knowledge of local government affairs. But they cannot do so
at. the present time. The Government of
the Island loses as a result. I can say
this. Naturally at this stage I cannot
y rove it. but I can say that the late Mr.
Spencer Kelly in conversation with me
shortly before he died, said that
had
left the Ramsey Town Commissioners
for some time and had completely
changed his mind on the matter. He was
satisfied now that it was undesirable
that a member should be, at the same
time, a member of a local authority and
a member of Tynwald. I do believe, sir,
that the community is better served.
There have been, numerous occasions in
Tynwald Court over quite a number of
years where decisions of Tynwald have
to some extent been influenced by members of local authorities who wish to
put the point of view of their own local
authority. There can be no doubt that
having taken PaTt—iii—Riscussions, hay:ng taken part in reaching deci sions.
perhaps in th(Tiloug...as Town Hall, and
those decisions reoulre the acceptance
by Tynwald. theyav_ill come to Tynwald
determined to endeavour to get these
thro
e ugh. Now this is in fact puffing a
Trojan Horse in Tynwald, and there is
no doubt that if this were a private concern. rather than a local authority, then
that person would be debarred from
taking part. But this is what has been
happening. My greatest concern is that
we should be able to make full use of
35 members of Tynwald Court. Now if
we cannot make full use of 35 members

o Tynwald Court — and some of the
ablest members may well be the mennb ,..rs
. that we reauire 4or the Local Govornment Board. then we are the losers.
I may point out that out of the Selection
Committee which consists of nine members, there was complete unadiImity in
r...ipport of this principle at their meeting, . and when the Bill went to the
Hotr.e. of Keys. it again gained a majority support in the House of Keys, which
was something entirely new in this particular matter, I beg to second. sir.
Sir Ra oh Stevenson: Seventeen.
Mr. Bolton: Seventeen votes for it
out of total of 24 members.
Mr. Nicholls: Your Excellency, I
think. sir, that it is necessary to go
crack to the beginning. Now this Bill
was actually initiated really in the
Selection Committee, as Mr. Bolton
has pointed out. The difficulty arose
over the imposslibility almost of sorting
out the various members for the
different Foards. By the time we had
eliminated the Local Government
Board, Assessment Board, and then had
to spread out the members amongst
the other Boards, it was becoming increasngly difficult. The position could
arise — at the present time we have
seven members of local authorities betwoen the two branches. But there is no
reason why after next October, a year
next October, we could have 17. So
where are we going then ?
Mr. Radcliffe: You could have none,
too.
Mr. Nicholls: You could have none,
but you could have 17 or any number.
That would be far more difficult still.
I think it more likely that you would
have more, rather than have none.
Because men who have served in local
authorities are more inclined to aspire
t) membership of the Legislature than
those Who have never been in local
authorities.
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Mr. Radcliffe: Like Ramsey at this
last election—
Mr. Nicholls: I am sorry for the interruptions, sir. But as I say. the first
question was this ouestion of the diffii culty of sorting out the various members in respect of Boards. And again,
looking back, since I became a member
of the Legislature, there have been so
many additional Boards and Commissions appointed, such as Airports
Boards, Civil Defence, Civil Service
Commission, Manx Electric, Exco was
created. Gaming Board, Health Board,
Social Services and so on, the Finance
Board. Compared with the number of
Boards and Commissions that existed
when I was first elected in 1046. the
position is infinitely more difficult
today. Now as far as this question
which has sort of crept in, the question of losing valuable members of
local authorities, I could not agree more
with the feelings that have been expressed about the oossibility of losing
men, shall I say. like Mr. Nivison from
local authority and who has been a
tower of strength to his own district ,
and Mr. Creer, another member of the
Onchan Commissioners, and many
others. I was a member of the Onchan
Commissioners when I was first elected
to the House of Keys. I still had one
year to go after I was elected to the
Keys, and I must say that having had• a
year in the dual role, I was very glad
to, well cease to seek re-election to the
Commissioners. I found it was too
much. So on this question of the burden
of members.. it is a matter of their own
seekihg of course, and on the question
of losing valuable members, well, we
have to lose them some day sooner or
later and it is a truism that no one in
the world cannot be done without. So
that although it may seem harsh, I do
not tnink it is a good argument. I think
that this is a timely Bal., sir, and I
Cifin1
=Cthat in theeEird-11 will very soon
seen that it is a very good move.
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Deemster Moore: Your Excellency, I
was going to say not only as Mr. Bolton
has already said that the Bill was
passed by the Keys 'by a majority, but
was passed by a very large majority. I
have taken the trouble of reading the
debate in the Keys, and it fortifies the
views which I had a;iready come to, that
this Bill ought to pass and become
operative law. Now, Your Excellency,
Sir Ralph has given the real reasons for
this Bill and — he and — Mr. Mich°Ils,
with which I entirely agree. But there
is one further final point that one has
to bear in mind. There is a statutory
duty on Tynwald to supervise the local
authorities; that is a statutory duty. It
is a statutory duty on all the members
of Tynwald to take part in that supervis:on by their conduct of affairs in
Tynwald. That being so I find it quite
impossible to accept that in these days
that the ever-increasing impact of government on local authorities work, that
there is any alternative but for this Bill
to be passed, and I think we would be
very wrong to take a differing view
from that of the House of Keys, where
their majority is still large.
Mr. Radcliffe: Well, I am sorry, Your
Excellency, but at the first reading I
spoke against it and I reserved
my right to vote against the second.
reading and I certainly intend to. We
have had a very large number of good
reasons put forward. They can justify
anything of course. Some able speakers
have spoken on the matter. But I am
thinking of commonsense, the right of
the voter, the people themselves, let
alone the candidate, but particularly
the eople themselves. Somebody has
mentione
e ate Spencer Kelly and
somebody mentioned Ramsey. I think it
is •a very good example. Ramsey was
represented in the Keys for many years
by a man who knew what he was
saying. In no way was he slack regards
his work in the Keys: he was a glutton
for work. And he was also a glutton
for work on his local authorities. He
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i'.::presented both for many years. We
had another member for Ramsey who
was a member of the Commissioners
when he was elected to the Keys. He
saw fit to resign firom the local authority. He did do so. We then had a
vacancy and we have another election,
and it was three or four, whatever it was
the Commissioners put up. The people
of Ramsey showed very clearly and
.definitely they did not want any one
of biose Commissioners in their local
'Ramsey, and they put in — I do not
know whether it was two candidates or
one, but they elected one who most
positively was not a member of the
Commissioners.
Mr. Nicholls: A widely experienced
man, nevertheless.
Mr. Radcliffe: Not in local politics in
any way, shape or form. He was a
schoolteacher. A schoolteacher's experience is sometimes limited, but very
exceedingly limited, and he is sometimes very behind the outlook of a man
in industry or a taxi-driver. So they
are not experienced. In many cases
they are definitely not. The scholastically minded people are usually frequently not quite as good at it as others.
The point is that the people of Ramsey
had their choice and they made their
choice. This is suggesting that the right
of people to choose whom they wish to
represent them is being limited• And
who is it being limited by ? Of course,
the people presently in the House. They
are at present representatives. We are
speaking not for today but for the future.
This business that we could have 17 —
I cannot accept that at all. The .people
would not elect them. We have got more
faith in the people, The electors.
Mr. Nicholls: You never know what
the people would do!
Mr. Radcliffe: I know quite a bit. As
to the terrible double burden on members, that is being exaggerated. If members are unable to perform their duties,
to start with they should not be elected,

and they should not stand. If they do
stand and they are elected it is the
people who elected them that suffer.
The local authorities come to Tynwald
for aid. They have been coming to Tynwald for aid for many years, and we
never heard or had even examples
of specific bias. Everybody, unfortunately, in this Legislature can be
accused of being biased because we are
such a small Island and we have got
our neighbours, our relatives, our
friends and at the back of it all our
small community. If any one member is
subject to bias—we are so insular, so
local, such a small community. The hon.
member, Mr. Nicholls, said it was
initiated in the Selection Committee.
Well that may be. It does not matter
where it was initiated, it has been
passed. But in view of things that are
happening without any mandates, rsug-.
gest this Chamber should look very
carefully at this, and let there be a
mandate in more —than one inslance
of constitutional reform — so-called
reform — that is going on in the Isle of
Man. They speak about maintaining our
traditions, and the people who talk
loudest and longest about traditions are
the people who are doing most to
destroy them. We had an example this
morning. One Bill that was put before
us, and others. We are moving forward,
some people think we are just moving
for the sake of moving. r think this
branch should carefully steady things
down, try to steady things down, and
in this particular case — certainly this
year, there is an election next year let there be some mandates for this
"no votes, no electors, voters speaking
but . no votes" and all this nonsense.
Your Excellency, I do hope that the
Council will think seriously about passing this Bill this year. If it comes before
us again, let it come. But there is an
election next year. Let the people speak
as to what they want, Oh yes. one last
point, I have been advised, whether it
was incorrectly or not, that all except
Port St. Mary and Castletown — the
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local authorities — are against and
have now declared themselves as being
againSt this Bill.
Mr. Bolton: The Douglas Corporation
has not.
The Lord Bishop: Your Excellency, I
would like to follow by expressing my
agreement with all that the last speaker
has said. In my experience, watching
the activities of Tynwald since I have
come back, I have not noticed that
members of local authorities are more
influenced by local considerations than
others. As Mr. Radcliffe said, everyone
in this Island inevitably has got local
links of one kind or another. I am not
saying that anybody is dishonourable
in this matter, but I am saying that we
are all tied to local things, and members
of local authorities are not so far as
I can see, more influenced than others
are. I would have thought—that 3.V..e._
would lose a great deal of valuable
membership from Tynwald by losing
people who have had-This double contemporary experience. I believe that
people should be lett to make their
minds up for themselves. If a man finds
that he has too much to do then he
ought to make the choice as to whether
he stays in Tynwald or stays in a local
authority it should not be forced upon
him by legislation. I hope we shall
reject this Bill,
Mr. McFee: Your Excellency,- I have
noticed in Tynwald, particularly the
financial votes and policy, development
policy is concerned regarding local
authorities- and large sums of money
are involved, there is always that question which is outspoken sometimes
"Which hat are you wearing now?" This
is one of the very great problems that
exists. You invariably find that the
person who belongs to Onehan or to
Douglas or wherever that development
is to take place to which the financial
grant is to be given that they are wearing the Council or the local authority
hat. Now the second point that I feel
is this. That a precedent has already
been established, it already exists, that

i.
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you cannot be a member of the Local
Government Board and be a member
— you cannot be a member of the
Assessment Board and be a member of
a local authority, and you cannot he-a
. .
member of the Finance hoard
That is true, is it not ?.
Mr. Beiton: Oh, I do not know.
Mr. McFce: It would not be wise anyway, would it? We are not starting
something new and no mandate is
necessary. Where a precedent has been
establiShed we do not reouire a mandate, no mattc'r how much Mr. Radcliffe will say that a mandate is required. !Nov when I was doing Local
Government work and visited local
authorities in England, L.' checked up
there on what was the financial assistance given to local government, and I
found that evyn, many years ago al that
time Central Government were subsidis'ng Local Government by 52 per
cent. and they considered that this
would increase year by year one per
c:'nt. ter year. That is some years. ao-o.
So that it means that increasingly. increasingly Central Government must be
asked for and demanding from local
authorities this added, added assistance
all the time. Therefore I think that if
you can' be indepr.ndent and more objective and not subjective in your decisions, you are a much better Governmetit. There is a clash of interests.
there is no doubt about that, lust now
there will come un this question of
water amalgamation-. Which way will
certain, people go? They are already
pledged one way or the other at lo-cai
authority level. The ouestion of the
ama:-gamation of electricity supply that will be another, There is also the
question of boundaries' revisions that
occur ad hoc. I hope the. day will
speedily come when we will resolve this
question in which we were 50/50 not so
long ago on the question of four or five
reg.onal local authorities by which local
government can be handed back and
make them more effective and carry out
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local government work, which is now
being carried out by Central Governinent. Then, the position might be different. Then there is also another note
1 might add. Empty seats. Constantly
even in Tynwald we see empty seats.
The empty seats occur sometimes because of local government interfering
with Central Government, and particularly so is it the reverse way. We find
that there was a debate some years ago
in the Town Council where members of
the House of Keys and Tynwald were
condemned by the mover of the resolution because of the empty seats that
were constantly being created—and not
only that out even committee meetings
being entirely dispensed with altogether
because of the duties that certain, members had to attend to from the demands
of Central Government. So it must have
its difficulties, and I ,believe that these
dIficulties could be removed. Now there
is one other difficulty which has not
been mentioned, and that is this. I find
more and more in the Isle of Man,
maybe because we are insular or local,
but the difficulty of the Manx politician
to delegate, He cannot even delegate to
his own office, to his administration ofttimes a lot of detail that should be
done. There is something in our Manx
make-up that we want to do the lot!
This '.sputting an added, burden cn ourselves as politicians whereas in England. you have one minister who delegates entirely to his ministry. He is
just the mouthpiece or the spokesman
in Parliament. But not so in the Isle of
Man. Ne is not only the mouthpiece
and the spokesman, but he wants to do
the job and all. Because of that I feel
that I am supporting the resolution. As
for the Onehan letter which was circulated some time ago, there were eight
persons mentioned on it out of 27
parishes, I think, and four towns. So I
do not think that bears any relationship
to the-Mr. Radcl:fici There have been. more
recent figures available.

The Governor: Now, in the interests
of accuracy, 1 must point, out that for
nearly four years I,: have not missed a
single day of Tynwald and there have
beer. very, very rare occasions on ,which
a member has been absent because of
his duties in local rrovernment. In fact,
I would say, frequently I have seen
members absent because they say they
have arranged some Board business.
But not local government. But I think
that it is ouite unfair to those members
o. Tynwald who do belong to local
outhorit.es to say that they have not
been present, because they have, And
the other question, When Sir Ralph answers the debate, I would like to put it,
are there any other countries in the
world that have this ban? I think it
would be very interesting because we
might be unique again! (Laughter.)
Mr. Nicholls: They probably have not
got the Board system.
Mr. Corkhilli Your Excellency, I have
given qu.te a bit of thought to this, and
1 would like to say, Your Excellency,
that I came to the conclusion that this
is a local matter—it is a local matter
where. you nominate people for your
local Commissioners, it is a local matter
in• a sheadinq at least where you nominate members for the House of Keys. I
think I would be inclined to leave it
there without any alteration.
am
against the resolution.
Mr. Nivison: Your Excellency, on the
question of the mover, Sir Ralph
Stevenson, firstly saying that this was
a double burden for the people that
were in both. The Bill is, I am sure,
not designed to support or protect the
indiv. dual that happens to 'be a member. Sir Ralph did give the impression
that it was a little bit inclined to help
the person. concerned who mi
be gett:ng something imposed upon him.
Nothing could be further from the
tr....tth. The truth about it is that certain
peco:e in the initial stages, and the
late Mr. Spencer' Kelly was mentioned.
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he was an ardent member of the Ramsey Commissioners until such times as
a change came, and then he changed his
attitude towards the membership of
local authorities.
Mr. .Bolton: He went on the L.G.B.,
you see.

Mr. Nivison: Well, 12 know, but—(interruption). "Yes, indeed, he was a member of the Selection Committee and so
forth, and he asked, he certainly asked
to be put on. But there was -a big
change that came over, and he was . .
He did come. I know, I would say this
if my friend Spencer was here, he became antagonistic, very antagonistic
towards the local authority, Now I do
say too that some of the members who
have spoken in favour of this particular
legislation, not all of course, it is with
some other motive that the sympathy or
the respect or the consideration of the
additional burdens 'that might be -placed
upon the members who do have to have
the dual membership. I em sure it is
only consideration for them. The serving of two masters has been mentioned
here and in other places, and your
loyalties. Is one to imagine that because
you have been a member. as I have say
for Onchan for 23 years. and this right
is taken away from. me and from the
-..."-people of Onchan, that I would be any
lees loyal to my people in Onchan because the legislation . . ? It would tend
1 to sharpen it up.
Mr. Bolton: Make you loyal to Onchan, but what ,about your duty in
here?
Mr. Nivison: I would say, Your Excellency, there has been no evidence
whatsoever produced (twin"' the debates of any incident where, a member
of a local authority has done things in
the local authority, in the Legislature.
that he would not have otherwise done
had he not 'been a member of an
authority.
Mr. Bolton: You do not know that.
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Mr, Nivison: We do not know. I do
repeat. There has been no evidence of it.
There has been no evidence produced
by any members that there has (been any
in:cidents whereby Councillor So-iand-So
or Commissioner So-and-So had he not
been a member of that local authority,
he -would have acted im ia different way.
You must remember that those people,
the parish pump does work -vigorously,
even by members even ali,iliough they do
not sit on the local authority because
they feel very close, they feel very close
to their eleotons. But we are not condemning them, we must not condemn
these people. .We know my friends, Mr.
MoFee — nobody has been more vigorous in putting f onward the claims for the
south of the Island than Mr. McFee. Nobody can be more vigorous.
Mr. Melee: That is for the Island
though.
Mr, Nivison: I aim not speaking of the
Wand, I lam speaking 'how many times
have we heard — what about the south?
What about the south, irniust have this
in the south. We are not condemning
you for this.
Mr. McFee: That ds nov just a parish,
-:_hat is ia Sheading.
'Mr, Nivison: But you do not hear the
member.
ilVtcFee: You are speaking about
Onchan. You ihave nut mentioned Middle
kelaughter).
,I ,am speaking as a memMr_
ber of the Onchan Commissioners, I represent the beopte of the Isle of Man.
Mr. MoFee: Represent for Middle.
Mr. Nivtison: Th2,t is 'not true, sir. I
must correct my friend. When you are
elected to the House of Keys you are
elected hy the people of Middle forea
au
sent the people of 'the Isle of Mm. Yrdb not represent a shead.Lng, atYd this
was bonne out in a court case in South
Bri'stoil, I think it wias, .('ha- was brought
up. When he constituents of South
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Bristol complained that their Member
was not representing them, and he took
it and it was ruled tha. they represented
the people of the United Kingdom and
not particularly the people' who had
rent them there.
M.... McFee: Yes, but you did not allow
me that when I mentdoried about the
south-, did you?
Mr. Nivison: Your Excellency, I am
merely sayng tha. because a member
is forced off his ludal authority by legislation, does not make him any less
vigorous to support . the particular district-frcan where 'he comes. We !have had
no evidence .'0 show that there has been
a difference of interest or wearng two
hats or one hat. Their main object is to
serve the peollie and invariably they do,
I could - quote you some very excellent
exrnici- er of his dealing with &Ir. Moore,
we knew lin Port Erin and Port St. Mary,
Mr Alderman Team, Mr Bertie Stephens
and a whole host of people, the late Mr.
T. C. Cowin, very excellent members o4
local authorities, and very excellent
rhemb•-irs of the Legislature. We did not
find thez it did clash. Now on ,the quest on of who did rernond ..b the Onehan
I letter- It is true Ito say 'that since that
• time in fact, this letter was ill-timed,
1
iii. was a bit lute, had 1. have gone out be. fere the -vote was taken in the Keys, it
' int:y wail have influenced the Keys to
v-ce differently to what they did, The
two that rentied to say that they
favoured he Bill 1,Terecgstletiwn and
Port St. _
Mary. There were no others that
replie to say that they favoured the
Bill. But ,theri-e were since =hose names
that were given to us at the last occasic!", bore were many others including
Rame,ay, Peel, Pori Erin and many
others, th-t did come, all the parishes,
ptactioaliy all the parishes. We cannot
ignore this To•do it 'by legislation is a
'hale unfair. It is honed that the matter
in.glit be left. You -do not restrict yourselves. The Selection Committee could
well nominate any of these members of

the local -ate.lhority to 'the Local Government Board or to the Assessment Board.
And it then -would ibe for ithat member to •
say, because I have been nominated for
that particular post and been elected by
Tynwald, I 'am obliged to resign end lay
down 'my seat. That 'can be done now.
Mr. Nicholls: But as not in the statutory-Mr. Nivison: Yes, it -can 'be done now.
Mr. Nicholls: It -can be done but it is
-not of :lately.
Mr. Radcliffe: 'When he takes his seat.
Mr. Nivison: You see, at the moment,
-there could be members.
• Mr. Bolton: They must get off the local
authority, .'ha't is the point.
Mr. Nivison: I "do believe that if they
Were nominated by the Selection Cornmtttee -it w.ould give the onnortnnity to
the members then to say, well I have
'been nominated, I will be obliged to resign from my local -authority. I would
say this, that I believe that the Council
is fairly evenly divided. There may appear to .be ceritad.'n people who are not
Egomanitled- Seine are committed by virtue of their membership of the Selection
Commitee, and there are three of those.
There 'are others that have spoken in
'this respect. I would hope that those who
have not commliitte.d themselves
this
respect might leave things as they 'are,
bearing in mind that as His Excellency
has s:ated, eve ere not -aware that it is
Laid down 'by statute in any other place;
‘we know that in England, Ireland, 'Scotland and Wales ,t is 'permitted for
Member of_ a• local authority to be -a
member of the Government of the
United Kingdom. We 'also know too that
' ibis members:11in cif the House of Keys or
the Legislative 'Council is of least supposed to be a part-time occupation. At
least supposed to be — I repeat that.
Many members are actively engaged in
many business activities. I would hope
— and I warn this — that the movers
of this kind of 2egislartion may well yet
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come along tor a second bite, and say
that the members are conflicting with
certain of their 'business .activities., I
would remind you that_tinjite_UnitedlU—To—
ngc an where _members_ are _di rec tors
of eomp2oi eS and they do_beeome_gmem_
, they have to_resign.
bers oThe .C51:7.friaThey have to r-esign. Nlow this ,is .a fact.
Ire know that once they go out of office
they very quickly grab up these directorships .again. Now we have kept free
from this, because we 'believe that they
can work ogether. If it is right in industry, in companies, and so forth, how
much more so should it not be right in
those people who, although it is
burdensome. although it is difficult, are
waling and I think able to carry on the
two :particular things. When the time
comes (tha- they are 'unable their people;
are the !right people to tell them, the
'people who elect them. They will soon
turn them out if they are not satis- .
fled with them. Do not let us do it by
'his arilattrary gashion. 'We went to war_
to avoid this "arbitrary right of the citizen: we call ourselves as belonging to
the free nations. Surely in this we should
let the people decide this and let the
people themselves select if they want, If
they do not want, let them reject them.
I would hope that at this eleventh hour
that even some of those who may have
been committed may still change their
minds and vote against this.
The Governor: Do you wish to reply?
MT. Nicholls: Could I. just before Sir
Ralph replies, could I mention one particular reference which has been made
to other countries, the procedure' in
other countries. But the fact is overlocked that we are a very small legislature. We have only 34 members: out
of the 34 suite a numb(/' are eliminated
automatically and the rest have to carry
out this Board system which does not
exist at least in many countries; does
not exist in. 'England, for example. In
the House of Commons they have 630
members. If thE'y had, a Board system
in, England it would be comparatively
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easy to sort out the method, but here
we have a very, very small number, we
have this Board system to carry out, it
may be eased if thc Bill which is
shortly coming before us is carried, but
nevertheless the same Bili has been
turned down once. .by the way, but we
have this. Board system which docs not
exist, so far as 4 know, anywhere else.
Why even in Jersey they have, I think
it is, 70-odd members of the legislature.
Sir Ralph Stevenson; I would like to
thank those members of .the Council
who supported this Bill, which I think
is necessary; Mr. Bolton, Mr. Nicholls,
the First Deemster and Mr, McFee. I
would like to take with Mr. Radcliffe's
question or rather " claim that there
should be a mandate for this So that
Tynwald can act in this way. I do not
agree. I think that there should be, the
various local authorities, who wrote
this letter—did they have a mandate
from their ratepayers to write it? It is
not a very important point.
Mr. Radcliffe: I know what Ayre
would say.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I agree. It is
not a very important ,point. It is a fact
that they did not have a mandate.
Mr. Nivison: You do not need a mandate to maintain thc status quo. We are
not altering it you see.
Sir Ralph Stevenson; The Lord
Bishop. I do not think we will lose anything 'by making the candidate himself
choo.se which kind of service that he
will give to the 'people'. I maintain that
he cannot do the two jobs well. If he
tries to do them he will do one less well,
or both of them less well than he could
do one of them. Mr. MoFr.'e spoke of
empty seats in. the 'Legislature.
The Governor: I contradicted that
and I mean it. I think that is a most
unjust slight on various members.
Mr. IVIoFee: I put more accent on the
empty scats in the 'Council which was
the subject of a debate some years ago.
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Sir Ralph Stevenson: In the Town
Hall, sir, there is a strong feeling that
empty saes are really an insult to the
(lectors, the ratepayers. That they elect
people to do—to defend their interests
and they do not take the trouble to
come and they work in Tynwald instead.
Mr. Radcliffe: Well they do not elect
thLm next time.
Sir Ralph Stevenson.: Well that may
be—that is an exaggerated thing but
still, I am all in favour of one thing the
Bishop said, that the experience of local
authority work is of enormous value in
the Legislature. Th'i're is no reason why
they should overlap—why they should
do it at the same time as the Legislative
work. I think. Mr. Nicholls, I do not
know in. fact whether any other country
in the world• has this Particular Act on
their statute books, but I do think that ,
I do know, as far as I know, no other
Government has this extraordinary
Board system that we have and so large
a proportion of the members of our
Parliament are actually members of the
Government. They are working administrative, doing m:nistry work. They
cannot do both that and defend the interests of the ratepayers and the taxpayers at the same time. It is so often
that those two interests are diametrically opposed• and is man who is rcpresenting the ratepayer is in a very difficult position indeed. Therefore, Your
Excellency. I think that the Bill is one •
which is necessary and although a little
has been made of the difficulties of the

Selection Committee, I do not put that
very high. I do know that one member
of the Selection Committee who had to
resign from the Assessment Board in
order to join th-_, Corporation—that wa
very wrong- , he should not have been
allowed to do so, but he was. I do not
think that, therefore, Your Excellency,
I would• like to formally move the
second' read•inc of thfi
The Governor: Will somebody second?
Mr. Nicholls: I will second.
The Governor: Those in favour of the
second reading please say "aye". And
those against say "no."
A division was called for and voting
result:id as follows: —
For: The First Deemster, Messrs.
Bolton., Nicholls, McFee and Sir
Ralph Stevenson —5.
Against: Messrs. Corkhill, Radcliffe,
Nivison, the Attorney-General and
the Lord Bishop—Z.
The Gov:I-nor: Five-all. so it fails to
get a majority.
Deemster Moore: Unless Your Excellency votes.
The Governor: I do not need to.

if

Deemster Moore: But you can, sir.
Sir Ralph Stevenson: I d,i'eply regret.
The Governor: The Council will now
adjourn.
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